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Abstract 
A mathematical model of the human kr.:e joint is developed and applied to in vivo 
kinematic and dynamic measurements of gait to estimate joint contact and muscle forces. 
The four degree of freedom knee m d e l  includes muscles. ligaments, and taree- 
dimensional articular surface geometry md  is developed as pan of a complete nine degree 
of b e d o m  lower e x t ~ m i r y  mOde1. 
A method is developed for using a kinematic measurement system to generate a 
geornepic model of he articular surfaces of ihe tibia and femur. A novel me:+od is then 
employed to estimate and rcmove soft tissue motion cmn of in vivo knee hnemartcs by 
including g m b c  constraints. The estimated he kinematics arc incladed in a dynamic 
analysis to estimste the joint contact forces and mlixle forces. Sensiaviry to selected 
modeling and pmessing pmwe ten  is discussed. 
Difficuities in satisfying dyr,amic quilibrium for all degrees of freedom of the knee 
model arc presented in m s  of the procedures for estimating knee joint kinematics without 
regard to dynamics. A mthcd is implemented to minimize these errors by iteratively 
adjusting the esfima!ed bite kinematics and muscle f a  x s  ur.til convergence is &rained. A 
funher duction in best m r s  is demonstrated by concum~:dy esnmting ldneinacics and 
dynamics. 
A joint stiffness and stability analysis for human joints is derived inc!uding specific 
nquircrnents for muscles. This analysis is initially applid to a single degree of freedom 
model of the human elbow joint to justify selection of t!!e muscle stiffness model and also 
to demonstrate that the method can successfully predict muscular ceconoaction due to 
subility constraints. The stability malysis is later applied to the knte 9s part of the muscle 
and joint force e s t h a r h  d y s i s .  
For the experimental subject of this thesis, knee kinemstlcs arc estimated w i h  an 
accmcy  between 2 and 6 mm and total forces in excess of 4.5 times body weight ar: 
estimated for the joint during she stance phase of gait. Theoretical predictions of the 
stability analysis applid to the e i b w  joint match c~pccimental measurements fairly closely, 
but funher improvements in muscle models ;ire required before the methods can be 
successfully employed for the knee. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODYCTION 
1.1 Background 
The knee is ?.he largest joint in the human body. D h g  the course of Lifctimc of a 
typical pawn. the knee joint withstands tens of millions of cycles with I d s  of s e v d  
tiDlcs body weight and usually functions without failure. The h e e l  however. is also the 
most frequently injured and swgically repaired joint. Existing methods for analyzing h e  
mechanics of the knee joint are relatively simplistic compared to ehe complex o n h o p a d c  
surgical procedures which are perf- ranging from arthroscopic surgery to tooall knee 
replacement. Although many of these surgical procedures produce very substantial 
improvements as measured by increased mobility and reduction of pain, the proceduirs 
have evolved based on empirical rather than analytical reasoning. Surgeons must rely 
primarily on intuition and experience raher  than information bascd on fundamen~al 
mechanics because the mechanics of the injured knee joint, or even of the healthy knee 
joint, arc not well understsod. Difficulties in analyzing the knee arise from the interactions 
of the complex geometry, kinematics and numerous passive and active elements which 
conml tale m o t h  of the joint. This nscarch deals with the development of a model of the 
healthy human knee joint which may be used to investigate some of the underlylag 
mechanical phenancna of the joint 
1.1.1 Review of b e e  Anatomy 
The skeletal knee is composed of bee arriculating bones: the femur, tibia, and patella. 
n e  femur, or thigh-bone, is the largest b n c  in the M y .  The distal p o r t i ~ n  of the femur 
at h e  knee joint terminates in two curved surfaces, the medial and lateral condyles (figure 
1.1). Weight-beating is supported by the femoral condyles resting on the two 
corresponding regions of the articular surface, the plateau of the tibia. The anterior surface 
of the distal femur is o m t h  and concave, providing a guide for the patella, or knee cap, to 
Figure 1.1: Bones and Ligaments of the Human Knee 
slide up and down. All amculating surfaces are covered with a :bin layer of Ryaiine 
cadage. The patella acu as an a n a c h n t  site for extcnsor muscles of the knee joint which 
have origins along the shaft of the femur or above h e  hip joint and insen into the tibia 
through the patella and the patellar ligament 
Many stnrctures arc involvd in controlling the motion of the knee joint. The muscles 
arc the only active strucnucs, in that their force levels are subject to neural cont~ol as well 
as king functions of their lengths. More than a dozer, muscles cross the knee joint, most 
of which also cross either the hip or ankle joints. Additionally, four major ligaments miss 
the joint and coniiect the femur to the tibia (figure 1.1): the anterior and postchior mciatc: 
l i g m n m  (ACL and PCL), which form a cmss between their inwmons; and the m d a l  and 
l a t d  collated ligaments (MCL and LCL), which are attached at the sides of the joint. 
Functionally (at Iwt in the cadaver). the .4Ct limits backward sliQng of the femur rrlative 
:o the tibia and hyperextension of the knee, while the BCL limits forward sliding of the 
femur relative to the tibia. esptcially when the k n a  is flexed. The meha1 and lateral 
mcnixi are crescent-shaped elastic structures and run around the periphery of the 
aariculadng surfaces of the tibia, appanntl) saving to &saibuu thc femoral mndyle conuct 
loads upon the tibia1 sudaces. 
Relative rrrotiw. of the femur with respect to the tibia in vivo has often beer! modeled as 
a simple hinge joint (45). Its motion, however, is complex and depends on material 
propaties of the ligaments, the activation levels of the knee muscles, and the externally 
applied I d s .  During normal funstion. the condyles of the femur appear to roll and slide 
on the tibia. primarily constrained by the articular surface gcomeuy and forces in the 
ligaments and muscles. Even the maion of a cadava knee is very complex; despite the fact 
that thc muscle activation levels do not change, the axis of rotation changes significantly as 
the joint is flexed [19]. 
The purpose of this research is to examine motionc md load-bearing of the tibia and 
femur. Hence, the lunematics of the patella will k omitted except as its motion may 
change the moment arms of knee muscles. Funhermsrs, knee kinematics witl always refer 
to tibio-femral motion without regard to the motion of the patella. 
1.2 Previous Knee Studies 
Kmc r c m h  can be classified into two basic categories: studies of isolated elements of 
the knee and studies which analyze the entire knee as a system. Although the knee model 
in this thesis will require some estimates of material and geomemc properties of isolated 
elements, the emphasis of the thesis is on the relationships between these elements and 
knee funcoion, i.e. the system. For this reason, isolated elements of the knee will not tx 
discus& hen, but rithcr presented in later chapters where estimates of particular material 
properties arc required. This literature review will be l i m i ~ d  to studies relevant to more 
~ l a m t e  objective of most knee models is to estimate the forces on the knee joint 
(and possibly other joints as well) and the muscles which cross the joints of the lower 
extremity in vivo. especially during gait. Lrnfornrnatcly, i t  has not yet been possible to 
measure the actual forces on a RUM knee joint i~ vivo (although both the f m c  vector 
I541 and pressure dismhtion [25] have k e n  measured in the humm hip joint in vivo). 
Therefore, the accursry of any pamcular solution can only be evaluated by amparing the 
muscle forcc estimates with mcasmmtnts of muscle myoslecPric activity EMG).  To 
W a  canplicate mtocn, EMG has btcn shown to be k r l  y relared to muscle farce only 
for som spmal cases of static postures. Hence, only the timing information sf the EMG 
dam can be usefully correlated with the muscle force estimates to check Phc results during 
dynamic activities such as gait. 
1.2.1 Joint Force Estimates via Functional Grouping of Muscles 
Early modcls of the human knee were greatly simplified in order to ovmrrmc two basic 
~ i c u l t i e s :  (1) in vivo joint and muscle forces cannot bt directly measured; and (2) the 
large number of muscles acting amass the knee joint produce an underconstrained, 
indeterminate problem. Morrison [43] mxleleb the knee as composcc! of k c  muscle 
groups, four ligaments, and one joint contact force acting at an assumed joint cent-. Hrs 
was primarily a sagittal plane analysis, although i t  did allow for a sma!i joint force 
component in the medial-lateral direction. Typical maximum joint force magnitudes 
estimated by this method were appro~imatcly three times body weight (3.0 BW). 
Harrington [24] applied an analysis method similar to Momson to estimate that [he 
maximum farce an the knee during gzit was about 3.5 BW, and also concluded that the 
center of pressure was localized in the medial compartment through most of the stance 
phase. A limitations of these models is that no information on individual muscle forces can 
be estimated from the nsu!ts. Since the timing patterns of EMG of actual muscles do not 
cornspond to the muscle p u p s  assumed. the results are not verifiable and may not be be 
highly accurate. 
1.2.2 Joint Force Estimates via Muscle Force Optimization 
In order to solve the rnl~ltiplc redundancy problem without assuming only a few 
composite muscle groups, Cmwinshield and Brand (171, Hadt (231, Patriarco er a1 (491, 
and Seirig and Arvikar [58], among others, wived for h e  muscle and joint forces using 
muscle f a r e  optimization methods. 'Phese mcthds, which arc typically applied to gait 
data. select h n  among dl of the feasible solutio~s to the joint quilibrium quations that 
set of rn~scle forces which minimize s a n e  objective function. Typical objcdve functions 
include weighted sums of squares or cubes of muscle foxes or sasses and total chemical 
energy expended during a gait cycle. These methods have prirnady been tested with 
kinematic data which assumes a pin-joint model of the knee. A more recent study has 
atsernpted to .require equilibrium ta be satisfied f ~ r  bth the flexion and aMuc~ion degrees 
of M o m  at the knee for maybe three degrees oi  hedom, check this reference), but. 
reportedly this produced erron in the joint force estimates and occasionally produced no 
feasible solutions [%I]. Much work has been reported in applying different optimization 
criteria., but Pamarcc! et d [49] have shown this to be a much less significant factor in 
muscle and joint force pdct ions  than the accuracy of the: kinematic dam or assumptions 
a b u t  muscle origins, insutions or lines of action. Nonetheless, optimitation methods do 
estimate muscle forces which have reasonable rime correlations with EMG measurements 
(with some limitations). 
A major limitations cf these methods is their inability to predict agonist and antagonist 
muscles as activated simultaneously, which has k e n  observed to accur during many 
activities including gait. An agonist muscle is one which instantaneously produces a 
positive component in the k t i o n  of the required net moment about a specified axis, while 
an antagonist muscle produces a negative moment component in this direction. The 
combination of simultaneous agonist and antagonist activity, also called muscular co- 
contraction, requires more chemical energy to be expended than if just h e  minimum aganist 
activity produced the required net moment. Since co-contraction represents energy 
inefficiency a incremental joint force or muscle stress, it is not surpri~ing that levels of co- 
cma;acoion am consistently underestimated by muscle force optimization methods. 
One might assum chat muscle force optimization methods would never predict co- 
contraction to occur. but there arc two cases w k n  a minimum energy solution could allow 
ccrconeraction forces. If a mrlscle crosscs morr than one joint, then 11 may be an agonist 
muscle at one joint while an antagonist muscle at the other joint (for example, the nctus 
f e d s  muscle is a flexor of the hip and an extensor of the knee). Even if an antagonist 
muscle crosscs only one ioint, it tnav tx muired to be activated to offset m a e n t  
canponents peqmdicdar to the net lading which arc crcatcd by agonist muscles. 
1.2.3 . Simplified Mccbanicnl Analyses of' the Knee 
More recently. some knee d e l s  have been developed which avoid optimization 
methods by changing some of the assumptions of the original knee models. 
Wongchaisuwat et R! [67] presented a stari; p!anar knee ;node! which included a feedback 
law for muscles and wlcctc;i t !  mussle forces to stabilize the closed-loop system. The 
results of this analysis predicted unrealrstic large interarticular frictlon forces (actual 
articular surfaces art almost perfect fnctioniess ku ings ) .  Johnsou et al [31] and Nissan 
[47] presented 3D models wit!! simple Ir;rvematic assumptions. These models haw been 
shorn to be sensitive to knernatic mockling e m  [43]. 
1.2.4 Measurement of 3D Knee Kinematics 
A c m n  assumption in the biomechanics Littram is that the knec can be treated as a 
single degree of M o m  joint, that is although its mcuon may include amslations dong 
and rotations about all three cart~sian axes, tRe g m e a i c a l  configuration caq he: complcttly 
specified by the flexion angle. Hence spudes have k e n  zonducted to calculate how the 
knee would presumably move in  vivc by measuring the motion of cadaver knees. FOP 
example. Duke et d [19] m e a s d  the location of the axis of rotation of a cadaver knec as 
a function of flexion angle. m e s s  studies q u i r e  the assumption that muscle fmces cannot 
affect the h e t  kinematics olher than by influencing he flexion angle. 
Chas et el (13) and Lafortune er 41 [36) have attempted to measure the kinematics of 
h e  knee in vivo, but ihe masmrnent techniques an at best able to provide accumte 
cstimares of the joint angles. Although Lafortune's study involved using inmicortical bone 
pins. the resulting mnslatio~-1s were not repond with any confidence. hlurphy !U]. 145) 
has also measured in vivo knee kincmatics using ineraconical bone pins and has 
&mns& dsptdernce of the knee tincmtics on murle act ibiry and cxtemal l&ng. 
1.23 3D b e e  Models with Passive Constraints 
Many studies have investigated consuaints on knee rnotion due to ligaments. Marly 
ecsarcheas have measurrd in virro kinematics of the knee with intact ligaments and 
e x m d y  q p h d  lo id^ [dl, [91, [181,[27j, [291,[331, [ 3 4 ,  [MI, [511, [571, [651. These 
studies may p v i d e  some infamation on ligament function, but since muscle activities arc 
completely i g n o d  they cannot accurately represent how the knee functions in  vivo. 
Funhermore, the complex geometry of the knee joint has not k e n  included except for 
approximating the changing joint centers. W i s m s  ee a1 [66] have presented a knee model 
which indudes the geometry of the articulating surfaces of the knee and the ligamentous 
constnints. Although the model was not validated drcctly, i t  was able to match some 
predtctions of hee response to loading in the Litrcranue. 
1.2.6 31) Models with Passive and Active Constraints 
Mikosz [42] developed a d e l  which assumed a joint center located on the tibial 
plateau with m anterior-posterior component dependent on the flexion angle by an assumed 
functional relationship, and included 13 muscles plus ligaments and a joint capsule which 
werc mdclaI using spring clemnts. This model required joint moments to k balanced by 
the muscle forces, while the shear forces w m  balanced by the ligaments, joint capsule and 
the articulating surfaces. Maximum joint forces were reported to be up to 7.0 BW during 
level walking with comspnding shear forces of nearly 2.0 BW. The conelations of the 
predicted muscle force patterns with EMG timing were somewhat reasonable. even 
predicting some co-contraction, but that is not surprising since the muscle forces were 
solved by " p c d i t i o n i n g "  with EMG data rather than by using optimization methods. 
Cheng [14) repaned a n  itmtive technique for estimati~lg bony contact forces an the 
joint during one p i n !  of h e  gait cycle. 'Yhs locations of the contact points on the m d a l  
and burial tibia1 amstdating surfaces were taken from a cadaver study by Ahrncd and Burke 
[ 1 j of the pnssurt disuibucion in the knee joint. An iteranve technique was used to solve 
for thc rhru force components of each of the two contact p i n &  by alternately using muscle 
opt~rnization to estimate the muscle and ligament forces and then using equilibrium 
equations to solve for the joint reaction forces. The knee &el included 13 muscles and 
13 ligaments, and could k solved after assuming that each of h e  contact forces was 
pahallel to the axis of the tibia and that eiquligrim was saasfid cxacdy in only two cf the 
six k r i o n s .  The estimated joint contact force, which was assumed to correspond to the 
phase of the gait cycle at maximum knee joint loading, was calculated to be 4.3 BW, with 
1.3 BW cm the L a t d  condyle and 3.0 BW on the medial condyle. 
Garg [21] presented a model of the knee which included 3 equivalent muscles and a 
model for complex single degree of fraedom kinematics which depend only on the flexion 
angle. This model used average aPticular geometry from cadaver knees, and knee motion 
(i.e. flexion angle versus tin=) and external loading taken h m  the literature. Equilibrium 
was required to be satisfied with p i n t  conact assumed on each condyle. No !hits were 
placed on ligament forccs. The model was applied to gait data with a maximum knee joint 
force cdculated to be appmxirnately 7.0 BW. During much of the gait cycle only a single 
equivalent muscle was assumed to be active. Because tPlc joint contact force locations and 
directions w e n  f i x d  in h e  cdculacons for the muscle and ligament forces, the ligarnent 
forces required to satisfy force and m m n t  equilibrium in all six directions may have k e n  
above physiological limits. 
1.3 Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a mathematical model of the human knee joint 
which can be uxd to accurately estimate muscle and joint forces in rrivo. Several cf the 
studies reviewed in the previous section have attempted to produce: these same estimates, so 
it is important to differentiate exactly what makes this study unique and why i t  is king 
conducted. The fundamental difference between this and all previous in vivo knee joint 
models is that this model will be applied to d i s t i c  knee k i~emt ics  and it will q u i r e  all 
force md  moment componellts to be accounted for by reasonable actions of muscles. 
ligamcnrj, and joint contact forces. 
1.3.1 A Knee Joint Model Inciudiny Articu!ar Gecimetry 
In diffcenr'atiq the knee d e l  cf this thesis from previous in vivo models it is 
nscssary to wcm wo quedms. What c x v t l y  arc "rc.lisac" b e  k i n c d s  ? What are 
"mxmble"  actions of muscles, Ligaments. and joint contact forocs ? 
AS mentioned previously, knee motion is character)acd by the condyles of the femur 
rolling and sliding on the articulating surfacer of the tibia. Hence, the kinematics of the 
knee rrc smngly influenced by the geometry of me articulating s~arfaces of the tibia and 
femur. There may very well exist loading situanons and knee motions which do not 
correspond to contact between both of the condyles of the femur and the tibia (perhaps 
during the swing phase of gair), but during periods of substantial load-bearing by the knee 
joint. condylar contact in both the medal and lateral companments of h e  knee is a 
reasonable ass1:mption. Given this assumpdon. "nlistic" knee kinematics can be defined 
as those which cornspond to contact between both condyles of the femur and the 
arriculaeing s ~ n f a a s  of the tibia. 
An empirical observation about healthy human articular joints is that they exhibit 
extrcmcly low coefficients of friction. At each location on h e  surface, substantial stresses 
m y  occur only in ihc direction normal to the surface. Since the cwature of the articular 
surface of the tibia is not large (i.e. the slope of the surface docs not change much over 
small distances m the surface), then even though the contact force acoually corresponds to a 
pressure distribution. it will always be oriented approxima[ely nonnal to the surface at the 
center of pressure. Therefore, knee joint conract forces are also influenced by joint micular 
geomeuy, and "rearanable" joint conact forces will be assumed to be oriented in the 
direction pvlllel to rhe surface normal, and obviously only comprcsrive. A "nasonablc" 
muscle or liglmcnt force simply cornsponds to a tensile force between zero and some 
physiobgicdly maximum value acting along the Line of aceion of the pamci~lar muscle or 
Ligainent. 
In sumnrrary. the furdmental difference between the knee joint model in his thesis d 
all previous in vivo d e l s  is that the joint articular geomeay is included such that it cm 
influcncs bth  the kinematics and dynamics of the joint. M y  Wismans' uiudel[66] of t+c 
in v i m  knee shares these characteristics, so in a sense this &.el can be considered an 
extension of that model for in viwo analysis. 
1.3.2 A Knee Joint Model Designed for Stability Analyses 
As mentimed in mtion 1.2.2, a limitation of n.,xlc force optimization methods is hat 
they have difficulty estimating muscular cecontraction. The basis for muscle force 
opamiradon is an assuqeion that joint force and momenr equilibilurn is established using a 
minimum energy configuration (or some other objective function). Muscular co- 
contraction is energetically inefficient, but it may be observed during many apparently 
efficient activities such as walking. Muxle force estimation methds which us: an 
assumption of minimum energy may therefort be inappropriate. Since the pmhctcd muscle 
and joint force: estimates arc rrlatively insensitive to the choice of objective function i491, 
then perhaps the limitation of these methods is that they are missing some adchtional 
qui red  constm.int in additional to quilibrium. 
Everyday experience demonsmates that muscular co-contraction is related to the 
stiffness or stability of pints. For example, if one simultaneously maximaly contracts the 
biceps and triceps muscles, then the elbow becomes substantiallv stiffer. Perhaps there 
exists some level of joint seiffness which the human control system would always prefer to 
maintain. If phis is indeed the case, then one might assume that a better estimate of muscle 
and joint f m e s  would bc based 011 a method which minimizes energy such $at joint force 
and moment equilibiiurn is established while at the same rime maintaining some minimum 
level of joint stiffness or stability (where stability is to be defined later in this thesis). 
Following this assumption, a second goal of this thesis is to develop a knee joint model 
which includes a minimum joint sliffness or stability consmint which influences the muscle 
force opeimiration nsdtt. 
1.3.3 Purpose set this Thesis 
Following the preo&cling discussion, the purpose of this thesis can be s a d z e d  as 
foliows. 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a mathematical anode1 of the humrn bee  joint 
which allows an examination of in vivo relationships &tween gmmeay, bcmt i c s ,  and 
dynamics. Specifically, the d e l  wil! estimate knee kinema!ics and muscle and joint 
f m s  given measuremenos of the motion of the lower ezaefflity Kgmcnts and foot-flax 
force md moment vector intmctions. The Rlodel will be used not only to estimate joint 
ldncmatics and forces but also to examine sensitivity of the results to changes in selected 
modcling and processing parameters. Thc sensitivity analysis will be pcrforrrmed for both a 
face equilibaium analysis and a stability analysis of the knee joint during the stance phase 
of gait 
1.4 Summary of Chapters 
This thesis is organized into eleven chapters. I n d ~ c t o r y  and explanatoiy material is 
prexnted fmt including the derivation of rc!cvant quaaons. Then, more specifics of the 
knee model geomeuy, kinematics, and dynamics rn pmvided. Although Chapters 6 
through 8 are ptesented separately, their results are actually very much inter-nlattd, as 
emphasized in Chapter 9. A more specific description of the contents of the following ten 
chapm is presented below. 
Chapter 2 introduces the problem of estimating joint and muscle forces as an inverse 
control problem. TRc dynamic equations which these forces must satisfy are presented. 
and previous methods for cstimting joint and muscle forces arc icviewed. Assumptions 
and limitations of these methods arc explained, along with a brief description of the 
methub to be tmplsyd in this thesis to overcome some of there limirations. 
Chapter 3 defines joint stnbility as it is considered in this rhesis. Specfificdly, the 
q u i n m e n t s  on muscle forces axe presented which must be sadsfid in order for a p in t  to 
be in a state of stable aquilibnum. A simple mudel for musc'e zriffness is proposed for 
performing this analysis. and a rnodel of thc human cibow Mint is used to demonstrate that 
the r a q u k w n t  of stability af equilibrium rray nccessiute muscular co-contraction ur,der 
wcrw loading conditions. An  experiment is dcscriba! which produces results qualitatively 
very similar to the e l h w  j ~ i n t  &el stability pm%ctions. Findly. the q u i r t m t n t s  for 
applying the stability analysis to b e  human k m  p in t  are pvidcd. 
Chapter 4 pmsents a description of the s y s m  used to obtain thc kvlemuc and dynamic 
data q ~ d  for the knee rruodel. The TTUCK &la acquisiaon system i s  described, along 
with exunsions for making the measurements more useful for analyzing the lower 
cxmmity. Chmct,biistics of the kinematic data art prescntcd, along with descriprions of 
processing methods which arc useful for defining anatomical cmrcbnate systems and joint 
angles. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the separate components of the h e c  model and explains Row 
they ut r e l a d .  Requirements for g e o r n e ~ ~ ,  kinematics, and dynamics of the knee model 
are provided such that a stability of equilibrium analysis may be performed. The 
assumptions and approximations used in the development of the knee model are 
e n m t d  and explained. The raqu inmnu  for incorpc~rating t l~e  knee model into a four- 
segment rigid body model of th; lowever ermmity are described. With this background 
material covered, a more detailed summary of Chapters 6 through 9 is presented to 
emphasize the relationships between knee rnodcl geomePy, hnemadcs, dynamics. and 
muscle and joint forces. 
Chapter 6 explains the pmedures  and results us& fcr measuring cadader tibia and 
femur articular gmmtuy and anatomical landmark locations to estirnare the micular surface 
geometry of a human knee joint in vivo. A review of previous methds  used 10 estimate 
cadaveric knee joint gmmetty is presented, along with a proposed melhod which is much 
simpler, more flexible and nearly as accurate. The method for mdeling the joint s ~ d a c e s  
is described, along with additional processing methods for identifying the valid regions sf 
data and insuring the convexity of fie femoral condylar amcillar surfaces. Befiitions for 
anatomical cca rd ina~  systems for the tibia and femur arr pnxntcd w h c h  ye based on t+e 
locations of Phc mtomca l  lhndmarks d a siiiple kinenlatic mcasmmcnt. 
Chapter 7 begins with a description of the problem of soft !issue r~ct ion in  
biarrlechmical analysts an8 describes he methods employed in t ; ~  rcsrucn rn e s h i e  an8 
minimize f k c  emn in kinem~cic Gara. The problem is reduced to using the w a s &  
lower extremity LEir.tmade data along wilh estimated articular surfze  geomty and an 
assumption of conract on bh condylar surfases to @uce a set of h p m v d  hnemric  
data plus estimates of b e  soft tissus motion errors. This m e h d  of kintrrtaric dzta 
caxrccion is divided into thht pcscadms: (1) cstirrating the approximatt locations of thc 
t i b i ~  and femur frwn the instanranwus kinematic measmmcnts and anatomical !admark 
coordinate idormation; (2) cdculadng the opumal average msla t ion and mution of e!e 
tibia and femur relative to  the^ anatomical :wrdinatt systems to minimize geomecic 
incompatibilities o v a  an entire ~t of data; and (3) calculating the optund deviations born 
the avaage tmnslanons and ntations in c:der to guarantee gamsmc c5mpatibility while 
minimizing changes in the kinematic dam. Results arc: prestnra of raw and comcrcd 
kinematic dau a d  the corrtsponding estimates of soft tissue m o ~ o n  ermn. 
Chapter 8 prrscnts the methods and results for es t i~at ing the muscle. ligament. ar,d 
join1 forces which satisfy the dynanlis equations while minimizing a speslfied optimimion 
criterion. The quatisns for d y n m c  equiiibriurn and stability of qull iherm dedelageri i11 
Chapters 2 and 3 an rcviewd with an emphasis on the rquiremcnro for applyirrg 
equations to the lower extremity. Results arc provided for the muscle and joint force 
predictions during the stance phase of h e  gait cycle lvirh equilibrium and stability 
constraints applied at various degrees of freedom of the lower extremity. The problem of 
estinlating ligament forccs given the displacements of the origins anu insenions is 
addressed. Difficulties i n  satisfying equilibrium for all of the degrees of freedom of the 
knee joint are explained in terns of the method for estimating knee kinematics without 
regard to dynamics. 
Chapter 9 descriks r mthd of itcraeively estim,ting knec jaint hnemtlcs and joint 
and muscle forces such that the equilibrium consmints may be satisfied for all d c p s  of 
M o m  of the knee. The necessity of a h e  dimensional knec join! model to include 
estimates of joint gesmc!q, kinematics, and dynamics in order to realistically estimate 
either of tht l a m  two quantities is emphasized. The results of thrs method are corngad to 
the redu of Chapters 7 and 8. and a method is pmpcscd for simultanauly estimating the 
kme joint kimmics ud pint  and m w l e  faces. 
Chapter lC, the conclusion, includes a list of s-ic ascsmplishmen~ of this thesis. 
'Ike equilikium and stability malyxs an ticiqud and in~erpntad in t m s  of knefits and 
p w i b k  Liraiucims of urt model and r e q u i d  cxtensions. Recmendations are made for 
fum wark in this and related m o f  research. 
Chapter 2 
MUSCLE FORCE ESTIMATION 
AS A TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS PROBLEM 
2.1 Introduction 
The god of this thesis is to e sha t e  joint and muscle forces during the mncc phase of 
the gait cycle in vivo. n i s  problem is one of analysis rather than design in that the &ctuai 
muscle and joint forces arc shady prescribed and will not k changed in any way by the 
force estimates. Although herein the muscle f m s  will be estimated using mfamation 
about b e  Lmematics, inertial propmes. and actions of the actuators (i.e. muscles), this 
analysis is fundamentally different from a typiczl robotics design problem in aaj=toq 
conml. 
A typical application of a trajectory control design problem in robotics can be 
summarized with the following scenario. You arc placed in a mom with a robot and given 
estimates sf its inertial properties, khavior of its environment, actuator contributions to 
loading the various degxus of freedom of the robot as a function of the control inputs, and 
a prescribed mjtctory for the mtmt (a at least its end effector) to follow. Your assignment 
is to design a set of conw~l commands mil a fecdback control law which will enable the 
r o b  to follow the mjeccrory, prcsunably wirh some: degree of stability. 
The typc of prohlcm encountered in muscle and j ~ i n t  fm estimation is one of analysis 
rather than design. Referring to the above scenario, you axe again placed in a room with a 
robot and given estimates of its inertial properties, behavior of its environment, and 
acruator conmbutions to loading the various degrees of freedom of the robt  as a function 
of actuator inputs. You arc then allowed to observe the roht  perform wmt maneuver, and 
an provided with estirr~ates of the rrs~alting mjcctory. Your assignment is to come up wirh 
the set of control commands which were used to enable the robot to follow h e  mjcctory. 
After making your estimates, you will be allowed to compare them with the actual control 
C- signds. This problem W U  be r e f d  to as r txajactory analysis pmblcm. 
For a robot u.r:h a single actuator conoolling each degree of freedom. the njectory 
analysis pmblem m y  not k cbffkult to solve. Once rhe hnemaws arc supplied. h e y  can 
be substituted into the dynamic quadons and she rtrquucd set of conrml toques can k 
cdculatd dmctly. S d l  efrurs in tht estimates of the Irinemtics. inuua4 p q m e s ;  etc. 
wiil ctrPinly cause m emm in rhe escinoatts, But they w d d  be e x p m a l  to cpce v e p  
wcu with r.tK m8l command signals. 
Next. consider the case in which the robot has  many mm actuators than d e w s  of 
fieadom. In this case, the dynamic equations done PR insufficient for calculating the 
acruata canman8s. You arc faced to make some assumptions a, make your best estimate 
of the actuator c w s  from m g  all of the possible xu of c m &  which satisfy 
dynamic quil ihum. You might assume that the robot had been optimally controlled to 
rninimitc conuol actims a KWRC mher reasonable penalty function and use h s  domation 
to select your best estimate. This siruation is now similar to the typical pnxedurc for 
estimating mussle forces given estimates of inertial properties, hnematics, and muscle 
aKrmcnt arms, with the exception that the relatimship bcrwacn the neural control command 
input to a muscle (as measured by EMG) and h e  output force is i i i !  well established. 
The remainder of this chapter develops the equations which my bc uscu to estimate 
muscle and joint forces by assuming that the muscles arc used optimally to satisfy the 
dynamic equations of motion. However, before continuing into the dcvtloplnent of the 
equations for estimating muscle and joint forces, it is worthwhile to consider possible 
extensions to the trajectory zqalysis probiem scenario. Assume now that you had been 
permincd to obsme h e  mba gtrfcmn rht maneuver not once but rather m y  times, and in 
the presence of small disturbances by the environment In this casc it might be reasonable 
to assume that the robot had k e n  controlled such that it was stablc. Would this provide 
any addrtional information which you coulrl use to improve your estimates of conlrol 
c o m a ~ l d s  ? What if you w e n  supplied with the feedback law ? These questions will be 
&ssceI in this chapter and in Chapter 3. Another possible extension might be that you 
were provided with poor estimates of the kinematics for some of the degrees of freedom. 
2.2 Four Segment Mdal of the Loner Esascrnity 
For the puapws of dynarnic analysis, r single leg of the lower exmemiry will bc 
eaodelsd ra a set of four segments (fm. shank. thigh. mb pelvis), =ti of which i s  
rpplimucd u r rigid body (figwe 2.1 ). The segments m urnmod m i n a n  n their 
d a  due d y  m muscle. ligament. and pin t  caratact f m .  Fou mvci iencc in AM$ 
h e  qutims,  the segments are numbed such that S=l.2.3,4 d m  to the foot. shank. 
U g h  ud pelvis. rcspscrively. Each of che rcpenu will be urwned to have a m u  ms 
and R mas writ of hmir tensor lS, w . M  the lrnro qwndty wdl in g e d  depend on 
h c  corafiption of h e  lower cxocmity. In the lower ex&y m c k l  of h s  thesis, the 
pelvis effects will be handed as a set of forccs and manents which ast on the femur at the 
hip joint, and thus the inenid p q m k s  d xgRenr S=4 (i.e. the pelvis) wdl have no effect 
on the dynamic quatiorss. 
Ln order to apply a bgsangian analysis to the lower exoemity model, a set of 
gcndited amdir).r~es must k select&. By definition, a rcr of generalized madinrtcs is 
a set of the minimum number of parameten rcquircd to completely specify the Linematic 
configuration of a M y .  For example, a rigid M y  in space requires six p m t e r s  to 
completely specify iu position and mienration, and three parameters are required t~ spec* 
thc posinm and hentation of the hip pint ( i t .  the pelvis relarive to the thigh). The wt of 
1; Figure 2.1: Lower Extremity .,- p Modd 
gemmlitcd coordinates q uJed to andyre rhe hnermdcs of the Iowa cxmmicy will be 
assipd as follows: 
where p,, specifies the six pncralirod soadinrter snich determine he podtion and 
ofienmtim of h e  f a  relative to JT fix& M d  g W  c a d i m e  f ) ) r~m (OCS). are 
h e  two generalized eadinrtss which p i f y  h e  position and arienutim of the tibia 
relative to the fm (i.e. Ihe ankle pint). qm specifies four gcncnlid c d t c s  far the 
knee. ud p ~ ,  spccif~s three g e n e d i d  emnlinates for h e  lup. The fdwn genera l id  
c o d n r u s  g npexnt the nim d e w  of ktadQm for the t h e  joints plus an additional 
six cadinaces for the position md cwicnution of r)se entire lower exmdty. The actual 
coordinres w k h  are sleeted for s h  joint will k ckscritd in Chapta 5. 
Given tnc coedinates dcfined nbve, rhc position and oricnution of al l  four of the 
lower cxarrnity segments relative m &c GCS are csmglctcly p i t i e d  by q fa all points in 
time. F m h c m ~ a ,  the wanslaeional and rotational velocities of the segments relative to the 
GCS depend only on q ad q such tha~ 
where v[ is the mrlation velocity of the center of mass of wgment S, as is the angular 
S S 
velocity of segment S, and f is by definition he  Iacobian for segment S. JL and JA m 
the mamccs which determine the inscantaneous translational and angular velocities of 
segment S given q. the rate of change of the generalized coordinate vector. Note that in 
S these quations J is a function of q. 
By separately considering the columns of the Jacobian, the translational and angular 
velosl9e.s of a i r  scgmsna can i n s m m s l y  k e s i p s s d  as linem smbinaeions of each 
of the time nm of change of h e  f i h  genaalizd coonluraks. 
2.3 Dynamic Equaaiocrs Applied to the Lower Extnndty 
Now that mne preliminary exvssions have k e n  pmvided f a  ehe inerrill MCS 
a d  arnslatiorrol md re~~acmll  vckjcities for w k  of the Ecpnts ,  it is w i b k  to germate 
a set of dynamic equations fa the lower cxatrrity. The equations will k derived basad m 
h e  notation of Asada and Slot.int for dynamics sf r&ic systems [7]. Consider an 
instaxe d m g  the s t m x  phase of grit in which the fooc is in collract with the f l a x  ad h e  
i n d m  rt tRc hip is rrptwcntd uy a net f c x a  and mmnt vector sf segment 4 acting 
on segment 3. h the equations lisred bslow, M acpresenrs the number of scgmcnts whish 
m c~mpletcly included in the &el. Since segment 4 is included only in t e r n  of the 
l s d s  which it applies m segment 3, then fur t h s  lower extremity model of the f a  shank, 
and thigh. M = 3. 
In dn to write out Lagrange's squations of motion it is fint necessary to evaluate the 
kinetic energy T and potential energy V for the lower exucmity model. Using r9e 
expressions far translational and rotational velocities of the segments as dcfmed in secton 
2.2, the expressions far kinetic and pooenaal energy arc as follows: 
In quation (2.6), g represents h e  accelartion of gravity and r: rcprcxnls the GCS vector 
Using h e  previous defulitimr of t)be Jamban f a  each segment, rhe lunctic energy can 
k vHim in a sli8hdy Maaot form 
In equation (2.8), H is the "lower exstmiey i ~ m a  tenwr", a symmcPjc maerix which 
rrpnsenu the contPibutionr of the foot, shank and thigh to inema in the directions of each 
of the degrees of kedorn Alrhough q has been defined to include 15 generalized 
6~0dbwes ,  Only a 12 by 12 pohon of I4 will $e nm-an, (and positive definite), as the 
intftiid propnties of the pelvis arc mt includcd in the dynamic equations as wrincn. 
Now that the kinetic and potential energies have been defined in terms of the 
g e n m b d  cumdinates and their derivatives wirh respect to time, Lagrange's equations can 
bc used to g e m &  the necessary dynamic equations for the lower examity model. 
In equation (2.1 I), L is the L a p g i a n  and Qi is the generalized force which represents the 
amount of work which would be performed by all of the external forces (other than those 
accounted for in the potential energy) due to a unit displacement in the direction of 
generalized ccordinate qi. The e x t m d  forces which may contribute to rhe gcnedizcd 
forces bcluck ohe force plate on8 hip farccs which act at the two ends of the kinemtic 
c h i n  and the m u s k  and Liganwnt forces 
By substituting equations (2.6) and (2.7) into equation (2.1 I), h e  dynamic equations 
can be writen in the following fm: 
s a ~ !  a$ ~k hijk = -! . L- 
ag, 2 hi 
S S T 5  
Gi  = m g JLi (2.15) 
In these equations, N,,(M) represents the namkr of the generalized cwrdinates which 
affect the position and orientation of segment M (in this case N-(3) = 12). represents 
I 
s 
requid gencnlizcd forces due to conservative forces acting on segment S, and AQi 
acprrscnts the total conuibution due to conservhtive and inertial forces. Thcse equations 
can be evaluated once exp~lcssions for the H m h x  (which depends on inertial propmies 
plus the segment Jambians) and the generalized forces have k e n  sbtaindl. Sections 2.3.1 
and 2.3.2 will provide the necessary expressions for the s e p n t  Jacobians and generalized 
forces. 
2.3.1 Evaluation of Segment Jacobians 
Before evaluating the segmcnt Jacobians, it is necessary to specify exactly how h e  
segment positions md orientations are assumed to depcnd on the gcncdzed coordinates q. 
Consider a vector rb which represents the coordinates of a specific point P in space as 
measured in the coordinate system associated with segment 1 (i.e. the fmt). The 
m s f m d o n  fmm rb to xp, the GCS coordinates of this same puint in space, is by 
convention wriacn in he following form: 
In his q u a o n  R,m rtpnsents the rotation mmx of chc foot relative to the GCS md rim 
represents the trmsluh vatrmof h e  foao relative to phc GCS (figure 2.2). 
Similuly, h msfmmams &tween the codinam sf this same pint as mmurd in 
r h t ~ 9 6 y s o u r r r o f e a c h o f h f a u x ~ t s w i l l k ~ m i n P R e f ~ g f a a n :  
Ln equations (2.16) through (2.19). R,. Rm, Rill and uc functions of qlio, qu,,  
q3n. and q,n. respectively, as defined in quation (2.1 ). xlR, I( and x,,, 
similarly arc functions of qlR qU,, qM and q,. 
The segment Jacobians represent the dependence of the segment p s i t i m s  and 
mientations (in GCS amdinatcs) on the generalized smnlinaus. Thus i t  is useful to 
define the aandannahs lxtwietn each scgmmt's coordinate system and the GCS, 
Figure 2.2: Scgmer.t Transformations 
5 In this aquation, R rrprcxraa rhe 3 by 3 mution m m i x  of wgment S. rs is the locanon 
of the origin of h e  cmdnate sysmn d vmnt S rrlrdw to the cxip of h e  GCS. and $ 
represents the cadinaacs of r pint u sbvrrvd in thz madinate frrnse of segment S. 
Equmdor.~ (2.16) through (2.19) can be cmbrnsd with 4qrutim (2.20) to establish the 
s 
ucgmnt mbn muix W f a  each of the four segmtno in terms of q. 
R' = R,, (2.21) 
Expecssions for the a r n s l d m  v e c m  xS can be o b m c d  using these same qurtionr. 
1 X = xlm 
1 x2 = R x y l + x  I 
2 x3 = R x m + X  2 
3 
x4 = R x, + x 3 
The expressions far J:, which arc used to calculate velocitia of the rgmcnt c c n m  of 
mass fmm a, can bc obtnincd in a very smightfonvud manner. Lcr < h rhc fixed vmor 
hnn the cnigh of segment S to its center of rnass as rrrasurtd in rhc coordinate system of 
r w n t  S. It follows by dircct application of quation (2.20) that jS , he vector which 
U 
represents rhe change of the GCS coordinates of this point with respect to a unit change in 
gencralited coorchate Q, is given by the following expression. 
Thc ery*cuhs fa 1:. which ~ P C  u u d  to cakubte angular velocieiet of the segments 
h a ,  quires more analysis. Consider a pant  ? which i s  fixed in segment S, and has 
soonlinua $ as measured in he coordinate frame of s e g m n t  S. The position md 
velmay v e r t m  in h e  GCS can k obwned using quotion (2.28) uud differentiation, as 
foUows. 
An alternative method for calculating h e  GCS c m n a t e s  of the velocity of point P is to 
use the angular velocity ot scgmnt S. 
Rccdl equation (9.4). and express the angular velocity vector in terns of its three 
componens. 
Comparison of equarions (2.31) and (2.33), dong with the dcfurition of vector cross 
product, I& to ohc following requirement for these two expressions to be qual  for an 
arbitrary point P fixed with respect to segment S. 
Both sides qua* a€ (2.34) can now be past-multiplied by the uamspe of tkc mtion 
m m x  of ~ g m e ~ t  S. Sincc a ror~tim muix must k oethmormrl (i.c. its mspox is dre 
same u its in-), rhcn the dtpndence of the kft sode sf the squstiacn on h e  mtim 
d x  diuggertn. and an cxpressiorr for h e  dependence of the angular vector components 
on tht time mots of change of the gcnenlhd coordinates nsds. 
Finally. tkc ocrms can tie rwrangd to give an explicit expression for the panion of the 
segment Jacobian which is required fa dcuhting angular velosities. 
S Na* that for a rotary joint, J, simply nprcsenls the GCS cocrdinaas of the unit vector in 
the w t i m  of irmeasing q, (using the right-hand mle). L'nfmunate, the tincmeaus of 
thc human knee are rather complex and canna k mdleled as a senes of row and 
aanslational degrees of kcdan. but ra~ber m e  degrees of heedom will mpresenr 
combinaaons sf uanslotiorrs a d  wdcms. 
2.3.2 Evaluation of Ccnemlizad Forces 
Now h r  the scgqrnt Jaccbims have h e n  &fined. the expressions on the left side of 
quation (2.12) can k completely cv JuuQ except fa on tam Lhc h d a  ten- of each 
v p n r  Ler rrprrtcnc LC mus m r r n t  of imnia ten- of segmnt S about its center 
0 
of mass ns cxprcsred in its own caxdinrte s y s m .  This tensor ~cmains fixed far all cimes, 
Md can be expressed in terms sf hhc GCS using the foUouing quarim: 
Now hat all terms of the left-hand side of equation (2.12) have been evalr.ated. i r  
nmains no evaluate the right-hand side of thc cquadon, the generalized forces. Recall  that 
rhc generalized f m c  Q, represents the amount of work which would k perf& by all of 
the external f~rccs due to a unit &splacemenr of generalized coordinate q,. k the lower 
exmmity &el containing M segments, there arc four separate eypes of conmbucions ro 
the generalized forces: (1) Qm,conmbutions due to foot-floor rcaclions at the force plate; 
(2) e, contributions due to the net force and moment vectors of segment M+I acting on 
I 
segment M (eg. the pelvis acting on the fsmur); (3) ai, conmhfion~ due to the muscles; 
and (4) QL, contributions due to the lipmen&. If generadized coos&nates are chosen 
carefully, then the joint f m c s  cannot do any work and tire frictional forccs arc negligible. 
Conmbutions to gcnd ized  forces due to jcint capsules, skin. and other soft tissues arc 
expected to be much smaller in magnitude ban muscle and ligament convibutions and w~ll 
be ignored in this analysis. Hence, the total generalized force is a sum of these four ternis. 
fn cvdurting the conuibutions sf itw f m e  plr~c force and rnmcnr vectors to the 
g e n e d i d  faces.  the aqu~varlent RPCUOA f m e  md m n r  vccton of the foot acang on 
the force plate *ill tu calcula~ed. If Fm and MFp r e p s e n t  the fotce rand moment vectors 
of rhc f m e  plate v n n g  an scgmnt 1. and rk represents the vector fmm the origin of 
segment 1 to the ccnta of preosu~ of dx force place. then the net force urd moment vectors 
1 1 '  & = - M ~  - (R r R J x F F P  (2.443 
Given thew cxprrssicms. then thc cmaitn~tion tothe general& f m e  due to the farce plate 
force and momtnt vmors can be dculatai. Fmt consider PFp the t a d  amount of power 
hat wwM k added lo scgnwnt I dw to the force p!atc force and momtnt vectors if it w m  
subject a, a mslatioslal and angular velocity. 
It is also possible to relate this power to h e  generalized force urrns as follows. 
By equating m s .  equations (2.41) and (2.42) can be used along with equation (2.4) to 
calculate the contributions to the gencrahted forces due to the f ~ r c e  plate !oa&. 
Sirnilu masoning can bc used to evaluate h e  generalized fme ~ontributims due to the 
force ud m m e n t  vector of segment M+1 acting on segment M. FM*l and NET G. 
respectively. Nou as previously that in the case of the lower cxmrnity model M=3. r, thii 
represents the loads of the pelvis acting on the thigh. Assume thu the moment vector is 
defined with respect to the origin of cmdnate system M+1. Then the ccntribut~ons to 
gmenliaed faccs duc to the net force and moment vector can be written as follows. 
Finally. the cmaibutisns to the genealizad forces due to the muscles and ligaments 
must k evaluated. At any pint in tim, the power which the kth rn~bsclc is producing is 
related to its tensile f m c  FMk and its insmuncous nu of change of length hk by the 
fstlowirtg expression. 
From this expression. it follows that the total ccmmbudm of aJl of the muscles to h e  
generalid f a c e  Q is given by 
when NM refers ro the total r.mmbtp of muscles. 
Using the same reasoning, the contribution to the generalized forces due to rht 
lig&.ncntr can be written with a nearly identical expression, 
w h m  NL refers to the r o d  number of Ligamnrs. is tRe tensile force on the ligament 
and is the length of the ligament 
2.3.3 Solation of the Dynamic Equations 
Now that dl of the !ems of the right-hand side of equation (2.12; have k e n  evaluated, the 
dynamic quarims fa the lower exmrmty can be written as follows 
a h  M + I ~  M + I ~  M+I 
F, - + M, J,, 
@i 
where as before AQi arc b e  generalized forces. Note that if they am applied to the M-3 
segment model. then in this fm the equations can only be used to address dynamic 
equilib;urn for h e  h e t  N,,(M) = 12 degrees of M o m  (i.e. 6 &f for the fool relative to 
the GCS, 2 dof for the ankle, and 4 dof for the knee). These quations cannot bc used to 
generate dynamic equations f a  the Rip unless the pelvis is modeled with knowr! inertial 
propcrcics and f m e s  and moments acting on its proximal end. The method for gentrating 
dynamic equations for h e  bof of the hip is pmcnttd later in this chapter. 
The uldmate objective: of this chapter is to derive the constraints on muscle forces in 
m k r  ohat the dynamic equations may be satisfied. h the application of hesc quations to 
estimfing muscle and joint f m c s  during gar, the force and moment vector and ccnta of 
prcsslw of the foot-floor reastior. will bc measured using a force plate. The net force and 
moment vector of the g ~ l v i s  on the thigh, however, will be unknown. Fortunately, these 
vectors can easily be solved for by observing that the conmbutions of the museics and 
ligaments to the generalized forces arc exactly zero for the f i s t  six generalized coordinates 
(i.e. q t l o )  This is equivalent to an observauon that muscle and ligament forces only 
change if the c d n a t e s  which affect the relative cwrhnatcs of the joints arc changed. 
Using this i n f m t i o n ,  six quations can be generated for the six unknown components of 
the ncs Porn and nrwrmcnt vector of segment M+1 xting on x g m n t  M. 
Once thcx equations have been solved for Lhc net f a  and wwKnt v a c m  of segment 
M+1 ecting on ~~t M, hen quation (2.48) can be used to g e m t e  the maiming 
e q u a h s  in rn of the m w k  ud Ligament forces and length dcnvatives. 
Thus far emphasis has k n  placed m developing dynamic equations for an M wgnlcnt 
m&l for the lower cxtnrPrity. N a e ,  howem, thu equation (2.49) is not valid exclusively 
for any spcfific value of M. but nlher is valid for any value of M as long as all of the 
I 
terms can be evaluated. ,Therefore, quation (2.49) can also be used to cvalua~e the net 
force and moment vcctm of segment 2 acting on segment 1, w h m  the moment vector 
cmsporlds to the moment abut  the origin of the coordinate system of xgmcn t 2 (i.e. the 
1 loading m r s  the h e e  joint). F\mhemwnr, it is easy to see that if Fm and & uc 
defined as abuve. then the net force and m n t  vectw of segment M+1 acting on segment 
M can bt calculated from the ?oUswing six quations (for i = 1,2. . .A) : 
-Thcrefm, dhaugh it is not a necessary pan of thtxalcularlons, thc let force and m n t  
vector can be calculated ms any of the lowa e x h r ) r  pints by iteratively applying 
equation (2.50). 
Finally, it has been mentioned that the equations can thus far only be used to examine 
equilibrium for the f i t  N,,(M) gcnmlizd coordinate directions (i.e. not including the 
degms of M o m  of the hip). I t  is useful now to number the joints accodng no he  
following scheme: joint M connects s e g m n t  M and segment M+ I .  Therefore. the motion 
of p i n t  N1 is affected by g e n d d  uxtdnares q, such rhat N,,(Sl) < i 5 N,,(M.l+l). If 
all N,,(M+! 1 coordinates arc held firred except for a v d  displacement in cmdinate q,, 
such that q, affects the mocioa ~f joint M. then the virtual work of segment M acnng on 
u-nt M+O can k written In m of rh t  net l m c h g  m u  the p i n t  
! A * , ~  &M+I M+lT M+I D*? } hi, for joint M (2.51) 
This expression is only valrd far thc d e p s  of M o m  of p i n t  M. Note that this virmal 
work can only bt produced by the muscles a d  ligaments, tnxausc t$e joint f a c e s  do no 
w b .  'Ihemfm, chc fclUowing expmsion mllst also hold. 
[ a h t  K a h  
&w = 1.- k=l Z FM, - k= z L FU 5T] 6q1, for joint M ( 2 . 5 2 )  
I 
Finally, fdr the aegrec.: cf M o r n  of joint M, these two expressions can be combined to 
ptoduce an expression in ;ems of the muscle and ligament forces and the net Loading 
across the joint. 
Note that this equation differs from equation (2.46) in that equation (2.46) is only 
applicable to the degrees of M o r n  below joint M whereas equation (2.53) is applicable 
exclusively for the de-s of freedom of joint M. 
In summary, the dynamic quations can k derived by first using quation (2.49) to 
calculate the net I d i n g  across the hip joint, then using equation (2.46) to evaluate h e  
consmints on muscle and ligament forces for the first 12 degrees of fmedom, and finally 
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using aquation (2.53) t~ evaluate the muscle cmsmnts  for the hip joint. An altemanve 
a p p m h  is to use equations (2.49) and (2.53) to sequentially genmte the quadons for 
each of the joints. Another possible calculation method would be to simply use equation 
(2.46) wih M=4 and some arbitnq values for inenid pmpcrties of xgment 4. because 
they will not affect the dynamic msults at he W e .  knee a d  hip joints. Although 15 
e g u a h s  wil l  result. only 9 of these wll involve musfle and ligament fares, as m e  would 
ex- fiws the ~ i n e  degree of medm lower extremity &el. The Rnal resulr of ad of 
this d y s i s  is thus r set of 9 h e a r  q n s t i m s  in the muscle and Ligament f m .  
2.3.4 Why r Lagrangian Analysis ? 
Mor  muscle force optimization analyses have typically used a Newtonian furmulation 
for evaluating the translational and angular accelmtions af each segment. multiplying by 
thc apppriate inertial proptmcs, and hen evaluating the rcquucd net forces and moments 
which must have paoduccd the &saved kinematics. The equations presented here appear 
to bt nxrrr compiex. What is the reason for selecting this analysis, and is it really more 
caagkx ? 
First, the equations here arc simply wrincn in a general form and will prcduce exactly 
the same results as a Newmian analysis applied to the samt model. Anticipating that the 
knet will b6 &led as a four d e w  of firedan joint with complex kmematics, the use of 
a b g m g i a n  analysis eliminates the need to include h e  pint P a s  in the analysis (bacaw 
they do no w d ) .  Furthemme, the joint stiffness and stability analysis described in h e  
next chapter becomes muck easier to implement using a set of generalid soordinates as 
the independent variables. 
A second reason for using a Lagrangian analysis is that it is very straightfmand to use 
kinematic and dynamic quacions which arc compatible and camspad !o the m e  modcl. 
In all previous muscle optimization analyses, the dynamic equations were solved without 
regard to the kinematics of the joints, except for assuming locations of joint centen. By 
explicitly writing the quaticins in t e r n  of the k i ~ m t i c  d e l  of the joints, all forces may 
be amuntcd fm either due to muscles, Ligv~~tnts  or ohm soft tissues. 
2.4 Muscle Force Estimation 
All of the solution schemes suggested in sectioi~ 2.3.3 to generate the dynamic 
quaions tur the nine degrees of f i d o m  of the p i n t s  result in quaeions cf the following 
form 
a h t  = 
= right-hand side e r g s s i m  Z F ~ k - ~  + ZFuao (2.54) 
k= l k= 1 i 
whcre the "kight-hand side expressim" consists of iMmal and extcmal contributions to the 
genedzcd forces. The quatioris srsc l inur in muscle and ligament forces, where the 
coefficients arc derivatives of muxle and ligament lengrhs w'.th respect to the g e n d r e d  
ccmdinatcs. Thus kforc using the equations to estimate the muscle and joint fc\rces, it is 
necessary to evaluate thc dxivanves of tht m u c k  and ligamtnt lengths. 
2.4.: Calculmtion 0% Muscle Lengths and Derivatives 
Ln this, as in all prior muscle facc  optimization analyses, an assumption will be made 
Lhat rhe muxles act in smight Lines 6an thcir insations to their a i p s ,  although fm some 
of the muscles additional pints will be selected as effective origins and insertions when 
the musclcs may wraq around wmrt 9f the bones. The m a 1  model of muscle gcorrsttq 
will be d&W in ?nac &tail in Chapm I H m  consider that a muscle has an origin 
fixed in thc coardinau system of segment SO and in insertion {I fixed in the coordinate 
system of segment SI. Using these definitions, then the GCS coordinates of the muscle 
origin and insertion, and their derivatives with respect to b e  generalized coordinates, an 
given by the following four equations. 
Given these definitions, then the square of the kngth of the muscle can be vvr im at 
By diffaartiacing tioh si&s of this e~uadan with repea to qi, h e  derivatives of the 
muscle length can bc Warn in a relatively shpk P a m .  
F a  a purely roracional degree of W m ,  the cdculated dsrivative value of the muscle 
length will k equal to the distance to the mrtional axis, as would be q u i d  for this 
calculaxion maAod ao mute the sum results as using vector cross products Md explicidy 
using a unit vector in the direction of the line of action of the muscle. Tne advantage of 
using this rnethed is h a t  it also works very well for degrees of freedom which arc neither 
purcly rotational or purely mslationnl, 9s may occur in the Llncmatics of the knee joint If 
ligaments ue assumed to act along smight lines between their origins and inscnions, then 
their l e n g h  md derivaeives can bc calc Jaced using the same sshcrnc. 
2.4.2 Muscle Force Optimization 
Now comes the part of the analysis which is similar to he trajectory analysis problem 
descPiM in s t i o n  2.1. Given that there arc many more than nine muscles which moss 
the lower exoctRiry pints (36 in the d l  used in this thesis). what assurnpticms are t M d t  
in otdcr m ~ l c c t  the optimal set of muscle forces From all of rhe feasible solurions ? !n all, 
muscle fwse oprnizatior! andyxs. including the mhd ro tx employed in hi< thesis. the 
set of equilibrium relations is used as consmints on the muscle forces and then some 
objecrive function is used to select the optimal set of muscle forces. As prcviotrsly 
mentioned in section 1.2.2, typical choices for h e  objstive function tim sums of squares 
a cubes of muscle forces or smsscs, or slum function related to energy. The choice of 
the penalty function docs ~ o c  M to affect th% h~ults. so the dctcrmining factor to the 
output muscle f m c  euimarcs is rhc set of quilibnurn constraints on the muscle forces. 
Fhis section d l  describe semt of the &ffercnces b e t w e n  chc cquilibnum consmints that 
urlll be g e m t a d  in this thesis and in pxtvlous muscle face opammtion analyses. 
. .  . 
u w w .  In previous muscle force optimization 
analyses, hvcrsc Newtonian analysis is used to calculate the net force and naoment acting 
a m s s  the joints, and then a joint center is selected with the assumption that the muscles 
produce all of the net moments a b u t  that joint center. This assumption (i.e. that joint 
f m s  cannot mute a momen: about the p s d  center of thc joint) is Pcally only valid 
for the hip joint as it is reasonably d e l e d  as a ball-and-socket joint. For the hu joint, 
the assumption that the joint forces p d u c e  no ritornent a b u t  the "joint center" may 
actually result in  a very large aro:, since the farce on the madid compartment of h e  knee 
done has b a n  estimated to k 2.0 BW or more. Funhemarc, since the axis of rotation of 
the knee may change significantl, thughout the gait cycle, any attempt to select a single 
joint center for all times will incur ern=. Only Cheng 1141 has attempted to include a 
somewhat d i s t i c  estimate of joint contact force locations in the b e e  in  a musclc force 
optimization andysis for onc tim in the gait cycle. 
A second major difference betweerr this analysis and previous studies is that dynaniic 
equibibriurn will be required to k satisfied far all  sf the degrees of frtcdom of the hematic 
model. In previous muscle force optimization analysts, nine equations result h r n  the 
nquiusmtn t  of moment quilitmum at each of the t h e  joints. but rhen only selected 
degrees of freedom arc q u i d  to satisfy quilibrrum. F a  example. only the flerrion 
moment egurlibiurn is mquvbd to k sarisfid at tht knee p i n t .  Lf thm is a vabd wvon to 
assum that xw~mc elements of r joint bimit d o n  in a particular drPectim, then i~ may bc 
reasanable to eliminate that quilibnum tquatim. If the muscles cannor move the joint in 
that direcam. then Lhot degree of W o r n  should also be eliminated drom the kincmaac 
&el. Using r kinematic scheme which allows significant changes in oirc duc t ion  or 
rotation angles of the bet joint but docs nor anempt to enforce quilibrium in k s c  
duecams is incarsistent. Om of the rcasws only carain degrees of f t dom are requved 
to satisfy quhbrium in these naodels is tha it may  not k possible to utisfy cqurlihum 
for all of the degrees of freedom. When all of the aquilihurn quarions arc evaluate4 
fusible solutions to satisfy b h  equilibrium and msrxaints on mimum muscle forces 
may not =cur. Althwgn this problem may be partially due to the approximations in 
modeling muscle lines of actior,, at the very least all discrepancies must be documented 
when quilibrium vblatims a u i .  
It s9w.U ix pointed out that mt mwle face oprirniolcion analyses have aueanpted to 
include all three of the lower extremity joints. Howcvcr while Cheng has attempted to 
include he  knee joint forces in his optilrnieation model. the optimization has hen applid 
only to 8 singe joint d l  (i.e. a model of the knee). Of the thirteen muscles which were 
included in Cheng's model, nine also cross either the hip or the ankle joint. Thertforc, 
these muscles must also contribute to the quilibriurn quations at those joints. If this 
information is not considered. then the muscle forces may either be underestimated or 
possibly a set of muscle forces may bc pndicted that does not allow equilibrium to k 
saasfid st the other joints. 
In oummargr, the muscle face optimization analysis in this thesis will include all thrtc 
of the lower crrmmity joints, and will use a dynamic analysis method which is compatible 
wirh the kinematics and jsinr geometry such that equilibrium may lx established for a19 of 
rhe d e p s  of frccdom in the model. 
2.5 Trrjtctooy Analysis and Stability 
Racall again the uapc~ary analys~s problem This time mnsidtr a speafic example. that 
of an inverted pndulum. The dynmc quatioms for an i n v e f l d  pendulum of length L and 
mw m. i t h  an applied m t  M can bc wimn as : 
Assume that rhe ptrdulum is k i n g  conudlcd with the following algaithim 
w h m  0, is the des~red trajectory. ' Ihis cmml is a combinadon of a fedonward term 
which invens rhc plant and a PD feedback iem. F a  small errors in the mjeeto~y.  the 
closed-Imp dynarrric equations f a  the e m  can k written as : 
If KO) is a s d l  positive m s m t .  then what consmints ~IC there on $(I) fm this system 
to nmin stable ? 
'Ihia apparently Bivial example points out the difficulties with aajectory analysis as 
opposed to trajectory conml. If this were a trajectory control problem, and one were 
atrrmpting to make this dynamically stable (assume that steady-stare error is nor a concern) 
hen \(to could be belectcd as shown below to gumtee stability of he system 
since it uould m s f o m  equation (2 .64)  into one wth all positive constant coefficients. 
Hence. this is a suf/icienr condition for stability. For a majccro~y analysis problem. a 
ncccssqv c o d ~ t i m  for stahlip is qu l r ed .  
The difficulty with the uapctwy andysis pFablm is that . except f a  the -a! caw of 
s d l  oscillations a b u t  m equilibrium configuration, nonlinear stability theory deals 
pnmari9y with sufficient conditions nther than naxs saq  cmbtions for stabiiity. For 
elrumple, the consmclion of a Lyapunov funcfion [?] which d m s  for all tim is a 
sufficktlt conditim for stability, but this miysis  canna bc used to &cide that a nodincar 
system is necessarily u~strable. Therefore. in the example problem if thc value of ed 
changes with time. then smctly speaking you cannot mAe any decisions at all a b u t  
necessary values for Kp(t). If Bd is a constant and Kp(t) is selected to k a constant. then a 
necessa? and sufficient condition for stability is Kp > rn g L C O L ~ ~ .  G ~ v e n  this 
infomtion,  then for the case where e,., changes relatively slowly .ulth urn it is a 
rusocmble npp~oxirmrion m e~eirmfc that K, 2 rn g L case,. At the very l a s t ,  i \ C  value of 
K,,(t) wculd noa bt cxpcctsd to k significantly smaller than hs value. 
Now consider that there exist two actuators crossing the joint at the base of the 
pendulum (figure 2.3) and &at they can exen a mancnt M and stiffness K,,. such that 
If you were to estim!e the moments due to the two actuators using only the equilibrium 
quation (2.61). then you wlould estimate that the actuator that produced the moment w i h  
the comct sign would bc the cnly m e  used at that ti=. However, if  you knew that inertial 
effects were not significant in the problem, then it might be reasonable to assume that for 
a h  point in timc 
which might lffect your estimates for F, and F2. 
Although his  example is not directly related to muscle force optimization. i t  is 
ccmqmally equivalent to ushg the b p s  and triceps muscles to support a l d  m r s  tke 
Figure 2.3: Invertcd Pendulum with Two Actuators 
elbow joint. The idea of using an applrimapc stability analysis to effect selection sf f m x s  
in a trajectory andysis problem is relevant to the stlbiliry anarlysis of human joints 
discussed in Chapter 3. The fundamtnml assumption arising from this andysis is the 
following: although not a necessary condition for stability. a reasonable assumption for n 
system in which incmal effects are not substantial is that it have at least enough rafhess  to 
k stable, wcre it in exactly h e  spme k i m t i c  mnfigwaaan ad not moving. 

Chapter 3 
I'ABBLHTY ANALYSIS b 
APPLIED TO HUMAN JOINTS 
3.1 Introduction 
Cu-cmuastion of agsnist-mtagonist muscle p p r  is observed during r m n y  activities 
involving tither the lower or upper exnemiry. Ulhile for rom astibides co-cona-szrion 
a p p u n  m be used intentionally to increase the stiffness of a joint. antagonisr muscle 
activity is also observed durkg motions for which it is not immediately obvious why 
additional joint stiffness would be desired at the expense of energy inefficiency. 
Furthmnorr, exactly how joint stiffness is increased by co-contraction wer a wide range 
of force levels. oe even m fun&mcnlally how joint saffncss should be defined and 
calculated fa a quasi-static activity have not k e n  r i g m s l y  addressed. 
The purpox of this chapter is u, develop s quanaorcive meha! for predicting minimal 
mrngcmist awxm~action faces during quasi-static acrivities using a stability of equilibrium 
dysis. This analysis quires a precise definition of how individual mr~scles congibule 
to joint stiffness as a function of muscle length. moment arm, maximum fcrce and 
aseivation level. ahc stability analysis is applied to a six-muscle d c !  of the human elbow 
joint und volrclatd using a simple expmcn t  of suppordng vereicd loads over a range of 
elbow angles. Finally. the requinments for applying his analysis to a model of the human 
knee pint arc discussed. 
3.2 Stiffnew of a Mechanical System in Static Equilibrium 
By the Mnciplt of Virtual Work, for a mechanical system which is in static 
quilibriurz, the total work done by d l  of the forces must be exactly zero for any arbitrary 
infinitesimal virtual displacement which is cornpaable with the geomcPic consents. 'Li a 
set of gencralizcd coordinates is used, then by definition all changes in these coar&nsres 
arc compatible with h e  gccmmcal consuaints. Thenforr. the hnc ip le  of Virtuid Work 
defines a system to k in static equilibrium if and only if zero total work is done by the 
foxes  due to any combination of arbitmy infinitesimal vinual &splaccmcn~s i n  the 
generalized coordinate directions. Consider a mechanical system which has b o t h  
cmscrva~hvc and nonconscmativt forces acting OR it. NOW define V as h e  potential 
c n u w  s t d  in the system due to actions of sorow of the m s e w a t i v c  fares, md define Qi 
as the generalized force i n  the direction of generalized cuurdinote qi due to dl remaining 
forces. With the= two definitions. the rcquirtment of the Rinciple of Virtual Work for 
static qullikiurn can k writt.cn in the following fcrm: 
Since this must k m e  for arbitmy hi, then the foilowing must also k m e .  
Now consider a mechanical system which satisfies static equilitmurn as expressed in 
aquation (3.2) but then has additional infinicesinid I& placed on it. Thc loads are appliad 
such thu cach g e n d i l e d  cmrdifiau direction q, has its coordinate changed by 4,. What 
are the additional generalized forces required in  cach direcoon in order to accomplish this 
change in bmnaaeic configuration ? 
En order to answer this question, it is useful to define rwa additional quantities. First 
define QVi as the force: component in d k r i o n  qi due to the conservative forces which ax 
included im V. 
- Then-define--QDISTi as Lhe disturbance-fme in-the direcrim ~f q,. . B y  requulng S M ~ C  
cqailihium aa the new h e m t i c  configuration. rhe following must hold for all MiiwsianaP 
disturbance fmes. 
Nou that this equation rtduces to quation (3.2) when no distrrrbancc forces art present. 
Next. apply a Taylor series expansion to get expressions for Qi and QVi for small 
dwhcicms in thc generalized amchates. 
Now substitute expssions (3.5) and (3.6) into equation (3.4). 
F i l y ,  obscrvt that the w o r d  tmn in the left-hand side expression is id:ntically zero by 
equation (3.2). and solve for QDm, up to hrrt order in 4,. 
Now define a generalized stiffness marrix (K,,], which will also be called h e  joint 
stiffness maoix, such that the following relationship is satisfied between application of 
ackbaaul $ e m  fcwccs Qm, ."d the hesuldng gemrlited displvemnu q,. 
By muparison of equadm (3.8) and (3.9) tk uxms of rht p i n t  sdffness matrix can bc 
evollustcd using the fdlowing exp~ssim.  
Nowhere in thir, analysis has it k e n  assumed that the generalized forces are all 
msmr t ive ,  so ir is possible for the joint stiffness matrix ~encraud using quation (3.10) 
to k asymmeeic. The consquenccs sf this possibility will & &scussed later in his 
chapter. 
3.3 Definition of Stability lor Static Msshanical System 
For the purpose of this thesis, two different but equivalent definitions for stability of a 
static mechanical systcm will tx established. A system will be considered to be in a statt of 
stable quilibrium if rhe following two eqasivdent conditions am satisfied: 
(1) for any small arbiehmy disturbance load applied, the system returns to its 
un- bnanatic configuration when the l d  is removed. 
(2) porifivc work is q u i d  to displace the system a finite amount in any direction. 
Condition ( I )  clearly requires that the system be in static quilibnum before any additional 
I d s  are applied. In terms of the stiffness mamx defined in the preceding section, either 
condition qu i r e s  as a necessary condition that the joint stiffness mamx K be positive 
semidefmitc. Note h a t  the semi-definiteness of the joint stiffrress matrix is a necessary but 
not sufficient codtion for suhlity. if the joint stiffness matrix is singular, then higher 
order derivatives of the g e n e r a l d  fm*es and pcntir l  enagy would have to be evalualed 
to dcuxmine thc stability of the system. If the p i n t  stiffness mamix is pcsitive defmitt. then 
the system is stable. 
To further explain the differrnce between the sufficient and necessary conditions for 
stability, consider a nonlinear spring which exerts a force F in the dimtian opposite to a 
displacement x. Lf chis system is in cquilibmrm for x 4 ,  then it mulc bc me ihu F 4  when 
x 4 .  The work which must k performed to 6sp laa  the system from cquilihum can be 
written as 
Using a Tayla sefies expansion, the wrxk could also be written as 
Substituting equation (3.1 1) into (3.12) allows the w o k  to be expressed as a function of 
the s p n g  force. 
2 dF 
W(x) = W(0) + r F(O) + [z]o + higher order terms 
In order for Phis system to k stable by definition (2) a b v e ,  hen W must be positive for all 
non-zero values of x. Noting that W(O)=Q and F(O)=O, a nccessq  condition can k 
written for the linearized spring stiffness K such that W is positive for arbitrarily small 
displacements in x. 
U K is positive, then h e  system will be stable for mall displacemnts independent of 
h i g k  d e r  derivatives of F with respect ?D x. If K is exarclly zero, hen the higher oder 
h v . t i v s s  of F will determine the staBility. l l u s  K>O is a sufficient but not necessary 
cmditim f a  suhbty, while M is a ~~ but not s u f i u r t  condition for stability. 
Consider h e  example of a statimuy i n v d  pendulum (discussed in d m  2.5). In 
this case the generalid Porn in the dkt i tm of inc~easing 8 is M. and the p o t t n d  energy 
V is equal to m g L cod, so fmm equation (3.2) h e  quirrmcnt fa static quilibt.urn is. 
Equation (3.10) cur be used to dculate the joint stiffness mamx of the pendulum system 
to dditicmd applied mmsnts. In this single degree of freedom case the joint saifhess 
rPraePix red~ccs to a scalar joint stiffness value, K. 
The requirement for stability for this system is simply that the stiffness to external 
disturbances k non-negadve. lluefore the q u i x m m t  fcx stability in this example is 
a To compare this result with that of equation (2.68), use equation (2.62) to evaluate 
'Ibis erprcs$rm can k subrtituted into equation (3.17) to obtain an identical q u i t c m n t  
for stability as that obahed in equation (2.68) using a different analysis tbchnique. 
3.4 Sllobility for Quasi-Static System 
By reamnging tennrs, the quirrmcnts  fur sudc quilitmium (i.e. equation (3.2)) and 
dynamic aql~ilibpium (i.e. equation (2.1 1)) can be wrinen in very similar fm. 
Rquircrnmt f a  Srabc Equilibrium 
The two e x p ~ ~ ~ ~ h s  an identical when thc h c a c  energy T goes to m. 
Now d the requircmat for stability of static quil ihum. 
(3 .  PO) 
Can a similar rsquiacment be applied to dynamic systems ? Following the argument in 
section 2.5, a necessary condition for dy~amic stability cannot be established easily. 
However, if the inertial c.onmbutions to the loads are small, then i t  rnay be rcasonablc to 
apply an appmxirmte stability requirement to a quasi-static system as shown below. 
Note thrt quation (3.23) is only an approximtc relaam. Ttus is equivalent to saying that 
the stiffness valws calculated with t)u> . ~ m u h  are not large mgarive values. 
3.5 Stability Analysis Applied to the Lower Extremity Model 
In mkr ao apply the stability analysis to the lower cxatmity, h t  write the equations 
for d y m c  quiditmum in h same foma as the quadm (3.2 1) (i.c. with the gencialited 
force conaihtiosls with a negaavc sign). 
M*l 
~ A Q :  - Q, - a,, - QM, - QLi = 0. for q, below join1 M (3.24) 
Now quaoion (3.23) can be used to generate the approximate constraint for the stability 
analysis. Note that this equation follows directly from (3.24). which was based OR 
quotion (2.12) and (2.38) and is only valid for the degrees of M o m  below joint M (i.e. 
below the hip pint]. 
Rquirrmtnt f a  Stability of  Q w - S t a t i c  Equilibrium for Lower Exmrniry 
This quatian can also be written in a different form using qua t ion  (2.53) instead of 
(2.12) and (2.38). Note that this quation is valid only for the qi which affect the relative 
motion of joint M. 
By carrylng out the bfferentiation pmess some infamative results can be obtained From 
quation (3.26).. 
S e v d  ati ions can he made regding equation (3.27). Tlus quation represents the 
joint saffness maaix tenns for a net f m e  and rrwment applied across a joint produced by 
muscle, li~anocnt and joint forces. For a purely static xt of data for the lower extremity the 
n a  fcxoc amhg m s s  the p i n t  would not depcd on h e  kinematic ccmfiguranon, but mthtr 
only on the segment masses (i.e. net force across a joint would be tk: weight of the body 
above the joint). Hence the frnt term in the expmsrion would be exactly zero md the 
sbcosd tcw would mmbutc  symrnwPically to the joirit stiffmu ma&. Although it b not 
straightfonward to show in general, the two moment terms would also conmbutc 
symmemcally to the joint stiffness matrix as l ~ n g  as the momnt was caused by a 
conswaave force (such as gravity). 
It is interesting to contrast the moment tams with the force terms in that a constant 
applied morntnt across the joint (i.e independent of changes in h e  generalid coordinates) 
would @uce an asymmetric joint saffncss matrix, because the Jacobian associated w i h  
angular velocities is not an exact differential. An asymmetric stiffness mmx does not 
represent a conservative force system. Obviously the order of rotations of angles in t h e -  
dimensional space affects the amount of work done when a constant applied moment is 
applied. For a planar analysis, angular displacements can add as vectors and this 
phenomenon would not bt observed, 
3.6 Muscle Force and StiCOnes Requirements f ~ r  Stability 
In order to explain raqukmnts  on muscle forces and snffnesscs due t~ the stability 
analysis. it is uscfarl to uansform apaaon (3.29) into a sirnphtied form. 
In this cqwdan. b, r e p u n t s  the anmburions to the pint rdffmrr muir due to h e  
mt jont fopot and ~ t l ~ ~ r # n t  VBCUXS. The daivrtivcs of the conmkrtions to the g c n d z d  
forces duc to the muscles and Ligaments must now k cvalmaed. 
Equation (2.46) can be differendad with rcspct to q, to get an expression for the 
contribution of the muscles to the joint stiffness matrix in urns of muscle forces and 
daivatives of muscle forsss with rctpect to the gcnd:ed mrdinatcs. 
But muscle force &pends on the generalized coordinarcs only through the dependence on 
i ~ 4  length. Hence this information can k used along with a dehition for muscle stiffness 
KMk to obuin an expression for the contribution of muscles to the total joint stiffness 
d x  as a function of the muscle force, stiffness. and partial derivatives of its length. 
?'he amhkrh of the Liguncntr ao thc joint a i f h s s  mmix can be w d d  using the 
ume procairn as for the muscles. The f id  exprrrrion fm pint  sdffhss maaix un 
ttm be okrisred by subsatartion of h e  expssims f a  muscle a d  ligaments contributions 
Sacod pvaal daiMcives of  murk lengths are required for evaluating the tenm of the 
joint rciffness m m x .  These denvrtive ternis can bc evduatd in a similar manna to the 
f i n t  dcrivuive terms by &fftrcntiating both sides of qut ion(2 .68) .  In h e  following 
cqhmr hM represents the GCS camiinates of a v e m r  fran Be muscle insmion to the 
muscle migin. 
Fm this quasi-sudc stability of equilibrium analysis. how should the value of muscle 
safPness. #, be estimated for each muscle ? Muscle stiffness obviously comspnds to a 
rate of change of f m x  with a change in length. Unfonuna~ly. f ~ r  muscles chis rate of 
change of faos ckpeds vey smngly on s e v d  faaors : (1) the rate at wtuch the length is 
changed; (2) the h l u o e  musle length; ad (3) the innaYotim kvel. 
If o muscle is activated at a constant level ad lengthened rapidly a shon mount (< 1 
percent) then it is very stiff. Funhamore the measured stiffness value, which is called 
shon-mge sttffness, is proportional to the muscle force [53). The magnitude of this 
shiffness is a p p x i m u d  by 
where F is the muscle force. F, is h e  maximum forcc which the muscle can produce, 
and L,, is Lht muscle's characteristic length (=st length). 
If a muscle is maxinaally wtivatcd and allowed to reach a srtady-state level of force at a 
range of diffe~ent lenghs, then the resulting plot of forcc versus length is qualitatively as 
shown in figuc 3.1 [41]. Of the three curves shown, the passive forcc is measured with 
no activation, the active fo~ce  is the additional amount due to maxirrlal activation. and the 
total force is the sum of h e  passive wad active components. 
A stiffness value corresponding to lrow the maximum force changes with length could 
k calculated by differentiating this curve. For muscle forces less than the maximum, i t  
would be necessary ro calculate a stiffness value, K, as a function of F, F, L and Lo. 
Unfortunately, the force-length relationship of muscles has not k e n  well established for 
activation levels which fall between zero and the maximum. I t  would therefore be 
neeessay to assolme that the active cornpent  of muscle force as a function of iength 
Figure 3.1: Mwle Force at Maximum Activation 
sales with i n m a d  activation according to sum simple d l .  Note h a t  stiffness values 
dcduod using the force-length c w e  are extremely sensitive to estimates of muscle rest 
length and may even pd~a negative stiffness values for some combinations of activation 
levels ad length. 
F a  low muscle =tivation levels, it has been shown h a t  a bilinear muscle model is a 
rrazor.a.ble approximation to the force-length-acrivatim relotionship (461 (fig- 3.2). 
Using this d l ,  the fa ise s t h u d  by 
where L is the muscle IcngrPl (wirh respect to some offset value), U is the neural activation 
lcvel (between 0 and 11, ud Fo and r uc consme. F a  chis model. the stiffness at a 
rpciried m u l e  length is pmpationrl lo the force md can be cdculalcd by 
Figure 3.2: Bilinear Model sf Muscle Force 
Now that x v e n l  diffmnt methods for estimating muscle stiffnesses have k e n  
descriki, which orte should be used in h e  quasi-sudc stability sf equibbpiurn analysis of 
human joints ? As has k e n  mentionai, shm-range sdffncss is only appropriate for rapid 
changes in length. F a  a static stability analysis. dishlrbances arc assumed to be infinitely 
slow. Given enough time, an isolated muscle at constant scnvation which initially has its 
let@ changd very rapidly \nL1 reach a study-sutc farce level which corresponds ro the 
force-kngh cmve. 
Is it then reawnable m bst the slope of the force-length curve, or possibly the bilinear 
approximation, to estimate rhs stiffness values ? All of the curves presented thus far for 
;ipproh~Ping the facc-length relationship of muscles have been based on results horn 
either isolated muscles in virro (without reflex mccb,misrns) or isometric in vivo 
txpeffmentt. The stiffness levels which would result h m  differentiating shcse fcrce- 
length bm c a m ~ ~ c ) r d  to how dificult it would be to change the length of a muscle very 
sbwly at constant dvaticm levels. 
The stiffness value which is required for a quasi-static stability analysis is related to 
how the force on a muscle would change with length if a sub;ect were attempting to 
maintain r fixed kinematic configuration. Because of the f~f lex  feedback mechanisms 
which uc p w n t  in muscles in vivo, the activation level of a paticu1a.r muscle would not 
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ncceswily remain cmstant if the muscle length is changed while a person is anempting to 
maintain a static posture ( i t .  attempting to maintain constant muscle length). Since 
stiffness at constant activation level is not the same as stiffncss for a constant dcsir~d 
muscle length. then the stiffness values calculated using the force-length relationship (or 
bihear approximation of this relacionship) are not appopriue fa bis analysis. 
How can the stiffness for a constant desired rnuscle lengh Be estimated ? An 
e x e n t  perf- by Hoffer ana Anckasm (261 was &signed w the mtal 
incrtmtnlal sriffncm of cat soleus muscle. These experhenu wert feasible because cats 
ckmelxasd at h e  prc&llary level wdl s p m e o u s l y  activate the muscles a h t  the 
ankle with loads that cover a considerable range of the maaimurn possible muscle forces 
and vary slowly with time (time constant a b u t  10 seconds). The soleus muscle was 
prepared with reflex mechanisms intact such that its length could bc modulated while its 
fo:ce could be sirnu!tancous!y measured. As the force le\.el on the muscle was 
spntancously varied at a f i x e d  muscle length, a s d l  (1 m) rapid (50 m c )  change in 
length was imposetf. The muscle forcc reached steady-state at a new level within 2(XI 
msec. The muxlc was retuned to its unpmurkd length, and then the procedure was 
repcad again about 1 sccod later when h e  muscle was now at a new force level. The 
total incremental stiffness of the soleus muscl~, was calcuiated simply by &vi&ng the 
change in steady-state force by the prescribed length change. By perturbing the system 
during different points in the sponmaus  loading cycle, stiffness values were measured 
over a considexable range of forcc levcls. Similar procedures were p c r f o d  at s c v d  
different rnuxle lengths which corresponded to the entire physiological range of motion. 
The resulting calculatd total stifhess values appear to be nearly invariant of muscle length 
( f i p  3.3). 
How Bo thc results of an experiment designed to measure the total incremental stiffness 
of cat soleus muscle relate to a quasi-static stability analysis oi  human joints ? Since the 
rate of change of spc,ntaneous force on the muscle in  the experiments was very slow 
(compared to how quickly the stiffness values w e n  measurexi), then the stiffness values 
Figure 3.3: Total Incremental Stiffness hfeasurements' 
obtained are approximately the same as would have been obtained had an intact cat ken 
attempting to maintain a posture corresponding ro h e  u n p e m h d  muscle length and 
average fcrce level. Thus the measwed total incremental stiffness values arc quivalenc to 
measurements ~f stiffness at constant desired muscle length. In the remainder of his 
chapter, total inmmntal stiffness will be used to denote snffners at constant desired 
muscle lengh. 
In order to msform the meults such that they can be applied to human joints, two 
pmgositions are tiequid. 
'This fwn was ahpd kom Htffa and Andrrassen [25] by scanning figure 5 from b e  p a p  and rhen 
manually cdirin~ 3 nmove ex- Rlarkr in the s f a n d  Image which b d  no1 a p p  lo nprestnt data 
points. 
the total incremental stiffness of r muscle i s  independent a f  
muscle lenglh, depending only on the force. 
total incremental stiffness can be approximately scaled f o r  
different muscles by non-dirntmsionalizing i t  with muscle 
maximum force and characteristic Imgth such that 
Proposition 1 follows directly from the results of the cat soleus musck experiments of 
Moffer and ~ n d r c a s ~ n  [26]. U this proposition is correct, hen. independent of the 
complicrted relationships between muscle ~ctivation, length, and force, the total 
irrrtracntal stiffness f a  a muscle will depend only on the fore. 
Rogssition 2 is a rrsult of duncnsional analysis, raking into account the observation 
that different m d i a n  muscles havc similar numbtn of Golgi tendon orgms and rnuscle 
spindles per unit volume or per unit physiological cross-sectional area. A possible 
simcant source of mor in  this approximation may bc due to different tendon properties 
for muscles which havc similar maximum forces. 'Phc tendon properties affect the passive 
sriffnesa and thus the total incremental stiffness of the muscle. Unfomnately, data arc not 
available for measured total incremental stiffness values for diifercnt mwAes, and thus 
some approximation must tx assumd. 
Assuming that these two propositions arc cmiect, then what is a reasonable estimate for 
the functional relationship bcnvecn total incremental stiffness and muscle force ? an 
escimatc for the m i m u m  force for cat soleus muscle (4000 g), a quadratic function was fit 
to each of ~ ! e  six nponed stiffness versus foxe curves (figure 3.3) and then the estimated 
q u a t i c  co&ffitients were averaged. ?he resulting function for h e  approximate non- 
dimensional total incrnnental snffficss is gwen by 
3.8 Example: Stability Analysis Applied to the Humor, Elbow Joint 
Nac in equation (3.42) that for zero muscle force this model estimates a significant non- 
zero muscle stiffness (i.e. almost half of its maximum value). In contrast, both shm-range 
stiffness and the bilinear stiffness model (which exclude passive joint propenics) 
cornspad to zno stiffness at zero force. 
Uncil now this chapter has  been purely theoretical as far as thc stability analysis is 
concernad. In order to test h e  stabiiity analysis on a human joint but avoid som of the 
canpltniacs of the multiple &pee of M o m  kinematics of thc knee, the mschod was first 
applied to the the human elbow joint. me elbow is much more accurately d c l d  as a 
single degree of freedom joint ohan the knee. Application of the stability analysis to the 
elbow not mly allowed development of intuition about some of the different factors in the 
analysis hut will also dowed testing of h e  hypot9escs a b u t  the total inmmcntal sdffncss 
model for the stability analysis. 
A simple cxprrimnr was designed to quantitatively tcs! the subility analysis method. 
Some motivation for this experiment comes from work by Murray [46], in which he 
observed more co-contraction near the ends of the range of elbow motion compared to the 
upright position when supponing a vemcal load (a weight) with she upper a m  horizontal. 
Murray soncludcd that his bilinear muscle model could nor: account for this phenomenon 
A possible mason for h i s  will k explained later in this cnapter. 
h s i d e r  b e  case in whlsh the uppa arm is held staamaq in a b~;.ltal plane and a 
vertical load P is supported a1 an angle 8 from full extension (figure 3.4). 
Figure 3.4: Arm Position for Critical Load Measurement 
Ln this case. hen gemahzed force Qg in the dmction of 0 due to the vemcal load P can be 
wrirun as 
when D is the distance between the elbow and the p i n t  of applicati~n of the the vertical 
load. The equilibrium equation can then bc obtained using equation (3.20), and h e  
equation for stability cf equilibrium is obtained from equation (3.22). For this analysis rhe 
mass of PhC m is neglected, so the potential encrgy V is exactly fcro. 
Requirement fa Static Eqdibrium 
Requirement for Stability of Static Equilibrium 
aAe equations can k simglrfid by noting bat  *k h v a c i v e s  of chc muscle lengths are 
rclatd ro the muscle momcnt arms Rw w h m  that is a sign difference for the flexor and 
extensor muscles. 
Flexar M u l e s :  
Exensor Muscles: 
With these definitions, the equations for equilitmum and stability of eqerilibnum can be 
simpllficcl. In order to maire the aquadons less complicami. all subscripts "Mk" which 
refa w muscle k will he elmhated and shp!y implid in all appropnasc terms. 
Raquircmt for Sacic Equilibrium 
R q u k m n t  for Stability of Static E q d i h u r n  
In these equations, NFLU[ and NEXT refer to the numkr  of flexor and extensor muscles. 
r e s ~ t i v e l p .  
3.8.1 Theoretical Predictions of Critical Load 
The purpose of this example is to cry to show Row co-contraction may be requirad to 
maintain a non-negative joint stiffness. In order to test this concepb a slmple experiment is 
is designed to examine the maximum load P which can be supported as a function of the 
elbow angle 0. In ode r  to solve for rhc rnaxhum venical load P, which will also be called 
the critical load, the values of wed gvamcters must bt estjunatd 
dR The value of the constant D is assunid known. as an the values of R and -for each de 
muscle rrs a function of 0. The d e l  used here includcs six muscles. extensors and 
thrw fkxors, ar listed $tlow. 
flexa muscles : 
h a p s  
bachiwaiialrs 
Thus the only remaining unknowns are the vertical load, P, and the individual muscle 
forces, F. and sbffnesses, K. Obviously this six-muscle model is redundant and thus does 
not yield a unique solution without some funher assumptions. Rather than using a 
complex scheme for distributing the muscle forces via some type of optimization, an 
assumption will be made here that at each elbow angle. exactly one muscle has e non-zero 
force. Note ohat, dcpcndin~ on the model of the muscle stiffiaess used, this docs noi imply 
that only onc muscle can anmbute to satisfyng the stabslity constmint 
In solving the equations over a range of flexion angles, three different conditions may 
be necessary to satisfy equilibrium : (1) a net flexion mown: is required ( 8 c 96) dtgnes), 
thus one flexor muscle will have a  on-zero load; (2) no moment is required ( 8 = 80 
degrees ), thus tmr farce on dl muscles.; and (3) a net extension moment is required ( 8 > 
90 degrecs ). bus me extensor muscle will have a non-zero load. The q ~ a u o n s  which arc 
used t solve for the non-zero muscle force and the critical load are obtained by st ttnng the 
appropriate muscle forces to ztm. In solving for the critical load, the system is assumed to 
be on the M e r  W a n  stability and instability, and thus the stability inequality constmint. 
is rep lad  by an e$lulrry consmint. The rcsuldng aqlr~rions fa dl h e e  crvs are s b w n  
b l o w .  
case (1) : ( 8 < 90 degrees, fkxion moment quuad)  
case (3) : ( 8 > 90 degrees, extension moment pequmd) 
Tkew q u t i o n s  appear rather easy to solve. The only remaining decisions are to 
dR 
estimnre R. and D. decide which of the flexor or extensor murclcs is assumed to have 
a non-zero force, and to use the total incremental stiffness model for K for all af  tlic 
muscles. 
3.8.1.1 Sela ion of Muscle .Moment A r m  
The values of W as a function of 8 for the extensor muscles arc uken fmm Arms er ol 
(21. The values of R as a function of 8 for the flexor muscles are avclagcs of msmnt m 
values rrported by Amis el d (2) and Braune and Fixher [ 10). N a n d  cubic splines [?9: 
arc used to approximate the dependence on in order to enable esrimntion sf dR / do 
values. P l a s  of tRr R values used for all six muscles are shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6. 
3.8.2 Model Estimetts of Critical Lmd 
In order to estimate the critical load using the model. it will be useful to first mice the 
expression for the tad i n m n d  saffncss in a mcrc convenient form 
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Figure 3.5: Assumed E l b ~ w  Flexor Moment Arms 
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Figure 3.6: Assumed Elbow Extensor Moment Arms 
This qurdon for K can be subsdnrtcd into rhc previous quations to solve for rhc ait ical  
laad for each of the chm cases. 
casc (1) : ( 8 c 90 degrees, flexion moment qulrcd) 
casc (3) : ( B > 90 degrees. extension moment required) 
' cnr 
- 
D cos0 
Valuer f a  Lo f a u c h  of rhc six muvlcs are taken fmn K a p d j i  132) and Arms n a1 12). 
D is obriuncd by masuremtnt for the exprlmntal subject (se next saxion). 
The values for F, for the six muscies arc estimated by h e  following procedure. 
First an assumption is made that the maximum force of each muscle is propaonid to the 
physiologcal cross-scccional area as repond by An el a1 131. Then the maximurn flexion 
load which can tK s u p p o d  with the upper m venicd and the e l k s  angle at 9Q degrees 
is used to determine b e  scale factor by assuming that all t h e  of the elbow flexor muscles 
are at their m i m u n i  forces. This =ale factor is then used to estimtt  he maximum force 
not only f a  the flexor murles but also for the extensor muscles. 
dR With all of the parameten ( F,. Lo. R and -) defined as described i,z ahis and the de  
preceding section, the critical load is then solved for over a range of flexion angles from 0 
to 130 degms. In order to solve h e  equations, it is necessary to select one flexor and one 
extensor muscle which will be assumed to suppon the entire rquired moment Tke results 
of the model predicrions of critical load are similar for ezch of the three flexor muscles 
assumed active exc;ept in the region near 90 degrees. Thc results shown In figwe 3.7 for 
the tnachialis and long head of triceps as the only muscles with possible non-zero forces. 
Note that a discontinuity in slope occurs at 90 degrees where the required ne[ moment 
changes from the flexion to the extensicn direction. For elbow angles less than 90 degrees 
h e  slope is affected by stiffness propenics of the flexor muscles while for larger elbow 
angles the slope depends on properties of the extensors muscles. 
3.50.3 Experimental Measurement of Critical Lmd 
.A simple expenmen1 mas pcrfomKd to measure the critical load as a f u n c t ~ ~ n  of elbou 
angle in order to compare with h e  model predictions. With the subject seated. the upper 
arm was held approximately in a horizontal plane with the elbow rcsnng on a cushioned 
support (figure 3.4). An onhop1;rst cast war made of the forearm and wnst such that a 
dumbbtll could bc suppond uirhout requiring any gnpping force . A vertical wall was 
placed next to one side of h e  dumbbt l l  to provide stability for out-of-plane motions at 
large vertical loads. EMG elecuodes were placed over tke biceps mf triceps muscles. 
Vertical loads k t w e c n  2 and 37 Ib were applied in 2.5 Ib increments. Prior 
obsenatiqns have showr: that coactivation is prcxnt at rhe extremes of ellmu angles even 
without loads. Therefort for each load. the e l b w  was fully extended (significant extensor 
coacrivation was always observed at full exrtnsion) and then slowly flexed until the lcvcl of 
EMG acr id i ty  for the extensor muscles was no longer above a small ~9reshold value, at 
which point the elbow angle was measured using a protractor. The same procedure was 
used wirh the arm flexed to about 135 degrees and then extended until EMG activ-e of 
- .  
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Figure 3.7: Theoretical Prediction of Critical Load 
the flexor muscles was no longer prrrenr. The rcsulcs of this expePimnt are as shown in 
fipn 3.8 (supcrimposcd on the male1 pruhctionsj. 
3.8.4 Discussion of Elbow Model Results 
Despite the many estimated parameters and assumptions used in the analysis. the results 
of the expmnrnt a p e  quite favorably with the mQdcl prdccions. Alhough m e  of this 
agncrneno may be fortuitous, the qualitative predicdon of Lhc mcdel with a maximum 
crimal load occurring at an elbow angle near 90 d c p s  is well-suppaned by the rcsults of 
the simple experiment. There appears to t~ a 10 to 15 degree shift between ahc model 
pdiceioas and the measurements. This shift may be due IQ rmn in [he muscle sriffness 
tllodel or in estirnatts of the muscle moment arms. 
Although the quantitative apemen1 b e w e n  Ihc predicted and mcasud ctidcal values 
is not pcrfcct, the qualitative agreement is g d .  Both shon-range stiffness and the bilintv 
approximation to muscle stiffness are proportional to muscle force, and thus both models 
p d ~ c t  zero stiffness for zero muscle force. T h ~ s  at 90 degrees, where no nct moment is 
required, these models predict that no load can k supported without co-contraction (see 
equation (3.54)). The criticd load estimated using these mgxlc stiffness models would 
Elbow Angle ([degrees) 
Figure 3.8: Experimental Measurement of Critical Load 
produce "U-shaped" cunes for cri~ical I c d  versus elbow angle, with a rmnimum a1 90 
degmes where the expcmmnwlly mas& critical values an at a m u m .  
A major problem with using the s lop  of trje force-length relationship IS that ~t i s  very 
sensitive to selection cf muscle characterisric length. L, For this tlpc sf model. a shoner 
value of allows passive stiffness to provide additional force and stability conmbutions. 
but it also pmbcts fhu increased cocmuacdon destabilizes the joint ( since the slope of Lhe 
active component of muscle force is negative for lengths grater than ). ff the muscle 
length is a s s u r d  to always he less than b, then drfficulty arises in gtnmting enocgh 
force a d  stability to satisfy stable q u i l i h u m  in the range beween 40 and 80 degrees. 
Certainly more expetiments could k performed to verify the results and to provide 
better estimates for some of the parameters, but the general agreement of the elbow mode! 
and the initial experiment is quite god .  Some of the pssible sources of error for the 
cxpcrimnt include she following. The estimate of whcn the co-contraction was no longer 
ptcsent was cerminly affected by using only relatively cmde EMG detection to idennfy 
significant muscle activity, rather than collecting the EMG data and prmcssing it. 'Ihe 
shoulder was not held in a perfectly stationary position and thus may have moved for some 
of the heavier vtrtical loads in order for the subject to gain a slightly greater mechanical 
advantage, and thus there may be some emrs in  the elbow angles. The measwement of 
the elbow angles was also crude, using a simple pmnactor. Angle errors could have been 
a b u t  5 degrres or more. The maximum moment which could be generated by the flexor 
muscles was only estimated. 
The purpose of this simple elbow experiment was to test the quantitative method for 
predicting minimal antagonist co-contraction forces during quasi-static activities usirrg a 
stability of equilibrium analysis. The derived analysis rogerher with the method of 
estimating total incrcrne;rtal muscle stiffnesses silows much promise for estimating whcn 
co-contraction forces are necessary. Further experiments could be designed to test the 
ability of the analysis to estimate not only whcn co-contraction is necessary but how large 
the q u k d  cbcontraction forces arc. 
3.9 Requirements tor Stability Analysis of the Humon Knee 
One of the goals of the e l b w  study was to dcvtlop a model for estimaring how 
individual muscles contribute to h e  stiffil~s~ of the p i n t .  Thc l o d  joint stiffness describes 
how difficult it would be to cksplace the entire elbow-weight syslem. A stability sf 
equilibrium consmint is equivalent to a constraint ohat the total joint stiffness musl be 
positive. For a multiple d e p  sf k d o m  joint such as the knee, this scalar snfhess value 
is replaced by a stiffness muix which must k positive semi-definite for srabili~y. 
Although a quasi-static stability analysis of the knee is much more complex than a similar 
analysis fm the elbow, tbrc analysis m y  pmvi& soane very inuresung nsults. 
In cxckr to apply this type of stability analysis ro h human knee joint, several aiupia 
must k satisfied: 
I .  Data must Ix available suitable for reawnable mde1:ng as a quasi-sntic loading 
situation. 
2. The fmt two derivatives of muscle lengths must be cstimarcd. This in turn will 
q u i r e  a model for the c o n ~ u o u s  cmatlue of the sufaces far the tibia 2nd femur. 
3. The lading across the Lnec pint  mun be eslab5shed. 
4. The changes in the r;et force and moment vectors acting across h e  knee joint as a 
fuccnon of the g e n d z a t  coo~&nates must k estimated. 

Chapter 4 
KINEMATIC AND DYNAhlIC 
DATA ACQUISITION 
4.1 TRACK Data Acquisition System 
All of the Linernaeic and dynamic dam in this thesis was obtained using the TRACK 
flelmcterod Real-time Acqu~sdon and Cornputation of ~ n t m a t i c s )  data acquiridon system 
developed at hllT [6). 1151. More specific derails of h e  currcnt sof~warc and hardware of 
this system arc d e r r i h d  by Mansfield [39], hut a brief description is pmvidd  here to 
cover the necessary background information for discussing the measurencnr cf lower 
exmmiry kinematics in more detail and co cxplain some of the s~~stemaric errors in the 
kimmtic measmmcnrs. 
The kinemtic rneasurcmnt system consists of a pau of opccrelccmnic cameras which 
have lateral-phouxffcct &odes located in their image planes. The cameras arc scns~tive to 
i n M  light. and arc synchronized to sequentialiy sample [he rhon (50 mimsccond) 
duration ourput of a set of infrared 1ighr.-emmiring &odes (LEDs). Each camcn produces 
two rneasbucmcnts for each sample, x and y, corresponding to the rwo angles of the L U I  
d n  wirh respect to the axis of the camera in two perpendicular dmcrions. The value of 
each of these two sigaals is approximaa!y equal ro an intensity-weighted sum of all of the 
inbared light incident on h e  detector in the corresponding direcrion. Because of the 
scheme of using intensity-weighted averaging to obtain an esumate of an acrive LED 
marker. it i t  possible for reflected light to cause shifts in the measured position. There 
reflection e m s  my bc substandally larger than h e  rerolurion or ilcCrncy of h e  camcras i f  
care is not taken to minimize them as much as possible. 
The x and y values measured by each camera are equivalent to an estimate of a uni t  
vector fixed in each of the camen's coordinate systems from tt.e focal point to the LED 
marker. The information from both cameras can then be combined with estimates for their 
positions &xi orientltims rrlativc to a defmtd global coordinate system (GCS) to estimate 
the GCS ooorrhnatcs of the naaikcr. 
Two types of c d i h d o n  arc used to d u c c  b c  errors in  this gcomemc reconserucoon 
process. Each of the cameras is internally calibntcd to estimate the somb~ned optisal and 
elacmnic nonlinearitits as a function of masurcd position. A two-dimensional lookup 
table of e m  values is generated, and inrcrplation is used to esamate and subaact off h e  
e m  tamr from each m&asurement. The p a m s  of these e m r  values fa the two m a s  
are very stable, so the internal calibration procedure is only requ~red to k performed once 
for a c h  wren (allhaugh tht cameras are r#.alibratcd pcridcably to venfy this). 
A secondary external calibration procedure must he performed each time the locations 
of h e  camtras a~ changed. This procedure combins the known cwr&nates and camera 
m&asurcments of a number of LED &en lo rstunatc the position and orientation of each 
camera relative to a defined GCS. 'Fhc proccdut has k e n  f u l i y  ~utomated and only 
requks a few minutes to perform prior to hematic data coliection. 
In addition to the kinematic mcisurement system, a picu~lecmc force plate IS used to 
measure the force and moment vector associated with the foct-floor inreraction during gut. 
The information mcasurcd by h e  force plate includes the three compnents of the force 
vector, the moment campncnt abo~lt a vcmcal axis, and a locanon of the center of pressure 
of h e  load. The center of is defined as char location on [he surface of the force 
plate about which the loading is equivalent to an applied forcc plus a moment vector with its 
only nonzero component in the vcnical direction. In order to be able to combine forcc plate 
and kinematic measurements, the external calibration pmedurr: described above has been 
designed to locau the position and orientation of the force platform in  the same coordinate 
system as the rwo cameras. 
4.1.1 Processing Methods for the Kinematic Data 
In contrast to nearly all other kinematic data acquisi~ion systems used for gait analysis 
the TRACK system mfnvare arid hardware has been designed to measure kinematics using 
a rigid M y  approach. Other systems estimate lower eruemty hncmatics by placing 
markers at assumed joint center locations and then cffcctivcly "conncctang thc dors" 
between h e  m w m d  coordinates of the jolnt centers. This t ) p  of analysis 1s equivalent 
to a stick f igux  rnodel of Lhc lower cxuermty, although the l~nk  lengrhs in fact change w ~ t h  
ti=. Orher musmrrrnts are sorncnrrws added to esorruu ma1 rounons of the ~ i a t m c a l  
scgmcna. This type of iunemaac analysis wlll produce crrorr when applied to jomm wh~ch 
do not have constant joint centen (e.g, the knee). Even fo: joints such as h e  hip, which 
arc acrmtcly modeled as a having a corrsmt joint ccnw,  this type of analysis will produce 
errors if he marker is not placed exactly over the joiat center (which is anaiornically 
impossible for 3D data). Positioning errors of markers relative to the actual location of 
pi111 centers can easily k in excess of a cencimtcr. 
The analysis mcthal employed by the TRACK systerri p u p s  LED markers into arrays 
of known relative geornccry 2nd [hen mats each array as a rigid body. The m a s W  GCS 
coordinates of the inchidual LED markers u c  combined with the known geometry 
i n f m t i o n  to provide the k s t  least-squares estimate for &e position and orientation of the 
array. Arrays an attached as rigidly as possible to the inhvidual segments of the lower 
cxuemiry (i.e. foot, shank, thigh and pelvisj and used LO measure the complete six degree 
of freedom position and orientation of each segment ui th  no o:cumptions about joint 
kinematics. This method, as well as the method of placing markers at assumed joint 
locations, produces estimates of lower extremity kinematics which arc affected by the 
motion of the markers relative to the underlying bones. Chapter 7 wil l  address tllis 
problem of soft tissue motion i ;~ more detail. 
The output of the ?'RACK kinematic processing is an estimate of the posilion and 
orientation of each of h e  arrays of LED markers for each time fnmc. Smrxxhing mu5ncs. 
which use cubic or higher order spliries, arc used to reduce the noise in  the position 
estimates and dso to estimate the fils1 rwo derivatives of the kinematic data w i h  respect to 
time. Note that the ourput of the sysrern is the kinematics of the a r ray  and not of rhe 
anatomical segment to which the array is attached. The kinematics of the segnents car. Se 
estimated using either of two methods. First, if static data is collected with m a : d s  mounted 
on cach of h e  lower e x u e m p  segments and the subject s u d s  rn a ncuPal position, then 
the "known" g e o m e  which is used in latcr analyses can be b a d  on this static data. The 
measured rclativc motion k w c c n  joints wll then reflect changes from rhe neuual posirion. 
and flcxron. akduct~on. and ro[atlon angles can be eas~ ly  calculated An d ~ e r n a t ~ v e  
a p p m c h  is to use the cmrdmates of additional bony landmarks to esomatc h e  posluons 
and w.cntatims of the underlying bones nladve to the artached arrays. For the purposes of 
this thesis. the former approach will be ustd to estimate the motion of the pelvis and the 
fax. while the lana technique will be applied to estimate iuncxnatics of the ~ b 3 a  d femur. 
The psi t ion and orientation infomation produced by the TRACK software s j m m  rs 
an estimate of the six degrees of freedom of the m a y  relative to the GCS and can be 
r e p r e ~ n t c d  using many different but equ~valent forms (c.g. a quatenllon, a aanslation 
vector plus thrcc Euler angles, etc.). In  b e  remainder of this chapter. the estimated 
lunematics of cach array will be assumed to be in the fonn of a ms la t ion  vector x A  plus a 
rotation mmx R A  such that the coordinates $ of a point P fixed rclativc to the arrays 
coordinate system are transformed into GCS coordinates of the same point P using the 
fo!lw.ing quat ion.  
A A x p = R  bp + x A ( J , l )  
The csrimatcs of RA and x A  will k relared to RS and x s ,  the kir.t;;,.-:i:s of the underlying 
anatomical segment, later ii this chapter. 
4.1.2 Characteristics of the Kinematic Data 
As previously mentioned the output of each of the caneras  consists of two 
m8casuremcnts, x and y, which an related ro the angle between h e  ray from the focal point 
of the camera to the LED marker and :he optical axis of the camera. The half-angle of the 
field of view is approximately fiftee~l degrees and the camera measurements are recorded 
with 12-bit resolution ( i . t .  1 p u r  i n  4096) so the resolurron of each camera is 
approximately 0.007 degrees. The positior,al resolution of the systcrn depends on its 
angular rtsolution plus the location of a panicular marker rela!ive to h e  cameras (especially 
the distance). However. all of the gait data for tlus thesis was collected at or near the force 
plate. and thus the resolution ciui be descnbd in  terms of &stances wth  the mquuernent 
that this value is vahd only for a marker Imatcd neu  the force plate. For gut analyses. h e  
cameras are located about 3 rncrcrs from the force plate. so rhe angular resolution 
corresponds to a positional resolution of a b u t  0.4 mm for each camera. For an LED 
marker fixed in space. the measured RMS level of noise in the positional data was 
approximately 0.5 rnrn. The noise from measuring h e  positions of separate EEDs on the 
sarnc m y  ~IC mt highly cmla tcd .  so the RMS noise value for the position of a f o w W  
array is a b u t  0.3 mm 
An estimate of the accuracy of the kinematic data can k i n f e d  from h e  results of the 
extcrnal calibration pmcedure. Using the cameras 'in the Neurnan Laboratory for 
B i o m h a i c s  and Human Rehabilitarion at RZIT, the accuracy was found to be signlficandy 
worse than for the c m r a s  used in the Biomotion Lab at Massachusetts General Hospital. 
(MGH) even though all cameras are the same model by the same manufacturer. This is 
presumably because the MIT cameras were prototjpc mdc l s .  For this rtasor.1. all data in 
this thesis was obtained using the MGH cameras. For these cameras. rhc positional 
acxracy over a field of view of 2 meters is approximately 2 mm. as long as h e  LED 
marker is not allowid to get near the edge of the viewing volume. This value represents an 
estimate of the errur bctween any two p in t s  in the field of view. For small moaons wilhin 
only a fraction of the viewing volume, the positional errors wo~lld be expccted to be 
significantly less than 2 mm, and would scale roughly as 0.1 percent of the distance 
between any two locations. 
4.2 Coordinate Measurement Procedures 
Far the purposes of measuring the geometry and anatomical landmark data for this 
thesis, it was useful to develop a method for using the TRACK system to locate points in 
the GCS as  accurate!^ as possible. Therefore, a special device uas  constnicred which 
includes two locations for pointing and 2n atwched LED m y  (figure 4.1 ) .  I f  $ represents 
the array coordinates of the pointer locatior., then the GCS coordinates of this point can be 
obtajned using equation (4.1 ). 
Top View 
Pointer 
9 d p O i n t 2  & Pointer Endpoint 1 
Figure 4.1: LED Array for Coordinate Measurement 
n u s  far the arrays have been described as consisting of groups of individual LEDs, 
but actually each marks cmsponds  to a cluster of three LEDs (figure 4.1) which were 
powered simultaneously and measured by the cameras as a single data pint .  For each array 
the LECls were arranged in a planar configuration to minimize reflection errors. The 
dislance between the LEDs in cach cluster was a b u t  5 mrn, sc the measurement of each 
camera repsentad a "bright spo~" on the detector corresponding to an infrared source 
about 5 mrn across. Exactly whict. point was measurd by the cameras relative to h e  the 
array geometry could mot k directly measured. Any errors in the actual p i n t  obwrvcd by 
the cameras would affect the accuracy of the estimate of the pointer location relative to the 
array coordinate system. For this reason it was decided to oy to use some kinematic dam to 
estimate the array coofdinates of the pointer lo cad or^. 
Consider a ser of tunematic data such [hat the m y  1smovcd around with thc pointer 
location physically constrained 10 be fixed in the GCS 4i.e. rllc pointer endporn1 is located 
in 3 small depression in a flat surface). If $ frames of dam arc collccred for this motion. 
and the estimated location of the endpoint in the array cwrdlnate system IS r;. then S 
values of rR . the GCS coardinntes of this point, can be o b u l n d  as lollour. 
A 
where Rk and X: LIT the measured roution mamix and position vector, respecuvcly, for 
array A for each harae k For a perfect cstirnate and perfect kincmanc data, ail of the xpk 
values would tw: identical. Therefore. deviations in rR are related to the accuracy of the 
- 
erdma~ of $. It is therefore useful 10 define two additional quannnes. x 1s the mean 
cdculaed psition of the estimated pointer locauon, and a: is  an estimate of the V ~ M C C  h
the xR values. 
Since the goal of this analysis is to find the bca estimate for $. then i t  makes sense to 
minimize a2, as defined in quadon (4.4), with respect to che three components of $. 
This pmedure was irnplerracnred and ~ppI ied  to monons of rhe pointer m y  for bolh of 
its pointing locations. For each of the endpoint loca~ions, root-mean square (RMS) values 
(1.e. square root of the minimum a2 value) were approximately 0.2 mm for any given data 
set, and drfferences in predicted values of $ were also about 0.2 mm. The bcsr results 
were obtained by making sure to include large angular deviations about two perpendicular 
axes in the motion of the pointer array. If rhe motion includes large deviations only a b u t  a 
single air .  then the resulting variance of [he estirna~d point is smail, but tlle test KO test 
vvirrions in 6 grow considerably larger. The vanations in the bol estima!e of $ from 
test to test cur bc accounted for by two facton: ( 1 ) neither the depressam in rhe flat surface 
nor the pointer endpoint IS a perfectly s h q  point. and ( 1 )  rhc use oi the cameras ro 
measure the klnernancs only a!lowed moaons such that all LEDs could bc seen by both 
c a m n s  fa all fpzrcs .  
Once h e  pointer endpoint coordmaus $ hive been crt imatd,  then the assumerl 
geomcq of the pointcp m y  can k mnslated such that the pointer cndpuint is coinciknr 
with the origin of h e  coordinate system of the m a y .  W i h  this new assumed geomcuy 
used, h e  measurcd position of the array as expressed in cquation (4.1) will return ~ h t  
estirmtod p n t e r  location as the translation vector xA of the array in the GCS. 
4.3 Mcos~rring Kinematics of  Lower Extremity Segments 
The hnematic information produced by the TaACK system and as expressed by 
quation (4.1) rcprcvnts the position and orientnrion of each array in the GCS. Ln order to 
apply this system to the lower extremity, i; is nccessaq to estimate the lonematics of the 
underlying anatomical segments rather than just the attached arrays. For example. 
calculations of flexion and rotation angles in appropriate anatomical coordnate systems 
would be helpful in intcrprcring any kinematic or dynamic results. This section will 
describe the procedures used to transform rhc array kinematic informa,;on into an  
anatomical coordmau system. 
Before describing the methods for trulsfcrming the m a y  hnematics to anatomically 
b a d  kinemadcs, the specific mounting proccd~lres for the arrays on the segments will be 
described. For the purposes of analyzing the kinematics and dynamics of the lower 
extremi;y, LED m a y s  were attached lo the foot, shank, thigh and pelvis via polyethylene 
molds which were designed at the MGH Ziiomotion Lab to minirnize soh tissue motion 
while allowing relatively unconstrained motion at the joints. The molds were formed 
through a multi-stage process which involves casting the limb of a subject. forming a 
plaster positive of the lower limb from the c u t .  and then heating the polyethylene while 
using a vacuum to Rlake i t  conform to the plaster possnve. For the foot. shank, and pclv\s 
these molds w m  then fit relatively tightly to h e  supcfic~al b n y  surfaces and arc held In 
place by nghrly h n d  slast~c bandages. When mounted I n  this manner. the molds fit snug 
but unconfining. and liule motion appevcd lo occur between the attached LED m y s  m d  
L% upderljing skeletal s tn rcms .  
Soft tissue motion is panicularly a problem for measuring the motion of the thigh. 
where only the epicondyles of the fenlur and Lhc grater aochantcr an close to the surface. 
Lf an m y - s u p p m n g  mold is uscd which c o n f m  rightly ro the epicmdyles and encloses 
be  postmior pan af h e  knee region. then knee motion is consmned. T h e r c f o ~ ,  the th~gh 
m l d s  w m  designed to apply some prcsswc to  he epicondylcs but the sasps are applicd 
several centimeters above the knee region of the back of the thigh. With the thigh mold 
anached as &mibed. thc allowable soft cissue motion of the array relative to the femur snll 
appeartd to be significant in axial msladon.  but this method functioned quahocivcly better 
rhan o h a  array muncing procedures ustcd. Motion of h e  [high m y  relative to h e  femur 
alw seemed u, occur during extreme flexion anglcs or conrracdon of rhe h g h  musclcs. An 
approach will be described in Chapter 7 to estimate and remove these soft tissue motion 
cmn by using informatior, about the an~cular gwrneay of the knee joint. 
4.3.1 Coordinate System Definitions 
The global cwrdinatc system (GCS) has k e n  menhcned seven: times throughout [his 
thesis as the coordnate system which is fixed in the laboratory frame. By  convenrion, the 
TRACK software system defines the global x-axis as parallel !o the optical bench which 
suppons the camzras, the y-axis as parallel to the positive vertical direction, and the z-axis 
as pointing perpendicularly away from the optical bench which suppons the cameras 
(figure 4.2). LED arrays are m o ~ n t e d  on the lateral aspects of the lower exnermty 
segments and subjects walk parallel to the iine between the cameras. For measuring the 
motion of the right side, the subject walks in the negaove global x-axis ciirection; measuring 
kinematics ofthe left side. h e  subject walks in the positive x-axis direclion. In eilher case. 
the z-axis always points in the medial direction and the y-axis is venical. In order to 
Figure 4.2: GCS Coordinate Directions 
simplify fithe iollowing mdyzis as much as possible, all coorhnare system definitions and 
joint angles will be defined foe a right leg. With very little cffort, the necessary sign 
changes cauM Dt made to apply the angle and coonhnate system definitions fm application 
to the left si&. 
For each lower extremity segment. there arc ~ 5 r t t  cwrdlna~e systcms which are 
~elevarnt odescribing the motion of that segment: ( 1 )  the global coordinate system (GCS); 
(2) the cOordinatc system defined for the m y ;  and (3) the anatomical coordinate syst5rn. 
The TRACK s o f t w a ~  is designed to measure the transfornations between the first two 
coordinate systems mentioned via equation (4.1). But a useful kinemauc analysis of the 
lower exacmity q u i r e s  estimates of the anatomical motion. Therefore, it is necessary 10 
estimate the transformation between the anarrornical and coodnate systems, which 
can then & combined with the measured motion of the m a y s  to calculate the motion of the 
undalying anatomical serucms (neglecting soft tissue meion). 
Assume that for a particular anatomical segment, the following position vector and 
rotation maerix have k e n  estimated for transforming vectors from the coordina~c system of 
the anuomical segment to the cwrbnate system of the m y .  
'P* = Rfi* 6 + %A i4 .5)  
By convention, 6 refers to the cmrdtnates of the point P relrtlve to the coorehate r )  sem 
of the anatomical segment, wh~lc r; specifier he  cmrbna~cs  relative to rhe cmrdinatc 
system of the m y .  Combining thrs relationship with equanon t 4.1 ). Lhe msfomaaon 
h m  the c h t s  hme of b e  anatomical s c p n t  to h GCS can be written as follows. 
For the purpose of maintaining consistency with the TRACK system convention, it 
i d e s  sense to define anetaanical segment coordinate systems which are very closcly 
aligned with the GCS when the subject is standing on the force plate in a neutral position 
and fating in the typical waiking dmction (i.c, negative GCS x-axis for the right ride 
data). One method for satisfying this raqukm;:nt has already been mentioned: collect 
static data with the subject in the anatomically ncuual position. and hen use the m a s u r d  
coordinates of the individual LED markers as the "known" m a y  geometry input to tke 
TRACK routines for calculating array positions and orientations. This procedure would 
result in having the RA d x  very close to the identity matrix for the static data, and hence: 
all array aces would be approximately aligned with the GCS. For this special case one 
should assign the relative rotadon mapix RSIA to be h e  identity matrix. 
If the "known" geoinctry values are not adjusted in the TRACK proccssing scheme, 
then an altmative mehod for aligning the anatomical and GCS axcs dunng the stane dau 
is to force the rotation matrix of the anatomical segment gS as defined in equauon (4.7) to 
b e  h e  idenaty rrrarrix. This cm&tion could he satisfied with the followmg requrnmnt. 
Using either one of these methods would allow esalnates of the orienunon of the 
~a tomica l  segment for all frames. Howevc~, the aansl,nons of the segments uould stlll 
not have any anatorically sipificanr interpreuuon. If the pointer array is used u ~ t h  
subject in the anatormcally muaal position to locau the 6 C S  coordrnarcs of some point xp 
which would k a useful segment ongn. then equaaon (4.8) could be appLed to wlbe for 
the quired value of xS,,, the locanon of the vlatQsnica1 xgmcnt ongn  in the coodnate 
system of the auached array. 
Once RS,, and xs;, have k n  evduatcd. then equations (4.7) and (4.8) can be cornbind 
with h e  masurd values of RA and xA to calculate the positions and oricntacions of h e  
underlying anatomical scgmeflt for all subsequent data sets which are c~ll tcted without 
* mcnrs. moving the array a; P -h 
In order to use quaeion (4.10) to solve for xu,. the origin of the ar.atomicd segment 
must be selected. But wnich pcrlnts should be ~ i e c t e d  as h e  origns of the anatomical 
scgrrrnts ? F a  a hnemtic analysis of the lowa extremity, the xeladve moaon of adjacent 
segments (i.e the joint motion) 1s of primary interest. Therefore, the segment origins 
should be selected such that mslauons  which arc of interest can easily be obtained by 
examining h e  relative msformahons between two segmencs which surround a joint. The 
hip joint is a ball-and-sxkct joint iwd thus the measured mu~slauons between the femur and 
tks pelvis do not represent any useful anatonucal information. For the purposes of this 
thesis mslaaons at the ankle joint are not of interest. But h e  amslations at the knee joint 
arc not only relevant to this lhesis but are an integral part oi it. For this reason i t  makes 
sense to select segment coordinate system origins for the tibia and femur which make the 
calculated translations of the femw relative to the tibia assume easily interpretable meaning. 
If cithcr of the coordinate system origins of the tibia or fernur is located fz from the 
a;:is of roktion of the knee joint, then the coordinates of h e  orign of the femur coordinate 
., 3 .  . A; a 2  observed in the tibia cocrdinate system will be highly correlated with changes in 
joint fleusn (figure 4.3). The origins of h e  tibia and femur slrould be sclcctcd as close to 
h e  knac p i n t  axis as possible in order to k o u p l e  rhr m c a s d  itlarive rranslations oi llle 
knee from the rotations. Unionunately, the axis of the knee jo~nt is not fixed in the 
cmrdinarc sysem of tidier b e  femur cr tibia but nlher changes as h c  b e e  IS  arciculated. 
For this reason. the coordinate system crigins for the tibia and femur were defined by the 
following criteria Luring static data acquisition in Lhe anatomically neutnl posicion, the 
cmrdinatc systems should be coincident. with the z crxwdnatr: comsponding to the 
midpoint of the femoral epicondylcs. The x and y coordmates of bhe origins should 'ie on 
the average anis of mtation. which is defincd using the dffercnces in segment positioni 
and orientations from a set of static data ~ i r h  the knee fully extended and a simiiar set of 
staric data with the knee flexed 45 degrres. Thc reason fur not uslng a flexion angle graft? 
than 45 degrees is rcla!ed to the apparclrt problem wkh soh dssue mr ion  on h e  high fclr 
large knee flexion angles. With the arigns of the coordinate systems of the dbia and f r m u  
defined as described. then a perfect hinge joint knee would produce . # o  measured 
mslations. Using these placemen& allows intcrprc~uon of the manslations of the f em~u  
relative to the tibia as eseirnarcs of how much the knee deviated h m  a pcrfcct hinge joint 
during h e  observed motion. 
4.3.2 Definitions or Anatomical Angles 
Assume now that the above pmeducs  have k e n  implemcntd and that for a panicular 
Figure 4.3: Dependence of Knee Translations on Fledon 
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point in  time xm and R ~ ,  the position vector and mution matrix for the femur relaive 
to the GCS. and xm and R ~ ,  the position vector and roution ma& for the tibia relative 
to the GCS, are available. I t  is then possible to calculate the relative uansformation 
between the two segments as follows. 
mTf FEM - %TIE' 
XmmEi = R jX J 
The X- vector can be interpreted as translations of the femur on the tibia. But in 
order for the rotation mamx REMm to be useful for an interpreting the kinematics. i t  
should be msforrned into ;a set of three angles. Clinicians art mosr familiar with flexion, 
abduction, and rotation angles, and therefore some angles comparable to these would 
probably be h e  best choice. 
When the subject is sranding in the neutral position, knee abduction corresponds to a 
negative rotadon of the femur relative to the tibia about the anatomical x-axis, b e e  external 
rotation corresp.,nds to a positive rotation of the femur relative to the tibia about the 
anatomical y-axis, and knee flexion colresponds to a negative rotation of the femur relative 
to the tibia about the anatomical z-axis (figure 4.4). When !,he knee is in some other 
orientation, knee flexion is defincd as a rotation about t.c medid-lateral axis sf the femur, 
and external rotation is defined as a rotation a b u t  the long axis of the tibia. In order to 
satisfy b t h  of these conditions, a set of three Euler angles is used which corresponds to 
fmt a rotation Om about the negative z-axis, then a rotarion tluD " ' b u t  the negative x- 
axis. and finally a rotation OExr a b u t  the positive y-axis. The appropriate set of joint 
angles to describe the rotational transformation f r ~ m  the femur to the tibia coordinate 
systems, which has also been suggested by Grood and Suntay (221, is thus defined by the 
following quation. 
L rotation 
flexion <.-.. 
Figure 4.4: Anatomical Angle Definitions 
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When the right hmd side of this expression is evaluated, h e n  the flexion, abduction, and 
external rotation angles can be expresssd as functions of the rotadon mamx of the femur 
relative to the dbia as d c d a t c d  using the following formulae: 
The analysis shown can be used to calculate the joint angles of h e  hip and ankle as well as 
the knee join& by ulcularing the rotation matrix of the xgrnent proximal to the joint relative 
to the more d s d  segrncnc but the sign of the calculated flexion angle must be changed. If  
h e  kinematic data cornsponds to the left side, then h e  signs of the calculated flexion and 
external rotation angles would have TO be reversed for all three joints. 
The anatomical cmrdinau systems as defined above would be useful for comparing the 
kinematics and dynarmcs of twci data sets without having to express the results in b e  GCS. 
If a subja walks ~.vicc in the sane way but in a different dirccaon relarive u, the GCS, any 
kimrnatic or dynamic results expressed in the anatomical coordmate systems would not be 
affected. Thus the calculated anatomical angles plus the anatomical coordinates of the net 
force and moment vector of one segment acting on an adjacent segment would remain 
invariant to the W o n  of walking. 
Chapter 5 
OVERVIEW OF THE KNEE MODEL 
5.1 Introduction 
Recall from Chapter 1 ha t  the purpose of this thesis is to develop a mathematical model 
of the human knee joint which allows an examination of rtlarionships be~lveen geometry, 
hnematics, and dynamics of the joint in vivo and to examine the sensitivity of the results 
to selected modeling and processing parameters. Now that the background material and 
associated equations have k e n  presented, more d e t d s  of the knee model can be ~ ~ s s e d .  
The following four chapten deal with specific aspects of the knee d e l .  'The purpose of 
this chapter is to present an overview of the knee model. including an explanation of how 
the geometry, kinematics, dynamics. and muscle and joint forces are all related and 
combined to m a t e  a the-dimensional mathematical model of the humm knee joint. 
Requirements for georneay, kinematics, and dyaamics of the knee model are provided such 
that a stability of equilibrium analysis may be performed. n r e  assumptions and 
approximations used in the development of the knee model are enumemted and explained, 
and the requirements for incorporating the knee model into a four-segment rigid M y  
model of the lower extremity are described. 
5.2 Functional Description of the Knee Model 
What has ohus far k e n  referred to as the "knee model" is actually a set of methods and 
analyses for combining measured lower exuemity kinematics and floor platfom force and 
moment informatior! to estimate the lower extremity kinetics and from these the muscle, 
ligament and joint contact forces of the knee joint in vivo.  These methods do not therefore 
define a dynamic model (i.e. one which predicts the kinematics for different forces) 
according to the typical engineering definition but rather are only applied to estimate the 
kinematics and forces for specific sets of in v ivo  data. Nevertheless, the term knee m d e l  
will be used in this thesis as a much more compact description than "knee kinematic 
analysis and force estimation procedures." 
To explain the overall concept of the knee model developed in this thesis, the analysis 
pmcdurcs will k described fust in terms of specific input data needed to produced cenain 
output data. The actual procedures performed to m s f o r m  the data will be explained after 
the functional description is presented. 
A set of kinematic and force plate d a ~ a  corresponding to the stance phase of gait for a 
healthy, normal adult subject is collected using the TRACK system. Now consider rhe 
knee model which r e q u i ~ s  the following input data for each point in time: 
1 .  measured six degree of freedom kinematics of four mays  attached to the foot, 
shank, thigh and pelvis, in the f o m  of array position vectors and rotation matrices 
2.  estimated articular surface georneery of the tibia and femur at the knee joint for the 
same subject on which the kinema~ics arc measured 
3. estimated transfomarlon(i between each array coordinate system and the 
corrcspondir~g anatomical r,egment on which h e  m y  i s  mounted 
4. estimated lccations of the ankle relative to h e  foot ruld tibia 
5. estimated loczdons of the hip relative to ehe pelvis and femur 
6. estimated limits on soft tissue motion for each degree of freedom of the thigh and 
shank (i.e. how much the thigh and shank arrays can be expected to move relative 
to the femur and tibia, respectively) 
7. measured force plate force and moment vectors 
8. estimated inmial p @ e s  for each anatomical segment 
9. estimated muscle origin and insemon locations relative to the coordinate system of 
the appropriate anatomical sepeil ts ,  plus maximum force and rest length far each 
muscle 
10. estimated knee ligament origin and insertion locations relative to the coordinate 
systems of the femur and tibia, plus ligament force-length characterisrics and rest 
lengths 
Kote that much of what is called "input data" actually represents separate analyses for 
estimaeing joint gmmeuy. uansformarions beween m a y s  and ar~arornical xgmcnu.  erc. 
The output from the knee model. corresponding to the described set of input data. 
includes the following: 
1 .  kinematics for h e  femur and ribia consistent with the c~nsrraint hat the estimated 
articulating surfaces arc in conuct in both the medial and laud compartments 
2. soft tissue motion deviations from the measured kinematic data of the thigh and 
shank 
3. joint contact forces acting on each condyle of the femur 
4. muscle forces for all of the lower extremiry muscles 
5. joint contact forces for the the hip joirrt and a joint contact reaction for the ankle 
(which includes a force vector and one moment component) 
6. forces and s m s  acting on the major knee ligaments 
7. an estiranattd joint sbffness manix for the lower exnrmity 
Now that the input and ourput data have k e n  described, the principles of incorporated 
into the m d e l  can be discussed. Briefly, h e  knee model adjusts b e  measured kinematics 
of the ubia and femur subject to h e  constraint that both condyles of the femur an in contact 
with the tibia. Since there exists an infinite set of kinematics compatib!~ with this 
requirement, specific criteria must be applied to select an "optimal" set of kinematics. The 
improved set of kinematics is selected based oil minimizing a penalty function which is 
q u a 1  to weighted sums of squares of changes in the ribia and femur degrees of freedom 
(where the weights are based on expected kinematic errors) plus sums of s q u m s  of errors 
in GCS coordinates of the hip and ankle joint centers as predicted by the two segments 
adjoining each of the two joints. The improved kinematics are used to calculate the 
associated equations for dynamic equilibrium which are then input into a muscle force 
optimization algorithm to predict the individual muscle, ligament, and joir~t contact forces. 
Iteration may be used to alternately adjust the knee kinematics and the muscle forscs such 
that dynamic tquilibrium is satisfied. 
The knee model has been described as producing a certain output for a set of specified 
inputs. T5e purpose of this thesis is not only to apply the knee model to specific sets of 
gait dam b2t also to test its sensinwiry to cenain mcdeling and processing parameters. The 
knee model may produce different estimated results for the same input data as the 
parameten are changed. The modeling and processing parameters which will bc v m c d  m 
the knee model have been selected for eirher of rwo reasons: ( 1 )  previous lower exertrnity 
or knee rndc l s  have shown the parameters to be significant in mussle and joint force 
analyses or (2) parameten new to this model which could significantly effect the results. 
Since both the locations of assumed insemons of the knee extensor muscles and material 
propcrcics and fist  length estimates of the ligaments have both shown possible significant 
effects on the rrsults in previous knee d e l s .  sensitivity of the knee model prdccions to 
these parameters will be included in the analysis. A major feature of this research is the 
i n d u c t i o n  of stability constraints in tlie muscle force optimization analyses, including 
testing the applicability of the quasi-static assumption in such analyses; thus the ha madel 
will be tested for sensitivity to the inclusion of this constraint. 
5.3 Muscles and Ligaments in the Knee 3lodel 
Among the rquircd input data described in section 5.2. items 9 and 10 involve the 
muscle and ligament origins, insertions, and material propemes. The methods of modeling 
rhe muscles and ligaments for the purposes of estimating joint and muscle forces are 
described in this section. Both muscles and ligaments are assumed to act along straight 
lines between their origins and insenions, an assumption common to all of the knee and 
lower extremity models mentioned previously. For those musclrs which clearly bend 
around a bony protuberance, the effective attachment locations for either the origin or 
insertion will be defined to be at a fixed location which best approximates the path of the 
muscle across the joint. ?he quadriceps muscles are assumed co insen into the tibia via the 
patellar ligament at an angle with is linearly related to the knee joint flexion angle, with the 
angular dependence estimated from Yarnaguchi and Zajac 1681 and van Eijden er a l [ 6 3 ] .  
Bamarco [48] estimated attachment points for rhiny-six lower extremity muscles. The 
approximate centroid of attachmec: for each muscle was found through observation and 
measurement on dissected cadavers and referenced to bony landmarks, The locations for 
muscle origrns and insenions required for this thesis were obtained by mnsforming h e  
values reported by Patriarco into cmrdinsres compatible with the T U C K  definitions cf 
axis dYecrions (i.e. for a right leg, x-axis is postenor, y-axis is superior, and z-axis is 
medial) and scahng by characteristic segment lengths. Figure 5.1 shows rhe lines of action 
of the set of 36 muscles in the model. hluscle maximum forces were estimated using 
values of physiological cross sectional area (PCSA) reported by Brand er d [8] a.nd 
assuming a maximum effecave stress level of 30 ~ / c r n ~  for each muscle. Muscle rest 
lengths were estimated by assuming each muscle to be at its rest length with the knee in full  
extension and the subject standng in an anatomically neutral posture. 
Four major ligaments of the knee are included in  the model: the anterior cruciate 
ligament, the posterior cruciate ligament, the medial collated ligament, and the lateral 
front view side view 
Figure 5.1: Muscle Lines of Action 
collateral ligament. Force-length characteristics of these ligaments were taken from 
Wismans er a1 [661 in virro knee model . which assumed a q u a h t i c  relationship between 
force and length for ligament lengrhs longer than the rest lengths. The quadratic 
coefficients for each ligament were approximated from results of a study by Trent er nl 
[6 I ] ,  and tsarnates of ligaments suains for detetmining Ligament rest lengths were based on 
a study by Branrigan and Voshell[9]. Since Trent er a1 actually reported large variations in 
ligament force-length curves for corresponding ligaments of different knees, h e  estimated 
force-length relationships for Ihc ligaments may not be very accurate. However, Wismans 
et ol used these same estimates in a three-dimensional model of the knee and thereby 
approximated in vino knee behavior previously reported in the literature. Because of a 
lack of confidence in the ligament values, an alternative formulation of the knee model 
includes the ligaments as pseudo-muscles in the muscle force optimization analysis in the 
sense that their forces will be estimated using optimiza~icrn rather than calculated using an 
assumed force-length relationship. In this case. the maximum force assigned to each 
ligament is estimated from ligament ultimate strengths reponcd by Trent et ai (611 and the 
cost function is a weighted sum of the ligament forces squared. Ligament origins and 
insertions were measured on a cadaver knee in conjunction with the measurements of tibia 
and femur wricular georneay. The cadaver geometry measurements are described in mom 
detail in Chapter 6.  
5.4 Knee Model as Part of Lower Extremity hiodel 
Since many of the muscles which cross the knee joint also cross either the hip or the 
ankle (9 our of 13 of the muscles used for this thesis), addidonal constraint equations must 
be evaluated for equilibrium (and possibly stability) for the degrees of Freedom associated 
with relative motion of the two related joints. For this reason, the knee joint was 
incorporated as part of a four segment rigid body model of the lower extremity. This 
section describes the requirements for applying a kinematic and dynamic analysis to this 
lower extremity model. Specifically, details will be presented for using the TMCK 
system measurements of position vectors and rotation matrices of the fmt ,  shank, thigh, 
and pelvis arrays to estimate the 15 coordinates associated with the lower extremity as 
described in section 2.2 (i.e. q,,,, q2,, , q312, and qarJ). 
Recent models of the human ankle joint include two rotary degrees of heedom. at the 
ralar and subtalar joints 1301, [37] .  The motions associated with these two degrees of 
freedom are approximately equivalent to flexion and aMuction, respectively, as defrned in 
section 4.3.2. Motions of the ankle joint in the abduction and adduction drrecdons are by 
convention called eversion and inversion. For the purposes of describing ankle kinematics. 
very little motion occurs about the anatomical y-axis of the foot (i.c. the vcmsal direction in 
an anatomically neutral position), while significant rotations may occur a b u t  the other two 
anatomical axes. Exactly which combination of bony contact and soft tissue forces are 
responsible for limiting rotations about the y-axis axis of the foot is not clear, but many 
independent kinematic studies of the ankle have observed this phenomenon [30]. 
Therefore, for the purposes of kinematic and dynamic analysis appiied to the lower 
cxuemity, an assumpeion will bc made that the ankle is a two degree of fredorn joint The 
hip, on rhe other hand, is accurately modeled as a three degree of freedom bdl-and-socket 
joint with its center of rotation located at the center of the femoral head. The knee joint will 
be modeled as a four degree-of-freedom joint, and will be described in much more detail in 
Chapter 7. 
5.4.1 Transformation of TRACK Data to Fit the Kinematic Model 
TRACK system software measures the complete six degrees r,f fre&om associated 
with the position vector and rotation mamx o i  each m y .  Once the 24 degrees of freedom 
have been measured by the TRACK system (for the four segments), these measurements 
must be used to estimate the 15 degrees of freedom for the complete lower extremity 
model. Assume for now that the aansfomations from array cwrdnates to anatomical 
coordinates have been estimated for all four lower extremity segments. Funhermore, 
assume that an estimate for the position of the center of the ankle joint is known both 
relative to the foot coordinate system (r;,=) and the tibia coordinate system (?-). 
Similarly. assume that an estimate for the position of the center of the hip joint is kiiow~i 
both relative to the pelvis coordinate system (rdm) and the femur coordinate s$stem ( 2  1. 
HIP 
By a procedure which will be described in more detail in Chapter 7 ,  this joint center 
information can be used with the measured TRACK kinematic data to obtain improvcd 
estimates for the tibia and femur kinematics. Assuming these improvements have been 
r~iade in the kinematc data. then the data avwlable for estunating the 15 coordinates for the 
lower extremity can be summvized as fo1low.s: 
foot: 
tibia: 
femur: 
pelvis: 
where R~ and xS an the rotation rnasix and position vector of segment S, respectively, and 
the joint center location m have alneady k e n  defined. 
The kinematic model for the lower exaemity assumes that the only motions which 
occur at the ankle and hip joints we rotations about the rcspccdve joint centers. But if the 
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estimated Mkle joint centers. r- and r-, relative to the the foot and tibia coodinate 
systems are both transformed into the GCS (global coordinate system) using the 
appropriate segment rotation matrices and position vectors, they will in general specify two 
diffmnr points. Differences in the locations of these two points can be attributed to errors 
in  the measured segmental kinematics plus errors in the joint center estimaks. This 
problem is resolved by selecting the tibia's estimate of the GCS coordinates of the ankle 
joint center as "comct". Therefore, all errors will be assigned to the estimated GCS 
coordinates of h e  ankle joint using the segment rotation mamx and position vector of the 
foot, as shown in the following three equations. 
P.n approximadon is then made that all of the errors in the ankle joint arc due to positional 
errors of the foot segment (as opposed to rotational errors). The only justification for 
making this approximation is ha :  no obvious methd exists for assigning angular errors. 
Using this approximation. h e  position vector of rhe fmt coordinate system is adjusted to 
account for the assigned position errors. 
A similar p d m  is then applied to adjust the position vector of the pelvis to guarantee 
that boeh the pelvis and femur joint center estimates coincide in the GCS. 
Note that these procedures not only produce data which is compatible with the kinematic 
model but also estimate erron in the ankle and hip locations. These procedures insure h a t  
the hip joint is always at a fixed location relative to the femur. which is consistent with the 
kinematic and dynamic models. If, for example, rarher than selecting the femiris estimate 
of the GCS cwrdinate, of the hip as correct the average of the two generated GCS values 
was used, the location of the hip joint center relative to the femur's coordinates would 
change with time. This situation would be inconsistent with the assumption of only three 
degrees of k e d o m  of motion for the pelvis relative to the femur. 
5.4.2 Assignment of Coordinates for Lower Extrernitv Model 
Now thzt the positions and orientations of the four segments have been corrected and 
are compatible with the kinematic assumprions, coordinates can be assigned to the degrees 
of freedom of the lower extremity model. I t  is useful to first define a function 32 which 
specifies a rotation mamx as a function of three angles. 0,. 8,, and 8,. 
3 (0, ,e,,e*) = 0 cose, -sine, 
sine,  0 cos8, 0 sine, cos8,A 
cose, -sic0, 0 
L@. (5 .9 )  
Addtionally, we can define three functions f,,, f,,, and f,,, which operate on a rotation 
ma& and rrtum an angle. 
Note that with these definitions, as long as 8 ,  and 0, have rnagriitudes less than 90 
degrees, the following relations arc also true. 
In a11 of these equations. 0,. 8,. and 8, correspond to the abduction angle, external 
rotation angle, and flexion angle, respecrivciy, as defined in Chapter 4 in equations (4.14) 
through (4.17). 
Using equations (2.21) through (2.28) i t  is possible to calculate all of the relative 
position vectors ( x ~ , ~ .  xy,, and x,,4 and rotation matrices (Rim, b,, R,, and 
R,) from the segment position vecrors x S  and rotation mamces R' 
R,,, = R 1  
1 '  R.., = R R' 
-. 
Fir.z!ly, then, the fifteen cocrdinates which describe the kinematic of the lower 
exmrniry can tK assigned. 
h these quatioils, x, y, 2nd z are the components of the relanve posi~ion vector x.  
Recalling from quanon (2.1) the definition for q, 
then the dependence of the !ower extremity kincrnarics on q can be written explicitly. In the 
following equations, the origin of the coordinate system for the foot is located at the center 
of the ankle joint and the origin of the cwrdinate system for the pelvis is located at the 
center of the hip joint. Note that the dependence of Ry, and xm on q ( i . t .  the kinematics 
of the knee) will not be presented until Chapter 7. 
Kim( q = ( q p  q5. qs (5.29) 
x:, ( q  ) = -91 92 93: (5.30) 
R*,,( q ) = 'R ( q,. fey(R2,,), q, (5.1 1 )  
x h 2 ( q )  = -Ry,(g)r& (5.32) 
q = ( qI31 q I 4 -  q I 5  ) (5 .33)  
3 
xIn( q = rHIP (5.34) 
5.4.3 Estimated Inertial Properties for Lower Extremity Model 
Applicaaon uf the dynamic quaaons derived in Chapter 2 to the lower extremity model 
requires estimates of zhe inmial properties for the foot, shank, and thigh. Contini [16] has 
published results for estimating segment masses, rotation inenias, and segment centers of 
rrrasses as functions of M y  weight and segment lengths. Fiocedurer for automating the 
this estimation process for application to the lower extremity have been implemented by 
Carlson 11 11. n e s e  procedures were slightly madified in order to estimate the iequhd 
estimated inemal parameters for the lower extremity model in this thesis. The segment 
length for the foot was estirnatcd by direct measurement, while segmenr lengths for the 
shank and thigh werc estimated using TRACK measured distances between the ankle. 
knee, and hip joints. There segment lengths werc then used to estimate $. the locations of 
the segment centers of mass in the anatomical coordinate systems. The mass of the subject 
for which the kinematic data was collected was measured using the force plate, and then 
segment masses mS and inenia tensors IS were defined using modified version of the 
0 
routines of Carlson. 
5.5 Summarized Assumptions and Approximations in the Knee Model 
It is useful to summarize the major assumptions and appmxirnations which at made in 
applying the model to estimate muscle and joint forces during the stance phase of gait. 
Some approximations related to how the stability analysis is implemented cannot be 
discussed without the accompanying explanations in Chapter 8, but the remaining 
assumptions are listed below. The following assumptions and approximarions are used in 
the analysis of this thesis. 
(1 )  During weight-bearing activities, and particularly during the stance phase of 
gait, both condyles of the femur art in contact with the articulating surface 
of the tibia. 
(2) For the purposes of a kinematic and dynamic analysis of the knee, the 
articular surfaces of the tibia and femur can be approxunated as rigid M e s .  
(3) For the purposes of a dynamic analysis, the foot, shank. and h i g h  are 
approximated as rigid bodies. 
(4) The lower extremity can be modeled as a nine degree of freedom kinematic 
system, with two degrees of freedom at the ankle, four degrees of freedom 
at the knee, and three degrees of freedom at the hip. 
(5) Muscles and ligaments act along straight lines. 
(6) Maximum muscle f0rcr.q arc proportional to the physiological cross 
sectional mas, witt the constant of propomonality as 30 2rllcrn2. 
(7) Muscles, ligaments, and joint contact forces are ohc dominant conmbutors to 
satisfying dynamic equilibrium, and thus the contributions of other soft 
tissues such as the menisci of the knee and the joint capsule can be 
neglected. 
(8) The TRACK m a y s  do not move very much relative to the underlying 
motion of the comspnding banes. 
(9) For h e  purposes of a quasi-static stability analysis. total incremental 
stiffness is independent of muscle length, and depends only on muscle 
fom,  maximum muscle force, and muscle rest length. 
(10) Human joints are frictionless. 
( 1  1) The force corresponding to an integrated pressure distribution in the m d a l  
or lateral compartment of the knee joint is directed normal to the surface at 
the point of contact. 
Chapter 6 
KNEE hfODEL GEOMETRY 
6.1 Introduction 
One of the major goals of this thesis was to investigate how knee georncny affects the 
kinematics and dynamics of the joint. This investigation requirts the development of a 
method to estimate the in  vivo articular surface geomeuy of the femur and tibia for an 
experimental subject whose kinematics will be measured. This chapter presents an 
explanation of the methods developed in this thesis for measuring cadaver knee geomeoy 
and Row this infarmation is transformed to estimate the articular geornefq of a subject in a 
gait analysis experiment 
Huiskes er al 1281 have reponed a method of using a pair of carncras and a g ~ d  
projected onto the articular surfacts of a cadaver femur and tibia to estimate the M e -  
chmsnsional coordinates of approximately 400 points on tach sudace with an accuracy of 
0.2 mrn. R e  coordinates arc estimated by manual digitiing the recorded images from the 
cameras and using stcrcophotogramrnetfic reconstruction methods. For the femur, duet  
separate orientations were required along with the rncasurement of additional marker 
locations to map the geometry of the entire c w d  surfaces of the condyles. The measured 
points were then incorporated into a gcomemc model using bicubic spline patches as 
described by Coons [20]. 
Rushfeldt [54] developed an ultrasonic method for measuring the g e o m e v  of the 
femoral, head and the corresponding acetabulum of the human hip joint in vitro which not 
only determined the geomeay of the areicular surfaces but also of the underlying cmilage- 
bone interface, and thus the cartilage layer thickness could be estimated. The accuracy of 
this method has been reported to bt  less than 2 pm [60j. The scanning mettrod for 
measuring the geometry of a cada.vcr hip joint is nlatively straightforward due to b e  almost 
pcdect sphericity of the joint. Murphy [45] has recently completed the consmcrion of a 
device in the Newman Biomechanics Lab at XUT' for measuring the geomeery of a cadaver 
knee using ultrasonic me thds  similar to those employed by Rushfeldt. However, due to 
the complex geomerp of the knee' joint, the knee geomeay measurement system has 
included a full six d e p e s  of freedom for conmlling the uluasonic aansducer posiuon and 
orientation. When this device is fu l ly  functioning it will produce the most accurate 
measurement of knee geometry to date, but as of yet the scanning control algorithms have 
not  k e n  completed 
In light of the fact chat the ultrasonic geometry measurement system for the knee 
developed in this labratory would soon be completed, the possibility of developing a 
system similar to that of Huiskes er a1 for measuring knee gwmepy was eliminated. A 
decision was made to develop a system for measuring knee geometry which would be 
simple to implement, autornaric, and able to produce results of high enough quality to bc 
uscd in the knee model for the purposes of kinematic ar.d dynamic analysis. Furthemorc. 
the system would tic developed such that the  algorithms for calculating and storing the knee 
mudel geometry would be able to later incorporate the ulrrasonic measurements of knee 
geometry when thcy become available. 
The mehod used in this thesis for measuring the geomeay of a cadaver knee is based 
on the coordinate measurement procedurrs as described in section 4.2. This method is 
used to measure not only the articular geometry of the tibia and femur but also the 
coordinates of a set of anarornical landmarks on each of tht bones and the origins and 
insenions of rhc major knee ligaments. The procedures for acquiring the coordinate 
measurements, using them to model the geometq of the knee, and defining appropriate 
anatomical caordinate systems will be discussed in h i s  chapter. 
6.2 Method of Knee Geometry Measurement 
The cmrdinate measurement prxedures require the use of the TRACK kinematic 
measurement system and the pointer array as described in section 4.2. In order to obtain 
the best possible results far the coordinate measurements, the cameras we moved in from 
heir  standard positions uscd for gait analysis such that the center of the viewing volume is 
a b u t  2 meten from each camera. This change in camera geometry allows for better 
rewlution and accuracy (both of which aprlroximately scale with the disrancc from h e  
cameras to the markers) while maintaning a large enough viewing volume to measure the 
gtornerry of an e n t i  human femur. 
A cadaver tibia or femur is then rigidly mounted approximately in the center of Ihc 
viewing volume and the cmrdinate measuring array is moved around the udculating 
surface by hand. keeping the pointer endpoint in contact with the articular surface with 
minimal applied force (figure 6.1). Kinematic data is collected for 100 seconds at 20 Hr 
while the pointer is moved systematically around the surface several rimes. Thus 2000 
approximately uniformly dismbuced points yc generated for each ardculadng surface. The 
medal and lateral plateaus of the nbia, as well as the medial and lateral condyles of the 
femur, arc considered as separate articulating surfaces for the purposes of measuring the 
coordnates. Prior ro fixing the cadaver tibia or femur in place, an second- array is 
attached to the bone to alisw later referencing of the gcornemc coordinates to the m a y  
cmrdnarc system. Each cadaver bone is f i x d  with the anatomical z-axis approximately 
parallel to the z-axis of the CCS, and thus the the long axis of the bone ( i t .  the y-axis) is 
located in the x-y plane of the GCS. 
Without changing the posiaon or orientadon of the bone. a set of static data is collected 
pointer 
Figure 6.1: Setup for Geometry Measurement 
for the sxondary array. The coordinare measuring amy is then used to collect several sets 
of static data with the pointer endpoint located on a set of anatomical landmarks and 
estimated ligament or isns  and insenions. The cmr&nat:s of the following anatomcal 
landmarks are measured for the tibia (which is mounted with the fibula sull a~tached): 
medral malleolus. lateral rndleolus. tibid tuberosity. and head of the fibula. For the femur. 
the coordinates of the medial and lateral epicondyles and the greater m h a n t e r  are 
measured. In order to be consistent with the ligament &el of Wismans ee d (661, a 
single point is selected for the origins and insertions of the anterior and postmior mc ia tc  
hid lateral c o d a t d  ligaments, while both anterior and posterior attachments are estimated 
f a  the madial collated Ligament 
6.2.8 Measurement of Average Axis of Rotation 
After the articular surface gcomeuy and anatomical landmark mcasurcments are made 
for the femur and tibia individually, the bones at removed fmm heir  rigd f m m s  and two 
additional data scts arc collected using the femur and tibia secondary arrays. One set of 
data is coUect4d with the condyles of the femur resting on the dbial articulating surfaces and 
the knee in an approximately anatomically neutral position ( i t .  flexion angle approrcimately 
zero). The stsond data set corresponds to approximately 45 degrees of knee llexion and 
the condyles of rhe femur again in contact with the tibia in bth the medial and lateral 
c s m p m e n t s .  Since the knee (and pmicularly a cadaver knee without any ligaments) is 
not a single degree of W o r n  joint. the joint uanslations and rotations an not functions of 
the flexion angle alone. The two sets of static data are therefore collected with the 
independent joint translations and rotations selected such that the apparent axial rotations 
an minimal and the femoral condyles an approximately centertd on h e  corresponding tibla 
articular surfaces. The purpose of collecting these two additional data scts is to 
approximate the position and orientation of an alterage axis of rotation of the knee in the 
same coordinate system as the micular surface geornetq and anatomical landmarks. 
The procedure for calculating the average axis of rotation from the TMCK 
measurements of here two data sets will now be described. Define X& and X& as the 
2 3 position vcc tm and Racr and Rm as !he rotation mamces for h e  tibia and femur amys 
2 3 2 3 
relative to the GCS for the iu l ly  extended data, and define Xnx. XRX, Rm. and Rnu 
m - E X T  
similarly for b e  flexed data. Next use equations (5.18) and (5.22) to calculate X, , 2  . R . 
F U  FZX x l i 2  . and R3;? . fhe psition vectorr and routions mamccs of the femur m y  relative to 
h e  tibia m y ,  for l c  two data sets. For a point r', which is fued relative to the femur, it 
will be measured to have two different positions and ? for the extension and 
P~ 
flcrrion &a ~la t ive  to the tibia coordinate system as shown in the following two equations. 
The pansformation of the tibia1 coordinares of point  P h m  the extended position to the 
flexed position of the knee can then be srinen as follows. 
AVG AVC 
FLX Urrf 
R : ~ ~  = Sn Sn 
In order to transform this position vector and rotation rnamx into an axis of rotation. 
consider the rotation matrix R which would result from the rotation by an angle 0 a b u t  an 
axis defined by the unit vector u with components u,,  u2,  and u, [20]. 
Given the rotarir~ mamx 8, the equivalent rotation angle 8 and unit vector u can be 
calcu! ~ t ed  using the following two equations. 
AVG 
Equations (6.7) and (6.8) should therefore be applied to the rotation mamx R2 to 
calculate the values for 8 and u.  Then for any point P fixed in the femur and with 
cmdinates r'p defined with respect LO the dbia coordinate system [or the extension data. 
the tibia coordinates in h e  flexed position will be given by both sides of the following 
equation. where <vG represents a poifit on the average axis of rotation with respect to the 
coordinate system of the tibia. and d represents the mslation along the axis. 
This equation can be rearranged into a simpler form by considering the point P which is 
fixed in the femur coordinate system but is coincident with the tioia coordinate system 
origin during the extension staic data. 
2 
- du - c o s  - (u x rAyC) sin0 = x,, 
!-inally the coordinates of a point on the axis can be solved for using the component of the 
motion which is perpendicular to the direction of the unit vector u. 
The point on the average axis of rotation md the unit vector u in  the direction of the 
axis arc both defined with respect to the coordinate system of the tibia array. The 
information can easily bc uansformed into the coordinate system of the femur using the 
position vector and rotation matrix of the tibia relarive to the femur in either the flexion or 
extension stacic dat l  
6.3 Modeling the Articular Surfaces 
How can the information from the measured GCS coordinates of the points on the 
articulating surfaces of the tibia and femur be used to generate mathematical models of these 
surfaces ? The most common methods for modeling geomemc surfaces all quire  h e  
selection of two paramemc coordinates, often called u and v, which have monotonically 
increasing values in two directions such that they form a gnd across the surface. The 
modeling of the surface then involves deciding which functions of u and v will be used to 
appmxirnate the surface. The development of a geomemc model of a surface thus requirts 
two separate sups: (1) the selection of a set of pararnemc coordinates and (2) t!e selection 
of how the coordinates of the points on the surface are allowed to depend on these 
parametric coordinates. No unique solution exists to the selection of an appropriate set of 
paramemc coordinates to describe a surface, but there must exist a one-to-one 
correspondence between points in parameteric (u,v) space and points on the surface. 
Using conventional notation, r represents the (x,y,z) coordinates of a point on a surface 
and (u,v) represents the corresponding parametric coordinates. Thus, a model of the 
surface would require the specific of the functional dependence of r on u and v such that 
The selection of a set of parametric coordinates appropriate for modeling the amculardng 
surfaces of the tibia is suaightfoward. One rrasonable choice is a sct of c o o h a t e s  which 
defines the plane pcrpcnbcular to the long axis of the tibia (e.g. anatomical x-axis and z- 
axis directions). because with this set of parametric cmrdinates the articular surface 
geornetq is reasonable approximated as a function of the= two coordinates. The 
parametric cwrdinatcs used to model the geometq of each of the articulating s~lrfaces on 
the tibia can thus Bt reprrxnted as follows. 
and 
In these equations. xMM and xm represent the maximum and minimum values measured 
for points on the articulating surface. Uzing these definitions will then allow the 
specification of any p i n t  on one of the aniculating surfaces of the tibia by selecting a pair 
of values for u and v between 0 and 1 and substituting them into the following three 
expressions. 
x = xm + u(xMU - X m )  (6.15) 
For the femur the anatomical x and z coordinate directions are inappropriate for a set of 
parametric coordinates since the points on ehc curved surface of the condyles cannot be 
assumed to be functions of any set of planar variables (Huiskes et of [28] requird t h e  
planes of data to model the geometry of the condyles). A much better choice for a scr of 
parametric coordinates to model the condyles of the femur is the distance z along the medial 
lateral direction and a ro~ation angle 0 about a medial-lateral axis which passes 
appmximately through both epicondyles of the femur (figure 6.2). The parametric 
front view side view 
Figure 6.2: Coordinates for Femur Geometry 
coordinates used to model the geometry of the Yriculating surfaces on the condyles can 
thus be represented as follows. 
and 
Using these panmetric cearrdinares, an appropriate geometric model is that the distance r 
from the axis through the condyles to the points on the surface is a function of u and v. 
Hence. the following equations may be used for generating h e  coordinates of points on the 
surface of the condylcs. 
x = r ( u . v ) c o s (  ern + v ( B ~ , ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ )  ) (6.19) 
y = r ( u . v ) s i n (  OMIN + ~ ( 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ )  ) (6.20) 
z = zm + u ( r w - z m )  (6.21) 
Now that the parametric cmrdinates have k e n  selected for the surfaces of the dbia and 
femur, the next step in defining the g e o m e v  of h e  surfaces is generaring sets of points 
which can be used to estimate the functional dependence y(u,v) and r(u,v) as pmqdously 
defined. Therefore, the geomemc data for the dbia and femur u e  process4 using the 
following three sups: 
I .  The TRACK GCS coordinates of the ana.omical la~dmarks are urcd rc! 
define an anatomical c w r d i n a ! ~  system (as will k described in section 6.4) 
and the cwrdinates of the sdmpled points of h e  aniculat surface arc 
transformed iqto the defined anatoinjcal cwrdmatc: system 
2. Far each articulating surface of the tibia, quat ion (6.14) is used I@ calculate 
2@Xl pairs of (u.v) values which correspond ie the dependent matornicd y 
ccwrdmatcs of the points or. the arface. 
For each condyle of the femur, equation (6.1 8) is used to calculate 2000 
pairs of (u,v) values and the Ge~cndent values ~f r for each p i n t  are 
calculated using 
where xms and y, ar:  he anafomical x and y coordinates of the medid- 
!atera1 axis (i-e. anatomical z-axis) which gasses approxiinately through 
both epicondylcs. 
3. The 2000 sets of dependent variables (i.e. y for the tibia and r for rhe fernur) 
and comsponding independent variables (u.v) are used to calculate the 
functional relationship k t w a n  the dependent and Lideptndent vhables  and 
thus to define b e  gcornetq of the articu!ating surfaces a s  expressed in 
equations (6.15) through (6.17) for the tibia and (4.19) through (6.21) for 
the femur. 
The third step as described above requires an assumption of the fonn of the allowed 
functional relationship between the dcpendeni and independent variables. To simplify the 
discussion, define f as the dependent variable (i.e. y for the fibia and r for the femur) which 
is to be ectimated for all 2080 points on the surface. Then what methods will be used to 
define tlie relationship between the dep,ndent variable f and the independent variables ia and 
v ? P.E previously mentioned. Huiskes et al [28] used bicubis spline patches to model d ~ e  
geometry o i  the dzu. Unfortunately, in odc r  to use bicubic s ~ l i n e  patches. h e  coardinztes 
of a sufsce must be availab!e in a f c m  which corresponds to (at least approx~matcly) 
regularly sampled i t i ~ c n d s  in rwo paramenc cmrd ina t e  directions. ' f i e  i a a  generated 
using the TRACK polnr:t yn) corrc,ponds instead 10 points mcomly dl :oiburcd o ; ~  the 
surfice i 
Iro order to oansform the randody d'zmbuted points on each articulating surface into a 
geometric made!, 2 best-fit bicubic approximation to the surface is c s r m t d .  'T IC  ZCOO 
data points were i l ~ d  for estimating i h t  surface, a bcsr-fit bicubic iuncticna: aciation 
between the dependent variab!~ f and the mdependcnr variable: u and v. The most genem 
fonn of a bicubic relationship can be u-rincn by h e  follcwing expression. 
Sore that the tight side of this expression is linear in each of the cafficienls a;,. Sincc the 
values cf u, v, and f have been measured at each of the 2000 p i n t s  on the surface. thcn it 
is very srraightforward to use the definition o i  the surface in equarion 16.23) to generate 
fW equations which can be used to scllve for the optimal values ot' the sixtcen constant 
coefficients aij which define d ~ c  surface. The quations arc hen solved using linear least 
squares via singular vdue dccornposirion mehods [ 5 2 ]  to rninlmizc the sum of Af2 for the 
2 0  points on the surface. 
7 l c  sixteen constant coefficients which result from the least squares solution of equation 
(6.25) f a  all of the points on the surface can then be used t~ not only defme the surface but 
aim to estimate the errors in the approximation (i.e. AP). 
In general no consaints arc placed on h e  set of quations (6.25) when they arc solved 
for the leest-squares best fit solu!ion. However, it is observed that rhe surfxe generatd by 
the optimal coefficients docs not appear to represent anythng anatomical in the regon for 
which data has not been collected. In other words, the bicubic surfaces shmld not be uscd 
for exmapolation purposes. This was initially noticed when displaying the resulting 
geometric models as wire frame surfaces. However, another observation was also 
discovered related to this phenomenon. The second derivatives of the surface (first 
derivatives are related to surface normals and second derivatives arc relard to cumature) 
may not k accurately estimated near the edges of the (u.v) region over which data was 
collected. Specifically, some data points near the edge of a f e m o d  condyle data were 
estimated to be slightly concave. Two addi!ional analyses were implemented to resolve 
these problems. . 
Once the estimated coefficients for the geometry of the ftmoml condyles were available, 
they wen  uscd as the initial estimate far a routine which slightly modified the coefficients 
so that the Gaussian curvature [20] was cf the same sig.. ,or all 2W points on the surface. 
This was accomplished using a nonlinear gradient search algorithm (a published F o m  
routine FMFP 1351 which was ms l a t cd  into C) which used the same penalty function as 
the linear least squares analysis but which included a "convexity" constraint. A convex 
object will have Gaussian curvature with the same sign on the entire surface. As will k 
shown in section 6.5, this additional constraint increased the errors in the fit  of the bicubic 
approximation to h e  data only very slightly. 
Ln general, the inaccmcics of the data for exmpolation may seem to only be a problcm 
for display purposes. However, the bottom line is that the "cstimatcs" of the geometry in  
the extrapolation region should not te used for any purpose, particularly for comcting 
kinematics or affecting muscle or joint force estimates. Therefore, a method was 
implemented to identify the valid region of (u.v) values by finding the srnallcst convex 
bundary which contained dl of the sampled (u.v) points. With the boundary for valid 
data defined in this manner, deciding ~he the r  or not a (u.v) point is within the valid data 
region consists only of evaluaring a series of scalar products for ali of the venex edges 
which define the boundary. 
Although the miculating surfaces were reasonably modeled using r single bicubic 
approximation, one might consider pssible improvements in the surface nmdels if a set of 
bicubic patches were used. A piocedure was implemented to rearrange the sampled (u.v) 
pints  into a set of mangular patches and then to linearly interpolate for regularly spaced 
intervals in the u and v dyectionr. The data points were then used to define a Fmguson 
surface [20] ( i t .  one special case of bicubic spline patches which guarantees continuous 
second derivatives across the boundaries between patches). Note ha t  by definition, the 
bicubic spline surface passes exactly through each of the data pints  in the gnd. However. 
recalling from section 4.3 that the RMS noise of the pointer array is a b u t  0.2 rm, the 
measured TRACK coordinates arc clearly not perfect. 2D ET routines [52) were therrforc 
implemented to spatially filter the x, y, and z cmrdinates of each surface. Then after all of 
the work described in this paragraph had been completed. the ultimate purpose for 
estimating the articular geometry was reviewed. The estimated anicular geornelry is 
intended to k used in conjunction with the kinematic and dynamic data for muscle force 
optimization including the possible additioli of stability constraints. The major assumption 
related to the kinematic data is intended to !x that the articular surfaces of the tibia and 
femur arc in contact at exactly one point for each condyle of the femur. For this purpose, 
therefore, a "wavy" articular surface for either the tibia or femur is inappropriate, btc,ause it 
would almost assuredly guarantee that muitiple point contact could would occur on a single 
condyIe. Another possible problem could occur if the surface of the femur near the contact 
point were locally concave, because this could lead to an entin closed contour of contact. 
For these reasons. all of the methods described in this paragraph wcre abandoned. Hence, 
for the 7urposes of the knee model, the single bicubic approxirnation to the articular 
geometry works better than bicubic patches. 
6.4 Definition of Anatomical Coordinate Systems 
T)rc knee geometry measurements as previously desclikd include the idcnt~ficat~on f 
thc GCS coordinates of several anatormcal landmark for the tibic azd femur. The purpose 
of these landmarks is twofold: ( 1 )  to allow the definition of an anatomical coordinate 
system for uans fming  the measured points on the aniculzlr surfaces into a more 
convenient form and (2) to allow these same anatomical landmarks to be rcfercnced with 
respect to the m a y s  in the in vivo kinematic experiments for scaling and aansforrsling the 
cadaver kncc georneny data. Each of the landmarks used in rhe ca&ver $eomeay 
experiments has Lhmfore been sclectd kcause its location could k accrrrately estimated 
(at least in somc k t i o n s )  on a living subject. 
The four anatomical landmarks for the tibia include the mcdial and lateral malleoli. Lhe 
tibia1 rukrosity, and the head of the tibula. ?he coordinate system associated with these 
four landmarks is defmed as follows. The y-axis direction is defined from h e  midpoint of 
the two malleoli to the combined average of all the data points on rhc tibia articulating 
surfaces. The z-axis direction is defined by the assumption that the tibia has k e n  mounted 
to have its medial axis aligned with the GCS z-axis during the TRACK measurement of the 
geometry data. 'Phe location .'or the anatomical z-coordinate to be equal to zero is defined 
hy the average of the articular geometry points as previously described. Ihe  Iocatian for 
the anatomical x- and ycoordinates is defined using the average axis of rotarion as defined 
in section 6.2.1. The definition of the coordinate system origin for the tibia as herein 
describd actually cornsponds to a point which is not in the tibia at a11 bui is centered above 
the condyles at the average axis of rotation of the knee. The reasons for selecting the 
coordinate system ~rigin of the tibia to be located at this point have to do with an attempt to 
dtcouplc the nanslational motion from the rotational motion as described in more detail in 
section 4.3.1. 
The anatonlicsl landmarks for the femur are the medial and lateral epicondyles and the 
greater aochanter. The anatomical y-axis for the femur is defined to be parallel to the 
vector from the lateral femoral epicondyle to the greater uochanter. The anatomical z-axis 
dvtction is defined by the assumption that the femur has been mounted to have its madial 
axis aligned with the GCS z-axis dunnp the TRACK measurement of the geomerr). data. 
The location for the anatomcal n-coordinlte to be equal to zero IS defined by the rmdpo~nt 
of the .and lateral epiconbyles. The locauon for the anacomcal x -  and y-coomh~ates 
is defined using the average axis of mtation as defined in section 6.2.1. 
How are the cmrbnale  system definitions used to calculate position vectors and 
mtation mamces which can then transform the nbia and femur data in the GCS to 
anatomical coordrnates ? Define u,. u,, and u, as the GCS coordinates of the unit vectors 
in the direction of the defined anatomical K. y, and z-axes, respectively. Furthcm~s. 
define % as rhc GCS c d i n a r e s  of the desired anatom~cal c o d m a t e  system origin. Wilh 
these definitions, the position vector XCCSIASAT and rotation matrix RccsiANAr for 
uansforming b e  GCS coatdinales into an3tomical coordinates can bc defined as follows. 
Once the anatornical coordinate system has been defined, the measured cmrdmatcs of 
the GCS data is m s f o r m c d  into anatomical coordinates. including the micular surface 
geornray. the anatomical landmark positions, and the ligament origins and instnions. 
Finally, then, the data can be stored for use in the kinemaac and dynamic analyses. 
In order to store the geometry information for the tibia, the following are stored for 
each articulating surface: xMIY, x ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  z ~ , , ~ ,  z ~ ~ * ~ .  (u,v)  bound- vcnices. and the 16 
consrants coefficients [ai,]. Addirionnlly. the tr3nsformed coordinates of the anatomical 
lanetnarks and axis of rotation infom~aaon arc also stored. 
For the lemur. the followrng are stored for each condyle: zMls, zMU. OMFLY. 
cu.v) bcundaq vertices. and the 16 constrnts cocfficien~s la,,]. Additionrlly. the 
uansformed coor&nates of rhc m~tomical landmarks md =IS of rotation lnforrmst~on art 
stored. 
In order to allow the use of the cadwer peorrnetry data fm csdmat~ng the in vavo 
areicular geomtv of either a nght or a left leg. the data is s t o d  for both a left leg and a 
right leg using the dau from a single cadaver knee and an assumption of symmcay. With 
the analomicd cwidmau systems defined as in rhis secrio.~~ rhe ksc  way to m e  a leg for 
h e  opposite side is simply to reverse the signs of all of h e  x values. Instead of srrnply 
changing the signs of the xMW and values. an additional mnsfonnadon mamx is 
stored with h e  gtomecry dam. The rotanon mamx for the oppssite side leg coq~~sponds to 
a left-handed coordinate system in that the x-values are reversal. Tbc reason f a  using the 
d&tional mtation m a e x  in place of directly changing the signs in h e  data is that unit 
n o m d  directions arc conserved ( i t .  unit  normals can always p i n t  out of the surface). 
6.5 Results of Knee Geometry IClcasurements 
Results will be presented for the application of the described methods to a single 
cadaver tibia and femur corresponding to a left leg. Using 200Il dam pcicts far each 
miculating surface, the linear least squares analysis to estimate the coefficients to define 
each surface requires only a b u t  20 seconds on a SUN 3. However, the nonlinear least 
squares with the convexity consmints requires a b u t  30 minutes to converge to the optimal 
solution. For the purposes of display or even kinematic and dynamic analysis the linear 
least squares solution may be sufficient because as will be shown in  Chapter 7 the 
kinematic data dacs not generally correspond to contact near the edges of the valid ngon of 
data. Nevcnheless, since the process only has to tx performed once. enforcing the 
convexity of the femur is probably worth the 30 minute wait. Thus. the convexity 
consmint was included for the geomemc model of the femur in this rhesis. 
Figure 6.3 shows a top view of the tibia model geometry, while figure 6.4 shows the 
dam as viewed from the front. Only that portion of the bicubic surface lying inside of the 
Figure 6.3: Tibia Geometry, Top View 
Figure 6.4: Tibia Geometry, Front View 
measured points is displayed. Figure 6.5 shows the tibia geomeuy including the defined 
anatomical land-. 
F i g w  6.6 shows the femur mudel geornepy data. In  this figure the data has been 
rotated about the medial-lateral axis (z-axis) of the femur to expose as much of the surface 
as possible. The anatomical landmarks and the coordinate system origin of the femur are 
displayed in figure 6.7. 
For the results displayed h e n ,  the RXIS errors (calculated using distances between the 
2000 raw data points and the bicubic surface model) were approximately 0.65 mm for h e  
L a d  dleolus + + M d a l d a o l u s  
Figure 6.5: Tibia Anatomical Landmarks 
Figure 6.6: Femur Geometry 
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Figure 6.7: Femur Anatomical Landmarks 
rwdaal articulating surface of the ribia and 0.71 mrn for the lateral miculating sudace. 
RIMS emrs foi h e  femur w c a  0.81 mm for the medial condyle and 0.84 for the lateral 
sondyle using the l i n w  Iwt squares estimate. Using h e  nonlinm least squares solution 
including the requirement of convexity for the condyles sf the femur, h e  RMS emn 
increase slightly to 0.86 mrn and 038 mm. 
Overall, this sysum sf $bomctry measutment works exmrnely well, especially since it  
was only designed to be a tempomy ~placernent for a more accurate system. The system 
is fully automatic, generates articular geometry estimates which can be compactly stored, 
and produces data with m n  not that much larger than the method employed by Huiskes 
er a1 [28]. Note that the m o r  values reported here were actually the accumulation of 
measurement errors and modeling enors, whereas Huiskes er a1 only reported 
measurement emn. They did not really use a geomcmc mdel ,  but rather passed a bicubic 
surface exactly through their data points. For the purposes of later analyses to which the 
geometry cstimates will k employed, a model of the surface which employs bicubic spline 
patches whch pass exactly W g h  the polnts on the surface is inadequate. S d l  m m  m
the single Bicubic appmltirnanen plus possible e m r s  due to the pointer coming off of lht: 
surface slightly account for the RS¶S errors of 8.8 mr,r corr~pared to the RMS noise in the 
endpoint position of 0.2 rnm and the vanation of the esamatd endp~nts  cwrdinates of  
0.2mm. At the very least. the use of a method s~milar to th~s one would elirmniste the n d  
for the m&ous m u d  bgititaam w h~ch the method of' Huiskes et al requm.  
Chapter 7 
KNEE MODEL KINEMATICS 
7.1 Intraduction: The Problem of Sofl Tissue Motion 
As has k e n  h e f l y  mentioned in QIagta 4, all d o n  analysis syucmo which use 
externally mounted m d e n  or goniomcten to measure the hnemtics of the lower 
extremity are #nsiuve to mws caused by relative m x h  kcween LRe external funrres and 
the underlying bones. These erran arc called soft tissue motion e m .  Mar rescarhers 
who use Lummntic meslsmment systems for gait analysis are awue of h e  groblem of soft 
tissue motion, IRa some havc attempted to minimize the e m ~ o  h g h  physical mounting 
procduns ,  but few have attempted to assess the m g n i n d e  of thew errors during in vivo 
gait expcrimcnu. van W s m n  and Bamcveld [MI have m e a s u ~ d  skin m u o n  of marken 
rrlarive to the undcrlylng skeletal saucture f a  a waking hone and have ob-ed ~ r r ~ f ~  of 
about 4 cm. Murphy [45] has collected kinematic data from a single subject during gait 
using LED m a y s  mounted both on inuaconical bone pins and on the surface ~f the 
segments. In no case has any proccdu~  been repond in the literaturn for estimating and 
removing the kinematic e m r s  caused by soft tissue motion. This chapter presents h e  
method employed in this thesis for correcting kinematic measurtmcnts of the lower 
exatmity by using estinlarcs of articular geomeq to assess and subtract off soft tissue 
motion emn. The result of application of these methods is a set of kinematics for the 
lower exwrnity which cornsponds to a four degree of msdel of the h e e .  
7.2 Overview ~b Kinematic Correction Procedures 
In order to Bc able to apply a dynamic analysis to the human knee joint for estimating 
muscle and joint contact forces which arc consistent with the knee geometry, i t  is necessq  
to estimate where the articulating surfaces of the tibia and femur are located in space. 
However, h e  estimated positions and orientations of the joint geomea, will only be lrseful 
for a dynamic analysis if the surfaces of the two bones are in contact, More specific 
reawns for assurmng p i n t  contact of each of rhs f e m d  condyles on the tibia will be 
&r~tussed in s ec t i~n  7.4. but for now this will simply be stated as an assumption. I l l s  
assumption. dong with an estimate cf the in v ~ v o  gwmgy for o subjacl. I~rmts the moams 
s h ~ c h  an allowed for the ftlaave monon between the abia and the femur. Spec~f ica l l~ .  3s 
s i l l  k discussed later in this chapter. the requiremeno of jo~nt  conucr rr wo Iocarions 
reduces the kinematic &el of h e  knee from six d e g ~ c s  of M o m  to four degrees of 
freedom. Procedures will Bc discussed in this chapter for using the raeasmrcd knee 
kinanracs m select rhe k s t  set of four Qgrus of h d m   fa^ thc m&l. 
Why should the kinematic model for the knee joint have to be assumed ? Should it not 
be possible to simply mcasurc the kinemtics of the h p in t  in vivo md theftby measure 
the n u m k r  of degrees of M o m  via some typc of functional analysis ? There arc two 
Mticulties with this approach. The fint is that the roft tissue &on c m  are systematic. 
and very repeatable. Whatever causes the array to move relative to the underlying bones. 
whether it  is muscle cmuaction or simply the elasticity of the b n .  does not change much 
from cycle to cycle (i.e. when the 'lRACK system is used to measure the relative d o n  of 
arrays smppcd to the tibia and femur, the results an very repeatable). Hence an esamate 
of the degrees of h d o m  using this type of approach would correspond to motions of the 
bone-soft tissue complex. which will not accurately repnrsent the motion of the skeletal 
s a u c m .  The second difficulty with a functional analysis approach is that this method can 
really only be used to solve for values of parameten of assumed functional relationships 
between the independent and dipendent variables. There does not appear to be any 
snaightfoward method for estimating reasonable function forms a priori for knee 
bernatics.  
Anohm possible approach for specifically examining knee kincrnancs i~ vivo might be 
to use the measured kinematics to gznerate a surface via the set of instanuncous axes of 
ro~ation for the joint, Two sets of surfaccs could be generated in this manner: one each for 
the tibia and femur. Resumably then the resulting surfaces could in some manner be 
compared to estimates of the actual i n  vivo geometry to estimate soft tissue motion errors. 
Unfonunately, the axes of rotation would only bc directly comparable to the sunface 
geometry if no sliding occurred in the joint. Since significant amounts of sliding w c u r  in 
the knee joint h i s  a p p a c h  canna bc u d .  
As approached in this thesis. rhe problem of soft ussue motion IS reduced to using the 
mcsured lower exatrmey h e m a t i c  data along with c s t i m t d  h c u l a r  surface gcomcDy 
a d  an assumption of contact on both condylar surfaces to produce a set of improved 
kinemaeic &u plus csrimatcs of the soft eissuc motion emn. This m t h d  sf bnemaoc 
data cmcction will k h k e n  down into h prowdurcs: ( I )  estimating h e  approximate 
locations of the tibia md femur from the insuntpneous kinematic mcasuhsm~ts and 
anatanicid landmark c ~ m r e  informaion; (2) calculating the optimal ovaage c~anslaoon 
and rotation of the tibia and femur relative 10 thew anatomical coodinate systems to 
minimize geomcmc incompatibilities over ur encite scr of data; and (3) calculating the 
optimal deviations from the average ranslations and rotations in order to guarantee 
geometric compatibility while minimizing changes in h e  iunematic dam. Each of these 
p r o c d m s  will k described in  mare dctai! thnwghour this chapter. 
7.3 Estimating Tibia and Femur Kinematics Using Anatomical Landmarks  
The procedure for using the anatomical landmark information to csrimate the position 
and orientation of the tibia and the femur quires  two steps: rneasuing the cmr&nates of 
the anatomical iandmarks relative to the coordinate system of an array and using this 
information to scale and tra~~sforrn the articular geometry from the cadaver so that i t  
approximates the articular surfaces of Lhc subject of an in vivo gait analysis. Before 
explaining the specific grcpceduns used to accomplish these steps, the required kinematic 
data for all of the analyses perfmed in this chapter will kc described. 
Five different LED m y s  are used for the kinematic data acquisition process. For the 
purpose of consistency with preceding chap~ers, the arrays moun~cd to the fwt, shank, 
thigh, and pelvis will be referred to as m a y  numbers A l ,  8 2 ,  A3. and A4, respectiklely. 
Addidonally the pointer array. as dcserikd i n  section 4.2,  will be referred to as array 
number A5. Pnor to collecting any kinematic data, the four arrays arc anached to the lower 
extremity segments using mounting procedures discussed in section 4.3.  A set of static 
TRACK data is  collected with h e  subject susr&ng in an anatomically r w u d  position and 
another set of sutic data is collected with h e  knee flexed appm~irna~ely 45 degncs. FOP 
b e  fully extended staoc data. Lhc subject 1s onenlad to make h e  ana~omicd coordrnates 
align wtth the GCS c m d j n a t t  system ci.e. the subject faces In either the positwe or 
negative GCS x-aris bnctron. depending on u h e m  the nght or left sick is i n s m e n t a l ) .  
In xrarate static data sets [he pointer m y  i s  used to sequentially locate a11 of the 
znrtcsmicd landmarks for h e  tibia and femur. No 8ssurngcim is d e  that t)rc subject is 
s&ng in h e  sunt p t u ~  for different land& mcnsurrmnts. and furthermow no 
ccmstninrs rpe placed on the posieions or orientations of the lower extremity segments 
during these static data sets (e~cepf of c o w  iilat the posture must indeed be static). 
Subsequent sets of gait data or other krnemaric data. including accompanying force plate 
mcasrarements, are then callccted without changng the mounts of bhe LED arrays to the 
anatomical segments. 
Two additional data sets are collected wich the position and orientation of h e  tibia and 
femur stahlitbd as much as possible and the array anachcd to the shank and hgh manually 
moved around to estimate maximum expected soft tissue motion in each chcction. Finally 
a data set is collected in which the subject moves the ankle as much as possible about the 
two anatomical axes, and a similar dam set is collected for motion at rhe hip. The kinematic 
data sets described in this paragraph will be used for b e  kmemaric optimization p d u n s  
explained in section 7.4.4 and will have no effect whatsoever on the initial calculated 
transformations fa the tibia and femur based on anatorrlical landmark positions. 
The purpose of the procedures described in section5 7.3.1 through 7.3.3 is to provide 
estimates for the p i t i o n s  and orientations of the tibia and femur anicular z e o m a y  during 
the seu  of in vivo kinematic and dynamic data. Thcsc estimates will include an implicit 
assumption that the TRACK measurements of the array kinemarics directly measure the 
underlying skeletal motion (i.c, no soft tissue motion occurs). The soft tissue morion 
errors will be es~imated and removed in subsequent procedures when the geomerric 
compatibility constraint is enforced. 
9.3.1 Scaling the Geometric Data 
In  order to use the measurcd cadaver g c o m q  data for a subject of a gait analysis 
experiment it must fmt be scaled appropriately using sczling factors determ~ned by 
&stances between h e  matomica1 lmdrrrarks. k w  and Lewis (381 sm&d x v d  different 
d i n g  methods for mansforming the anatomical 1- from one h u m  cadaver knee 
to another and csncludod that using &ffepcnt scaling facton in the three mmnical axis 
dinctions produced smaller emrs  in the m s f o m a l  landmark c&ates than using a 
single scaling factm for all directions. linf3rmnately ;lo exmidally identifiable bony 
1- exist which can be used to accurately estimate a gcomemc scaling factor for the 
anatomical x-axis dim tim mar the knee. 
Two scaling factors were therefore used to scale thc anatomical landmark data, one in 
the anatomical y-axis d i m o n  and another for the anatomical x- and z-axis duecrions. The 
scaling factor for the y-dimtion for the tibia anatomical IardPnarL data was selected using 
the distance ktwccn the midpint of the medral and Lateral rnallmti and d x  midpoint of the 
tibia1 t u b s i r y  and h c d  of the fibula TAe scaling factor for the y-direction for the femur 
anatomical landmark dam was selected using the dismce between the midpoint of the 
lateral cpicondyle and the greater uochanter. The scaling factor for the x- and z=direcdons 
for the anatomical landmarks for both the tibic and the femur was selected using the 
distance between the rncdid and l a i d  epicondyles of h e  femur 
Note that using different xaling factors in the two directions should not be applied to 
arricular geometry datk If the differential scaling rr~ethod described by Lcwis and Lcw 
(and originally used by Morrison (431) were used to a scale. a complete human cadaver 
femur, including all micular geomeq, then the femoral head would no longer be predicted 
to k spherical for any scaled femur. It is therefore m s t  appropriate to use a single scaling 
factor for Yricular geomcuy data. For the subject of the experiments of this thesis, the two 
scaling facton we= wittun 3 percent of each sther and thus scahng with one or two factors 
would not change the geometry dramatically. Future studies could be conducted to 
examine optimal scaling methods for articular geomeuy. For the p;lrposes of this thesis, 
t!e dismce berwee~ the femoral epicondyles is used to scale all three coordinates of the 
anicralaring surfaces of the tibia and femur. 
The pmadure for scaling the cadaver geomtny is thus summarized as follows: ( 1 ) use 
the measured distances between the in vivo anatomical landmarks and the comsponding 
cadaver anatomical landmarks to calculate the scaling factors; (2) scale the anatomical 
landmarks of the tibia and femur sadavcr data using two diffennt scaling factors for each 
bone; and (3) scale the articular geometry data using a single scaling factor in all three 
directions. Note that the o r i ~ n s  of the coordinate systems for the tibia and femur have 
been  assigned to be located on the avenge axis of rotation of the knec. Since the articular 
geometry coordinates arc unifody scaled, using the same scaling factor for boch the tibia 
and the femur, then the anatomical coordinate system origins of the scaled tibia and femur 
should still bt expected to bc located on the average axis of rotation. in addidon to scaling 
the anatomical landmark and articular geometry data. muscle and ligament origins and 
inwrtions in the femur and tibia arc scaled using similar pmedlurcs. 
7.3.2 Initial Estimates of Transformations Using Anatomical Landmarks 
The scaled articular geometry and anatomical 1- data measured on the cadaver is 
s t o d  in an anatomical coordinate system. The prvposc of the next step of the lunerna~ic 
data proassing is to translate and rotate the anatomical lancimark data so that it is aligned as 
well as possible with the array coordinates sf the anatomical landmarks measured in vivo. 
This requires using the sets of static anatomical landmark TRACK data to m s f o m  the 
GCS coordinates of the individual anatomical landmarks into h e  coordinate system of the 
conesponding m y .  For example, let xA2 and R~~ represent the position vector and 
rotation matrix of the shank m y  relative to the GCS and xu rcprrrcnt the position vector 
of the pointer endpoint relative to the GCS. For this anatomical landmark, the coordinates 
@ of the anatomical landmark (i.e. the pointcr endpoint) rcladve lo [he coordinate system 
of the shank m y  would be given by the following quation. 
Hence all of h e  measud anatomical IandAlarLrs are msformcd iirto m y  cmhnates  
of the high and shank using his procedure. Next. the psition vector and rotation mamx 
which best m s f o m  the scaled tibia cadaver anatomical lanamak data to be aligned wilh 
the shank m a y  coordinates of U I ~  measured anatomical l a n h a k s  are calculated lasing a 
routine developed by Schut [56].  This rouane solves for the position vector and rotation 
rnagix by minimizing squares of angular erron between a set of measured and known 
coordinates of a set of points, and is the same algorithm u s 4  by the 'TRACK system for 
calculating m y  positions and orientations. If rU represents the m e s r u d  shank m y  
cmrdinaos of an anatomical landmark and r2 rcprcvnrs the ruled wtomicd  coordinates 
of the comsgonding point on h e  cadaver tibia. then this pmedurc estimates values for 
Rye and xuM such the following equation is approximately satisfied for each of the 
anatomical coodnaus of the ribia. 
Since h e  scaled cadaver anatomical landmark cha was initially stored in the anarocnical 
coodnate system, then the resulring position vector xYM and rotation matrix bA2 define 
the uansfonnation ktween the anatomical coordinate system of the: scald tibia and the 
coor&nate system of the shank array. The position vector x 3 / ,  and mtarion mamx R3,u 
of !he scaled femur relative to the coordinate system of h e  thigh m y  are calculated using 
simdar p m c d m s  . 
7.3.3 Improved Estimates Using A vetagc Axis of Rotation 
Approximate for now that no soft tissue motion occurs for the thigh and shank arrays 
relative to h e  femur and tibia, respectively. Then the transfornations between anatomical 
coordinates and array coordinates as defined by x ~ / ~ ,  RYA2,x , / ~ ,  and R3/*,  should be 
constant for all kinematic configurations of the lower extremity. Specifically, these 
transformations will k valid for the static data sets which correspond to the anatomically 
neutral position and 45 degrees of knee flexion. It may therefore be possible to improve 
the estimated transformations between the anatomic21 and array coordinate systcrns by 
assuming that the in vivo average axis of rotation is appmxirnatcly in the same locarion 
relative to the anicular gcomeay as the in virro average axis of roution. 
Using the average axis of rotation information to alter the estimated position vectors of 
h e  dbia relative to Lhc shank array and the femur relative re the thigh array may not appear 
to be an "improvement" in the estimated msforrnations. W h y  would one expect the 
average axis of rotation, which was estimated for h e  cadaver ha without any muscles or 
Ligaments. to be more accurate than the anatomical landmarks ? By examining the set of 
anatomical landmarks, it is obvious that for each one the measured anatomical coodnatcs 
shou!d bc expected to be have substantially smaller m in wmt dmxtions than in &en. 
For example, the anatomical z-coordrnates of the media! and lateral epicondyles (which 
define the width of the femur at the knee) can k m c ~ ~  with very small e m s ,  while the 
x- and y-coordinates could easily be expected to have errors of scvcral millimeters. or 
perhaps even almost a centimeter. in general for any of the anatomical landmarks us&, the 
coordinates in the direction of the normal to the'surface will have smaller enors than the 
coordinates parallel to the surface. For this reason, using the anatomical coordinates to 
estirnau the position of the tibia or femur in the anatomical x- or ydvcctions could result in 
relatively large errors. Fonunately this docs not invalidate the entire procedun of using the 
anatomical landmarks for estimating sGgment positions and orientations. Since the scts of 
anatomical coordnates selected for the tibia and femur both contain p i n t s  which have 
significantly different anatomical y-cmrdinates, then the estimated direction for the 
anatomical y-axis will bc rrasonably accurate. rotation of the tibia or femur a b u t  the 
anatomical y-axis cannot be esdrmtal accurately using anatomical landmafks. 
It appears thcn that only two of the six degrees of freedom of the uansforrnarions 
between anatomical and array coor&nates can be accurately estimated using the anawmical 
landmarks (i.e. the x-axis rotation or abduction angle and the z-axis rotation or flexion 
angle). Additionrii methods must therefore be used to produce accurate estimates for the 
other four direchons. Recall from Chapter 6 that the origin of the femur coordinate system 
was selected to have an anatomical z-coortinate equal to thc average 2-value of the two 
epicondyles. TRis constraint can be enforclxl for the in vivo data by changing b e  psition 
vector x , , ~  such that the origin of the femur coordinate system rclaave to the thigh array is 
locud at the mrdgaint of rhe epic, ndyles. 
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Also mall from Chapter 6 that the anatomical coodnarc system of h e  femur was 
defined such that the z-axis drrecrion comsponcki to the expond GCS z-axis during an 
anatomically neuaal w c e .  The anuomically neunal suuc data can k used to esdmate the 
required rotation angle of the femur a b u t  its anatomical y-axis drmtion to align the 
anatomical z-axis direction such that it is as close as possible to the GCS z-axis. This can 
bc performed by first calculating the femur coordinates of a unit vector in the GCS x-axis 
-tion (u,), and then c a l c u l a ~ g  the r c q u d  roution angle A8, about the anatomical y- 
axls to make the femur's anatomical z-axis pcrpendrcular to his vector as follows. 
Finally, h e  flexed and extended sets of static data for the knee can be used to define an 
average axis of mtation for the knee in rhc coordinate system of h e  thigh m y  (as authncd 
in section 6.2.1). Let this axis information then be transformed into !he anatomical 
coordinate system of the femur, and define XAXIS and yUls as the calculated x- and y -  
coordinates of h e  axis of rotation such that the anatomical z-coordinate is zero. The 
coordinates of X , , ~  can then be altered to forcc the coordinate system origin of h e  femur 
anatomical cwrcbnate system to lie along the average axis of rotation using the followmg 
equation. 
The equations have therefore k n  complctd fer using the axis of rotarim information 
so update the posidon vector x , , ~  and the mution rnauix RwM of Lhc femur rehave to the 
high m y .  Anatomical landmarks for the tibia can be used to update h e  estimates for the 
position vector xuM and the rotation matrix RYA2 of h e  tibia relative to the shank array in 
a sunllar m n e r .  However, a dtfferrnce exists in that no tibia1 anatomical landm&r near 
the h e e  can be us& to accurately estimate the location af the anatomical z-coodnate for 
tht origin of the tibia This coordinate is thercfm cstimatcd using the anaulmically mutral 
static dam The anatomical zcoordinate of the femur relative to the tibia during the in vivo 
anatomically neuaal data (2;iv0) is assigned to he equd to the scaled anatomical z- 
coordinate of the femur relative to the tibia during the anatomically neutral data for the 
cadaver knee (ZF~. Therefore. equation (7.3) for the femur is replaced by the 
following equation for the tibia. 
The equivalent equations to (4.4) through (7.7) are then applied to comct the other b e  
degncs of W o m  of the estimated transformation between the tibia and the shank m y .  
?he analysis of this section includes the approximation that soft tissue motion does nor 
occur between the thigh and shank arrays and the femur and tibia. Although soft, tissue 
motion actually docs occur, the analysis is uscful for improving the estimated locations of 
the origins of the tibia and femur such that they arc approximately coincident h u g h o u t  
much of the range of d o n  of the knee. h n  in esumatd cmdinates of the anatmcal 
landmvks of the hibn and femur m the axial duccrion could bt as large as 1 cm. L's~ng the 
axis of rotation infomauon, est~rnated aanslat~ons of the tibia and femur in  the axial 
direction can be improved. In ;he next section. the geometp of b e  tibia and femur 
miculating surfaces are used to improve the estimated ~ansformations, and thus the 
calculations using the knee axis arc only uKd as initial estimates which are w d  to bc 
k ~ e  than using rht anatomical lvldrnvk mcasurcments alone. 
7.4 Estimating Kinematics Csing Geometric Compatibility 
The position vectors and rotarion mamces of thc tibia and femur anatomical coordinate 
systems relative to the coordinate systems of the shank and thigh m a y s  have been 
estimated using the anatomical landmark and average axis of rotation infonnation. 
Therefore, for any measurements of the kinematics of the shank and thigh arrays. the 
positions and orientations of the thigh and fmur  relative to the GCS can be estirnatd using 
the following equations. 
A3 x3 = xA3 + R x,, 
Note that these transformations apply not only lo the scaled anatomical landmarks of the 
cadaver data but also to the coordinates of the articulating surfaces. For any set of 
kinematic data, equations (7.9) through (7.12) can thus be used to esrirnate the posiaon and 
orientation of the articulating surfaces of the tibia and femur relative to the GCS. One of 
the major kinematic assumptions in this thesis is that the condyles of the femur arc: In 
contact with the miculating surfaces of the tibia during weight-bearing activities. A set of 
hte kinematics which cornsponds to contact of the medial and lateral articulating surfaces 
is compatible with the knee model geometry. Sections 7.4.1 through 7.4.5 will describe 
methods for improving the estimated hnematics for the tibia and femur by enforcing a 
g m t q  c q a c i M r y  Rqwlcrncnt fm the h n d c  data. 
Befort explaining h e  details of thc procedures to guarantee comparibility of the knec 
model kinematics and gmrneery. the assumption of contact krween h c  condyles of the 
femur and the articulating surfaces of the tibia will be discussed. First of all note that th~s  
assumpcicrn is only intended 10 be applied during substantid load-bearing of the joint. 
Therefme it may not be appropriate to make this assumption during the swing phase of gait 
or during 0 t h  activities in which the knee joint uaes not suppsn luge compressive loads. 
Even if the l o d s  on b t h  femral  coridyles at assumed to be large, one my still worry 
a b u t  the rcquircment of the joint surfaces k i n g  in contact since much of the load on the 
articulating surfaces my k distributed through the menisci. However, of experiments 
npmed in the l i t g a n ~ e  conducted to study loading of the meniscus of the b e e  during load 
bearing activities. all of them have estimated a substantial proponion of the load to be 
suppond oy direct contact of h e  femur on the tibia 'The meniscus may therefom seme to 
bsmbute a significant portion of the load, but at least p m  of it is due to k c t  contact 
between the opposing miculating surfaces of h e  femur and tibia. Hence, the assumption 
of the tibia and femur being in contact in  both the medial and lateral cornpartmenu of the 
knee far load-baring activities appcais to tie very reasonable. 
7.4.1 Requirements for Geometric Compatibility 
Exactly what arc the requirements for a set of kinematics to be compatible with the knec 
model gcomt~y ? Consider a single M e  of measured knee klnernatic data nlprr~cnted by 
the values of x2, R ~ .  x3, and 113, as defined in equations (7.9) through (7.12). For this 
frame. the position and orientation of the femur relative to the tibia can be expressed using 
the following equations, 
wherr $ and @ rcprcscnt he  tibia and femur c&nates. rcspecnvely, of b e  same point m 
space. By definition. the rrlaavc kinematics of the knee s ~ i f i e d  by mIE and R j n  depend 
on the generalized c d n a t t s  qJr: as shorn below. 
In general, up to six parameten arc rcqulhad to comglettly specify the positian vector 
and rotation mapix of one rigid body relative to the coordinate system associated with 
another rigid M y .  The most convenient foxm these six parameters is a set of t h e  
aanslations and tJuze mution angles. By definition, the numkr of parameters r c q h  to 
specify the kinematic configuration between two segments determines the numkr of 
degrees of M o m  for the relative motion. If kinematic consuaints exist which limit the 
allowed rcladve motion, rhm the numkr of degrees of freedom will be less than 5. FOP the 
knee joint the two kinematic constraints for condylar contact on the tibia will reduce the 
number of degrees of freedom of the knee joint from six to four, and hence only four 
independent parameters may k selected to specify the joint kinematics. As previously 
mentioned in a t i o n  5.4.2, the four independent parameters, or generalid cmrdinates. 
US& for spmi-yulg the relative motion of the knee joint in this ahesis will bc as follows: 
where xJn and %n arc components of x , ~ ,  and and Ojn are obtained from RIl2 
using equations (5.14) and (5.15). This choice of independent coordinates requires rhc 
designation of y 3 ,  and B,3n as dependent coordinates. In terms of the anatomical 
cmrdinates and angles defined in Chapter 4, the independcnr coordinates represent the 
medial-lateral and anterior-posterior translations of the femur relative to the tibia plus the 
external rotation and flexion angles of the knee. The dependent cootrlrnates corrrsgond to 
the uanslarior~ of the Femur parallel to the long =is of the tibia plus he  aMucoon angle of 
the knee. 
In order to g u m t e e  compatibility of the knee d e l  kinemdcs and geome-. the 
depcr..ient vdces of y jpz  and 8xJn musc be 8elcctcd to insure that the condyles are in 
contact with r)ae tibia. However, selecting a point on ihe surface for either the femur or 
tibia anicularing surfaces requires the sgecrfication af the two p9amems cocttdinatcs. 
Altogether, eight p m m c m c  cm&nates must k speificd to choose points on the m d a l  
and lateral azticuhting surfaces of h e  tibia and femur. To examine g m m c  compatibiliy 
it is useful to define a vector s which includes all eight of the required garamepic 
coordrnates plus the tm dependent kinematic cmrrlinates of the knee. 
In equation (7.19) ul, rrprcsents the paramecic u coor&nate for the femur for condyle 1 
( i t .  thc medial condyle), and the other seven paameaic coordinates are similarly &fined. 
Given this definition of s, the specification of values for both q3/2 a d  s will detezmine the 
positions of four points relative to the coordinate system of the tibia: one point on cach of 
the articulating surfaces of the tibia and one point on cach of the femoral condyles. 
Gcomemc compatibility requires that the two points on the femoral condyles have the 
sgme coordinates as the corresponding two points on the articulating surfaces of h e  tibia, 
but this requirement alone is insufficient to guarantee gcomemc compatibility. A sufficient 
condition for gwmecPic compatibility is that the two surfaces arc tangent at the contact 
points. Define r, and +2 as the rib$ coordinates of the points on the articulating surfaces of 
the tibia which arc specified by paamemc coordinates (u,,,~,,) and ( U , ~ . V ~ ) ,  and define n: 
and n; as the comsponding un i t  vectors in the directions normal to the surfaces. Then 
define {, $, n:, and ni similarly for the points and unit normals relative to the femur 
coordinate system which depend on (uf,,vll) and (u,,~,). With these definitions the 
requirement for geomeuic compatibility can be expressed mathematically using Ehe 
following four equations. 
For a paramtric surface, the unit nomal is defined using the cross p d u c t  of h e  two 
agent  vectors to l e  surfice in the u and v chcnons. For example, the unit vocta n; cm 
bc cdcuhud from derivatives of h e  position vxmr ( as snow below. 
Since n: is defined as the cross product of rwo ungcnr vectors, then it will bc parallel lo 
another unit vector if and only if &e two tangent vectors an perpendicular to that vector. 
Therefore, equation (7.22) can be replaced by a pair of quations involving tnc tangent 
vecmrs for the tibia in place of n:. 
Equaeions (7.20) through (7.23) can therefore be written in a more convenient form using 
the equations (7.27) through (7.32) as shown below. 
Notice hat the right-hand side expmssions are all functions of p,, md s. Therefore 
he quiremnts for geornccic compatibility in equations (7.27) through (7.32) can be 
combimd into a single vector equation, which represents ten scalar equations in qjn and s. 
7.4.2 Adjusting the Data to Guarantee Geometric Compatibility 
If q3n truly rrprescnts n set of generalized coordinates for the knee join:. hen not only 
Y ~ R  and Odn but also all of the parameuic coordinates should k dependent on a3n. Thus 
the entire s vector must a function of qJn. 
If this is aue. hen it should be possible to solbe for the values of s which w i l l  sans€! 
_peornemc cornpaability for arbi t rq \dues of g,,?. In order to estimate the value of 5. a 
Taylor scnes expansion of f is untten as fol!ows lassurmng bar q,? is held constant). 
i at' '  
-f = lo + ias , i  l( + higher order terms - 0 ( 7 . 3 5 )  
where the cwfdicient which premulriplies & is d l y  a 10 by I0 m m x .  lf soere injtial 
estimate so can k obtained for s such that bquacion (7.33) is appmximately satisfied. then 
?;cwton-Raphson iteration (521 can be used to solve for the final value of s by regeatdly 
using the following pait of equations unnl convergence is obtainad. 
An iniaal estimate for so is o h n d  by the following procedw: 
1. select u,,, v,,, uu and va equal to 0.50 (i.e. estimate that the corltac1 point 
is approximately in the middle of each of the articulating surfaces of h e  
tibia) 
2. select u,. v,,, u, and vn to satisfy equations (7.29) Lhrough (7.32) 
3. use the initial values of yJr, and BXJn  as defined by x jn  and R, 
Using the iterative procedure outlined above to solve for s as a function of q3, may 
cause some problems when the initial estimates for x J n  and R3n are not accurate. For 
example if large medial-lateral or anterior-posterior mslarion e m  exist in thr: initial dam, 
then during the Newton-Raphson iteration process values of s may be estimated which 
correspond to points outside of the valid region of data for one of the parametric surfaces. 
When the paramcme coordinates are located outside of the valid region the iteration 
procedure is halted, and the kinematic data for that frame is labeled as invalid. For high 
qdiy h m a c  data this is not a problem, bur for acavitics in whish signlficmr soft tissue 
moaon occurs or in caws w h m  the Uansforrnauons k t w e t n  the femur and nbia and theu 
corrcqmnding a;.r.ays have l u g e  errors. convergence may not Be obtained. For the 
purposcs of makirk, an ~ n i n a l  esnmate of the changes rquued In the lunematlcs to Inswe 
gcomtmc companUihty. both s and q,,? should k mcxhfied. 
For h s  w, tht three-step procedure presented above for estimating an initial value 
of so should k appended with a kwh step. After estimating so by the previously 
described methods. expressions (7.27) and (7.283 should be evaluacd. Then the position 
vector (which affects both s and q,) skould be updatd to make b e  average error of 
thc points on the femur articulating swface rclaovc to the cmspondrng points on the tibia 
articulating surface e w l y  zero. 
After the position vector of the femur relative to the tibia is changed as in quation (7.38) 
the Newton-Raphwn iterative pmedure should be used to convcrge to a geomttPieally 
compatible set of hcmarics. 
7.4.3 Estimating Derivatives for Dependent Variables 
For the purposes of applying the hemat ic  data to evaluate dynamic equilibrium and 
stability of quilibrium, it is P I C C C S ~  to calculau the first two dcrivadvcs of the dependent 
variables of the knee (yJn  and BXM) with respect to the independent variables qY2. A 
Taylor series expansion can be used to expand f about (qJnIo and so as follows. 
I = I, + aq,,, Aq3,2 + jarlo AS + higher order terms = 0 (7.39) 
Note that this exprrsrim is different from equation (7.35) because g3, ,. is also allowed ro 
tary in this case. Now use the fact that s depends on q,,.: to h t e  this expression in a 
slighdy different fom. 
If che initial conditions (q,,), and so cerrcspond to gcomcaic cornpadbhry, then all 
components of to will be exactly zero. In that case, the only way that equation (7.40) can 
be true for all arbitrary infinitesimal changes in A g 3 R  is for the foilowing condtion 10 
hold. 
Since s includes the dependent degrees of freedom, then h e  required firs1 derivative terms 
have k e n  calculbted. Second derivatives of s with respect to q,, can be calculated in a 
similar manner, but the equations are much m9n complex arid will not be presented here 
However, one imporrant point ~1r.l) be made r e g h n g  derivatives of s with respect to q,,. 
They all requirt the the same 10 by 10 matrix to k inverted for solution. The mamn A as 
defined blow must Lhcrrfm be ncm-singular for ckrivatives to tK calculated. 
The actual mmx inversion procedure does not have out be carried our, as Gaussian 
eliminarion or singular value decomposition methods can be used to solve equations (7.36) 
and (7.41). But the the A matrix is singular, then in  general no solutions will exist which 
satisfy all of the equations. Since this rnatrix is required to be non-singular for 
convergence to occur toward geometric compatibility and for partial deriva:ives :o be 
calculated, then the minimum singular value of the A matrix is a measure of the validity of 
the selected four degrees of freddom knee model. P A  icasa instantaneously, q, is an 
appropriate chice of four gemsalized cooPdinarcs for h e  b e e  if and mly if the A mrix is 
non-singu!ar. It should k ~ointed out here that one of the reasons for selcting the four 
independent v+ables in quation (7.; 8) was that the resulting A mamix is not singular for 
the hnematic and geometry data of this thesis. Therefore. the knee hnemalics arc 
appropriately modcled using this set of four degrees of freedom 
7.4.4 Improved Estimates for Average Tibia an6 Femur Tra~sfsrmations 
If a set of kinematic data is modified to insure geometric compadbility as described in 
section 7.4.2, ken in general a different adjustment to the ha kinematics will be esti[blatCd 
for each frame of data. It would be useful to be able to modify the estimated 
uansformations of the tibia and femur relative to the shank and thigh arrays i n  order to 
minimize the average errors over all frames of a set of data (or several sets of data). A 
procedure has thus been implemented to allow the tibia and femur translations to be 
Pnodrfid in the anatomical x- and ydirtctions such ~ 9 a t  distances between the ~ i n t s  on thc 
tibia and femur (as measured by equations (7.28) and (7.29)) are minimized. ?he 
p d m  first requires convergence to a geomtrically compatible kinematic configuration 
for each fmnc. This process is performed only !o calculate the eight pammtr ic  coodinates 
on the articulating surfaces, and thus the tibia and femur coordinates of the estimated 
C*".ft pi.. ~ , .  $, <. rs.4 6. 
The allowance for an adjustment in the anatomical x- and y-coordinates of the tibia and 
femur coordinate system o r i p s  corrcsyonds to the Idlowing equations. 
In these equations, Ax2 and by2 arc the allowed changes in h e  tibia transformation. and 
Ax3 and Ay3 are the allowed changes in the femur transformation. Since changes art cnly 
allowed in the mslations, then the relative rotation matrix R3n does not change. The 
expression for x m  in equation (7.45) is identical to equation (7.15) except for the 
additional t e r n  due to the changes in the tibia and femur transfomtions. 
The expression (7.45) is hen substituted into equations (7.27) and (7.28) along with 
h e  erdmsrcd values of r',. I!,, r',, and <. The sums of the squares of the errors between 
the the points on the tibia and femur articulating surfaces are then miinimizd with rcspcct to 
Ax,, Ay,. Ax ,  and A y ,  using a nonlinear gradient search technique. After the 
minimization is completed, the optimized values of Ax2 and b y 2  are added to x2 and rhe 
optimized values of Ax, and Ay, are added to x3. Thus the avenge transformation 
between the tibia and femur and their corresponding arrays are adjusted to minimize 
average contan p i n t  psidon errors in the kinematic data 
It only makes sense to apply this method to a set of kinematic data with relatively large 
variations in the knee flexion angle. If, for example, the procedure is applied to only a 
single frame of data then changes in Ax2 and Ay2 will produce nearly the same results as 
changes in Ax, and Ay3. Note that this pmccdurc will nor only estimate optimal changes in 
the aanslations berween the anatomical and m a y  coordinate systems of the tibia and femur 
but also mcasm the errors in the average axis of rotation estimates for the anatomical x- 
and y-coordinates of the segment origins. 
7.4s Estimating Hip and Ankle Joint Center Locations 
In the section 7.4.6, a mcthd for adjusting the kinematic data as little as possible ro 
insure geomemc compatibility will be presented. One of the requirements for this 
optimization procedure is  knowledge of the esrimatcd hip and ankle locaems relative to the 
adjacent xgmcnts. This section will very bncfly explain Lhe proctdu~s for estbmacing the 
locations of the joint center of the ankle relative to the foot  and tibia coordinate systems 
1 (r- a d  8-) and the the joint center of the hip relative to the femur and pelvis 
cmrdrnate system (?w and r4&. Note that h is  information is also rrquind for defining 
the g c n d k d  coordrnates fa the lower cxmrrtiry as cxplaiaed in scccion 5.4. 
After the average a-ansfmtions of h e  tibia and fcnrur nlative to the shank and thigh 
arrays have been estimated as accurately as possible using ihe methods desaibed above, 
this information can bc uscd to msforrn any set of kinematic data into estimates for h e  
psition vectors (XI. x2. x3. and x4) and the mudon mamces (R1. R2. R'. and R4) for the 
four lower exacaniry segments relative to the GCS. By considering the motion of h e  tibia 
relative to the foot during a set of kinematic data in which a subject manually rotates the 
ankle as much as possible a b u t  two different axes. the location of Lhc ankle joint ccntcr 
rclanve u, the tibia soonlinate system (<,:=) may be esdmred The estLnatc for the joint 
center is obtained using similar procedures to those which were used to estimate the 
location of the winter endpoint relative to its m y  (as described in section 4.2). except the 
motion of segment 2 relative to segment 1 is used as shown in rhe equations below. In 
thest equations, the subscript k is uscd to specify the kth frame of h e  lunemric dam set. 
The fvst step of the estimation of the ankle joint center rclauve to the tibia =quirts 
calculating the position vector x,, and rotation mamx Qlk for the tibia relarive to the 
foot for each, frame. 
7 Sext a value for 5- is assumed. and l e  cmrdina~es of the ankle joint center are 
calculated relative to the fwt for each fnme. dong w~ch h e  mean and vanancc. 
Findly, the variance d as defined in quadon (7.50) is minimized wih respect to 6- 
to estimate the optimal location of the ankle relztive to the coordinate system of the tibia. 
1 4 Similar pmadms arc then applied to estimate r,=, 8m, and rm. 
7.4.6 Improving Instantaneous Kinematic Estimates via Optimization 
The transformations for the tibia and femur relative to the shank and thigh arrays have 
been estimated to mirnimitc geometric incompatibiliry errors aver all of the &U KLS. But in 
order to apply the kinematic data to a dynamic analysis of the knee the geometric 
compatibility must be satisfied exactly. Thenfore, a procedure is implemnvd to adjust the 
estimated position and orientation of the tibia and femur for each frame so that the 
kinematics are compatible with the amcular gmmcay. 
The procedure for adjusting the kinematics involves modifying the position and 
orientation of the tibia and femur just enough to satisfy geometric compatibility. In other 
words, h a t  set of compatible knee kinematics which is "closest" to the TRACK kinc~nadc 
measurements is selectcd as the improved estimate for the actual motion of the nbia and 
femur. The "closest" set of kinematics is selected based on minimizing a penalty function 
which is q u a 1  to weighted sums of squares of changes in the tibia and femur degrees of 
freedom (where the weights are based on expected kinematic errors) plus sums of squares 
of errors in GCS coordinates of the hip and ankle joint centers as predicted by the two 
segments adjacent to each of h e  two joints. 
In  order to improve measured knee kinematics using the methods desmtrcd above. 
esamates must be obtained for expected e m n  in the measurements o f  the degrees of 
freedom of the tibia and femur. Two sources of error will contribute to dev~auons In  
measured knee lunematici. Fl'oise in the TRACK kinematic bra will cause errors In the 
nansformation between the m y  and the GCS. Soft-tiss~c motion will  cause m r s  in  h e  
m f m n m  beween the tibia and femur and the comsgondmg arrays. 
For the purposes of explaining how these two sources of m r  an combined. consider 
a generic anatomical segment S and its associated m y  A. The msformation from Lhe 
cwrdrnate system of the segment to the GCS (xS and R ~ )  will include the rnnsfomiadon 
from the segment to the array (xS,, and Rs;,,) and the transformation h m  Lhc array to the 
GCS (xA and RA) as shown klou;. These Lhree t~ansformations depend on qS, @, and 
qS,,, respectively. 
S A The cwrdnates of q . q , and qslA.arc defined using k c  rranslations and three angles. 
where the angles are as defined using equations (5.10) through (5.12). 
Derivatives of qS with respect to the 12 degrees of freedom qi can be cdculatcd as 
shown below, where qi represents any clement of qA or q5,*. 
With these definitions, small variations in dqs can be related to deviations in dqA and 
dqs,,. For llus pamcular application, noise in m e a r u d  TRACK kincrmrics is completely 
unrtlatd to soft tissue modon. Hence the deviations in qA and qs,, are independent. and 
a covariance mamx cS for erron in qs ;an k written in terms of covariance m m c e s  CA 
The covariance matrices C2 and c3, which describe errors of the tibia and femur 
relative to the GCS, can bc cdculated from estimated covariance matrices for emn of h e  
arrays rc ldve w h e  GCS and errors of the dbia or femur rclarive to the anays. A set of 
TRACK kinematic data wih the thigh and shank arrays fixed in the GCS is collected to 
estimate the first covariance mamx (called CA above). Additional sets of TRACK 
kinematic data are collected with the tibia and femur fixed in the GCS and the anays 
physically moved around as much as soft tissue motion will aUow in order to estimate the 
remaining covariance matrices C,,,. 
One more definition is required before the penalty function for minimization can be 
completely defmcd. As mentioned above, the pendry function udl include terms related to 
ankle and hip position emrs .  These errors measure h o w  ucll the tlb~a and faor 
tnnsfomrions and estimated ankle Imstions specify the same p i n [  in  the GCS. and a 
s~mrlar set of errors is specified for the hip. fhc &finitions for the ankle and h p  errors an 
shsu n in h e  following equaaonc 
An explicit expression for the penalty function to k minimized by h e  lunenratic 
conection procedure is shown below. In this equation the valar constant WJolmr is a 
wcighdng factor which can be used to change the amount of influence the ankle and hip 
position errors may have on the results. 
r 
, 
, ,- 1 
7 1  
W" = I diag C' , ]  
The penalty function is minimized using a nonlinear gradient search minimization 
routine. Two sepmte implementations of the kinemaric correction method w m  tested. Ln 
h e  f is t  method. only 10 degrees of freedom are used in  the opamization (six for the 
position and orienution of h e  tibia plus four more for the degrees of h d o m  of the knee). 
In this method. :eomerric compatibility is guaranteed at each step of the search. This 
method is slow and has difficulty when the dependent values s (as defined in equalion 
(7.19)) arc eseirnated to be in the invalid rcgior~s of the micular surfaces. 
A second method for obtaining the optimal solution was implemented which allowed 20 
degrees of freedom. for  this approach. the s vector is not assumed to be dependent on the 
csurnated ~ndependent hnematic vanablcs. Instead. an addtional term 1s ~ncludcd In the 
funct~on to be minimized so that I[ severely penalizes gcornemc incompanbility ras 
expressed in equations (7 .27)  to (7.32)). Terms are also included to keep the gmmemc 
coor&nates within  rhe valid regions of micu lu  surface dau.  This approach works much 
faster than the initial method implemented 
Once the hnemadc opeimizatiorr has k e n  completed, improved esdmaus arc available 
for the positions and orientations of the tibia and femur ~ l a t i v e  to the GCS. This 
information is then combined with the TRACK kinematic measurements of the foot and 
pelvis using the methods described in section 5.4.2 in order to calculate all fiftcen 
generalized cmrdinates of the q vector (i.e nine d e p e r  of h d o m  for the ankle. knee. 
and hip joints plus six d e g m s  of freedom for :he position and onenudon of the enfire 
lower exatmity smcturc). For each frame the kinematic data is stored as the final 
estimated q vector and the associated vector of dependent values s. Addidonally. the 
~ i c a d o m  which have been applied to each coordmate of the k i n e d c s  of the nbia and 
femur (i.c. estimates of the soft tissue motion) are also stored. 
7.5 Results of Kinematic Correction Procedures 
This section will present results from raw and conccrcd kinematic gait data from a 
single subject during the r m c e  phase of gar Effects of Uferent steps in the pmccdvrc on 
thc estimated kinematics wil l  be emphasized. Although strains on the knee ligaments can 
bc calculated using the kinemuric data, the estimated ligament smins and forces will not be 
drscursed until Chapten 8 and 9. 
lJsing h e  procedures outlined in this chapter, the TRACK system is used to measure 
the position and orientation of the four lower exaemity segments. The anatomical 
landmark and average axis of rotation information is applied to the static neutral and flexed 
position data to obtain initial estimates for the uansfomadons berwccn the tibia and femur 
and the shank and thigh anays. These msforrnatio~: :cim then be u x d  to estimate the 
positions of the tibia and femur during gait dau.  bnernatic dau  est'mted by this 
procedure npically cornsponds to either penenation of h e  femur by che tibia (figure 7 . 1  t
or a gap bcwesn the articulating surfaces. In this figure and all s imlv  figures lo follow. 
the rncdral condyle is on the right md the lateral condyle is on the left ( i t .  front vies  of a 
right knee). 
When d~ gasmaic cmpatibiiity information is us#l to rniniimizc RLMS position ems 
by allowi:,g changes in the anatomical x- and ycoordinates of the segment origns. the 
R M S  crr:m for the entire stance phase of gait arc reduced frum a b u t  8 mm to 6 mm. 
Assumu~g char the joint is actually in  contact during the collected gait data, then the 
rrmain..ng 6 millimeten of error must be due to either saft dssue motions or errors in the 
e s n m e s  for the in vivo geometry using the xaled cadaver dam 
Figure 7.1: Uncorrected Kinematic Data 
During the nlaneuvcn designed to include luge ranges of motion abot~t wo axes of h e  
ankle and hip, the optimal joint centers include estimated RMS emrs  of 5 mm and 7 mm, 
respcctivcly. Recall that the values of ankle joint errors represent differences in e s t h s ~ c d  
locations using TRACK measurements of the kinematics of the arrays attached to the foot 
and shank. Slmrluly, mrs for the htp are caiculatad using TRACK nacaswmenu of h e  
thigh and pelvis m y s .  Thex  joint center locations arc e s~mated  wilhout accounnng for 
mfi tissue morion. Since the emrs arc approx1m3rely the same size as h e  estirnared rofr 
ussue morion errors for the knee. mosr of thc error may bc due to soft tissue motion. 
Funhcrmorc, slnce two m y s  are ~nvolved in the estimates of each jolnr ccntcr. the 
magnitude cf the errors is remarkably srndl. For the ankle joint romc of the error may k 
due to small translations which arc rerponed to occur in conjunction with the two rotations 
(301. since the kinemtic model in this thesis assumes pure rotation a b u t  axes which 
intcwt at a point 
Figure 7.2 demonsnates that the hnematic correction procedure successfully prduces 
b e e  positions and arienutions compatible with the he model g e o m q ,  as h e  comuxd 
data shown co~responds to the raw data o f  figure 7.1. By definirion. geometric 
cornpadbiliry has been satisfied for conecred data. and therefore the locahon of the contact 
pines and k c t i o n  of the unit vectors can be calculated and displayed with the anicular 
georneay data Since the n m a l s  of the tibia and femur arc parallel when tRe surfaces are 
in ccrnract at a single point. only the outward surface nomxd of the tibia is &splay4 (figure 
7.2). Notice h a t  the articular geometry of the medial condyle of the femur is no[ 
sign;ficanrly di f f e~nt  from h e  geomcPy of the opposing tibia1 surface. Therefore h e  
estimated contact p i n t  could change significantly without affecting the kinematics very 
much. This consequences of this point as i t  relates to joint contacr forces and equilibrium 
will be &scusscd further in Chaoters 8 and 9 
I n  all of the following figures of this chapter, translations of the b e e  represent h e  
motion of the femur relative to the tibia. Therefore, anterior translation represents the 
fcmur moving faward on the tibia, medial translaacrn represents the femur moving toward 
h e  center of the M y ,  and axial uanslation represents motion of the femur in the upward 
direction along the long axis of the tibia. Figure 7.3 shows the estimated anterior 
uanslation of the knee for three separate sets of TRACK kinematic data. The corrected 
kinematic &u is very repealable. Variations in estimated uansladons beween data sets ye 
less than about 2 rnm (figure 7.3).  and variations in rotanon angles are less than 1 degrre. 
Figure 7.2: Corrected Kinematic Data 
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Figure 7.3 Knee Anterior Translations 
Figures 7.4 through 7.9 show the estimated comcted knee kinematics and the 
comspn&ng r c q u d  djusmentr m the ribis and femur hnermnc &la for a single set of 
kinematic dam dunng the stancc phssc of gait. Each figure contuns thrre cumes. The 
c w c s  Iakl lcd  "tibia" and "femur" &splay the amount of comction which was added to 
the segment hematics to p w d e  gcomctric. compcibiliry. The remainlng s u n e  repmxnts 
the final estimated knee Lunematics. Thc me2n value of cash of the correction curvcs is 3 
measure of the emn in h e  estimated average uansfomation beween the anatomical 
segment and h e  corresponbng array. The assumed msforwtion hetween h e  array and 
the underlying anatomical segment could bc adjustbe to account for these emn, and thus 
only variations in the corrccaons are relevant. The values of ccmcttd knec kvlemaacs for 
each degree of freedom have k e n  adjusted to correspond to zero during a set of suric data 
collccred w i t h  the subjet in an anuomically neuual position. 
For all thrtc estimated rocarions. the corrections applied to thc tibia and femur dam are 
substantially smallet rhan the estimate changes in the angles during the stance phase. f h c  
flexion angle of the knee changes by more than 30 degees during smcc (figure 7.4). and 
Figure 7.4: Knee Flexion and Errors 
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Figure 7.5: Knee Abduction and Errors 
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Figure 7.6: Knee External Rotation and Ersors 
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Figure 7.7: Knee Anterior Traqslation and Errors 
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Figure 7.8: Knee Axial Translation and Errors 
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Figure 7.9: Knee Medial Translation and Errors 
thus the estimatd corrections arc almost negligible. Estimated variations in knee abduction 
are small (figure 7.3,  whereas the knee is estimated to internally mtatc by &out 12 d t p e s  
during the stance phzsc of gait (figure 7.6). 
Figure 7.7 damonstrates that the knee motion estimated by the kinematic correction 
procedure dtxs not correspond to a simple hinge joint, as the origin of the femur moves 
forward on the tibia about 13 rnm between heel strike and toe-off. Estimated axial 
translations of the knee an smaller than the applied corrections (figure 7.8). The 
comeions applied to the tibia and femur kinematic data in this direction arc approximately 
qua1 and opposite and are used to correct for TRACK measurements which correspond to 
penetration of the tibia by the femur near heel strike (figure 7.1) and a gap between the 
articulating surfaces at 80 percent of stance phase.The required soft tissue motion errors to 
insure ha t  the condyles arc in coniact with the [ibia are up to 6 mm in  the u i a l  hrection. 
Possible reasons for estimated corrections of this size in the axial direction include 
differences ktwv n the cadavcr and i n  v i ~ o  gcameay and actual soft tissue nlotion in this 
&tion which occun near heel suike. With the implemenrcd array mounting rnethds.  
the arrays can be mmually displaced several millimeters in the axial direction. Figure 7.8 
demonstrates that b e  e s t i m t d  comcaons In m d a l  msl;it ions are small compared to the 
almost 8 mm of motion estimated for this drmrion. 
Given that the repeatability of rhe data is approximately 2 mrn and the comections 
applied to the data art about 6 rnrn. then one may estimate that the overall accuracy of this 
data is somewhere between 2 mm and 6 mm. The signal-tecomction muo for knee 
uanslaaons is only a h u t  2 to 1, so estimated error bounds for the knee kinematics arc the 
same order of magnitude as the esrimated translations. By default. these estimated 
uanslations are better than knee uanslations estimated using a kinematic measurement 
system which places markers at the assumed knee joint center, since by definidon the 
system assumes dl uanslanons to be exactly zero. 
This the fust time that soft tisslie motion errors have been estimated using assumpuons 
about articular geometry. The only other study conducred to estimate soft tissue motion 
errors during gait data included comparisons of measured kinematics using inaaconical 
bone pins and externally mounted arrays (451. The kinematic correction procedures 
developed in this thesis could be applied during any standard gait analysis with no 
requirement of bone pins. The measurements should not be expected to be as accurate as 
bone pins, but at the very l a s t  a quantitative estimate of the soft tissue motions provides an 
measure of the quality of the kinematic data. A nquirernent for applying these meehods is 
the use of a rigid body approach to measuring kinemaacs, rather than the method of placing 
markers at the presumed joint centers. Unfortunately, most gait analysis systems 
throughout rhc world use rht method of placing markers at joint centers. The TRACK 
system is able to measure the kinematics of rigid bodies accurately. However, when 
applying the system to measure kinematics of the lower extremity an assumption is 
necessary that the soft assue motion errors are small. The analysis developed here enables 
some quantitative esimation and removal of these ePrors for the fust time. 
The purpose of the development of the kinematic correciion procedure for this rhesis 
was to provide a cec of compatible kinematic and articular geomeuy data which could be 
used for a dynamic analysis of the knee joint. However. the infomation which comes our 
of this bematic  analysis could m y  also lx appropriate for several ackhtional applicarionz: 
I . analysis of accuracy of the T U C K  system 
2 .  determination of which array mounting procedures give h e  least soft-ussue 
motion m r s  
3 .  analysis cf whether or not t h z  is a mw-home r n e c h s m  in h e  knee 
4 .  determination [possibly. if data is high quality) of whether or not the h c c  can 
be well modeled as a single degree of k d o m  joint. 
Chapter 8 
KNEE MODEL MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, 
AND JOINT FORCES 
8.1 Introduction 
Chapters 6 and 7 have presented methods and results for calculting a set of ldncmancs 
compatible with B nine d c p  of freedom model of the lower extremity, includng four 
degree of freedom knee kinematics which arc compatible with the tstima[cd arucular 
surface geometry. These methods have bcen applied to TRACK khemanc measurements 
during the stance phase of gait. Thc puposc of the procedures desesibcd in this chapter i s  
to use b e  resulting hnemarics and gcornecq ir. a dynamic analysis in order to calculate net 
joint forces and moments and then to estimate how these llzt joint loads axe produced by the 
muscle, l i g m n t .  and joint contact forces. 
Specific requirements for incorporating the dynamic equilibrium and stability 
constraints into a muscle force optimization analysis arc explained in .sections 8.2 through 
8.4. The muscle force optimization procedures are described in section 8.5, including 
&scussion of some potential problems which may be encountered. Results are presented 
for the calculatd net joint loads as well as for estimakd muscle, ligament, and joint contact 
forces. A linlitarion of these procedures is discussed and used as motivation for funher 
analyses which an described in Chapter 9. 
8.2 Derivatives 04 Segment Transformations 
T'he output from h e  kinematic correction procedures described in Chapter 7 includes 
estimates for y, the fifteen generalized coordinalcs for the lower exuemity model. and S. 
the eight pmrnemc coordinates and two dependent kinematic coordinates of the knee, fcr 
each frame. After a complete set of kinematic data has bcen processed. these vectors are 
smmthed and the first two time derivatives of q are calculated. Before al! of the terms 
rtquual for a dynarms and stability analysis can be evaluated. the fvso two denvaoves of 
h e  s e p n r  position vecron d rocanon cnmscs sib respect to q must k calcdard. 
Recall from section [ 5.4.2)  that th: 15 generalized coor&natcs for the loser ixmmin 
are assigned as shown below. In quation (8.1 ). the vector q I m  spcc~fies mouons of the 
foot relative 10 the GCS. wh~le the vectors qyl.  qJn. and ~n specify the rclanve mouons 
of the ankle, knee. and hip pints. pespcctively. 
The relative position vectors (x,,,,, x,,~, and x,*) and rotation mamccs (R,,.,. R,;,. and 
R,) which describe the motions of the foot, ankle, and hip are obtained by evaluating 
quations (5.29) through (5.34). The relative position vector x3n and rotation matrix R3,? 
of thc knee is evaluated using the following two equations, 
where the function 3 has been defmed in equation (5.9). 
The position vectors (xl ,  x2, x3, and x4) and rotation matrices c ~ ' .  R'. R'. and R') 
fat tic four lower extremity segments are obtained by substituting the calculated relarive 
transformations into equations (2.21) through (2.28). Derivatives of the segment 
aansformations with respec[ to q can then be ob~ained using denvatives of the relative 
t r ans fomnons  and applying the chain rule. Therefore. in order ro cvduate the rquircd 
rcrrns. the derivatives w t h  respect to g of x ,  .. xz, .  x J 2 ,  and x A 7  plus R ,  R. - .  , . R . -  .. 
and R, ? must bt available. %lost o i  the required dcnvatnes may be obtained In J 
straightfaward manner using the definitions in equarions (5.29) through ( 5  ll,. 
However. h e  two dependent coodna te s  sg and s,, in q u a n o n s  (8.6) and (8.71 lncrcase 
h e  complexity of derivative cdculadons for the position vector x , , ~  md rotation mamx 
W of the knee. 
Sodcc in cquanons (8.6) and (8.7) h a t  the definitions lor and R1,,: each include a 
slngle dependent variable. To explain how the derivatives an: calculatca for thew terms. 
define f as one of the elements of x l n  or R 3 ,  and s as the dependent vvlablr ii.e, sg or 
s,,. respectively). Using this notation. the dependence of f on g can be wnrtcn in the 
fallowing form. 
Next defme an operator &hi as a &ffercndator which only recognizes explicit dependence 
on qi. With this definition, rhc fmt  two derivatives of function f with respect to q can be 
written using the following two cquadons. 
This procedure can be applitd to calculate the derivatives of x3n and R , ,  with respect to q 
by first calculating derivatives for the explicit dependetrce on qJr, and then adjusting these 
values using equations (8.9) and (8.10) plus derivatives of s9 and s,* with rerpecr ro q, . - ,. 
Mehods for calculating derivaivcs of the dependent h e n u t i c  coordinates of Lhc: knee ( i t .  
% and s,,) with respect ro qJn were prcxnted in secriorl7.4.3. 
8.3 Knee Model Dynamics 
Recall quaaon (2.531, which rtpxnts the quucrncnt for dynam~c equllibnum to be 
saasfid in the k n o n  of gcncral1z.4 codmate  q,. 
The rncthoda for calculating dcrivstives of segment positions and orientadons have been 
descrikd in section 8.2. The segment wnsfonnatisns arnd derivatives can be used to 
calculate the segment Jacobians using equations (2.29) and (2.36). This information can 
then be us& with the cstimtcd rime derivatives of q and rhe m u r e d  force plate force and 
moment vector to calculated the net force and momcnt vectors acting anoss joint M via 
equations (2.12) through (2.15) and equation (2.50). The derivadves of muscle and 
ligament lengths may be calculated using equation (2.61 ). Therefore, all of the terns in 
quation (8.11) except for the muscle and ligament forces. FMk and FFLk respectively, may 
he evaluated. Equadon (8.1 !) is thus a linear consmint on muscle and ligament forces so 
that equilibrium will k satisfied in dvccaon q,. 
In standard dynamic analyses of the lower extremity which use Cartesian cwrchnates 
and a Newtonian analysis to establish sonsmints on muscle forces, the crxfficient of a 
particular muscle force in the linear equation is the distance from h c  rotational axis to [he 
point of application of the load (i.e, the muscle moment arm). The approach here, although 
compuutionally chffercnt, will produce the same equation for dynarnic equilibrium for a 
direction qi which zcprcscnts pure rotation about an axis. To verify that h e  methods in d u s  
thesis were implemented correctly, the coefficients of the muscle forces in the dynamic 
equations wele compared using derivatives of muscle lengths and conventional vector cross 
products. and produced essentially the same results (within expected compu~anonal imits). 
However, for the degrees of freedom of the knee joint, which do not represent either pure 
uanslarions or pure rotations, the muscle coefficients for the rotational degrees of freedom 
were slightly different due to the effects of the dependent variables on the dckvauves. 
One of h e  major reasons for using a xt of gencral~zed coordrnates arid a hgnng ian  
formulati~n of ;he dynamics was to avoid i n c l h n g  tht jomt reacaon forces m the dynam~s 
cquallons. If r Seuron~ul  m d ~ s i s  had k e n  pe r fomd.  then addrt~onal procedures would 
habc k e n  necessq  to account for Ihe joint rcacuon forces or at least ro onl) conblder 
d>narmc. equilibrium m directions to uhich h e  joint farces do nt>r cmmbure. .U:hough the 
method of using derivacivcs of muscle and ligament lengths in the dynamc equaoons ma!. 
seem wmcwhat complex. it accounts for Lhc joint contact forces from the beginning and 
avoids the adbcional complexides wtuch appear laur in the Sewmian analysis. 
Equation (8.1 11 can be used to generate h e  consmints on muscles and ligment forces 
in order to satisfy dynamic equilibrium. These constraint equations will be applied to a 
muscle force optimization analysis in section 8.5. A bscussion of exactly how ligamrnt 
forces an included in the dynamic equations will  hz presented in stcaon 8.3.1. .LUthough it  
is m e  that joint contact forces arc not present in the dynamic equations, estimating these 
forces during h e  stance phase of gait is one of the pnrnary goals of this thesis. Section 
8.3.2 will therefore present equations for c a l c u l a ~ g  joint conuct forces from the results of 
the muscle farre optimitation analysis. 
8.3.1 Ligament Forces 
The methods used lo model the knee ligaments for the purposes of a d y n m c  analysis 
have k e n  presented in section 5.3, and they will k briefly reviewed here. In a model 
designed to predict knee behavior in  virro . Wismans er a1 [66) assumed the force on 3 
ligament to have a quadratic dcptndencc on the Ligament length. 
In the case for which the ligament length is less than b e  specified rest length, !Re force IS 
assumed lo be zero. The values of CL were estimated from results of Trent er ol 1611 and 
the values for LU, were estimated from Branrigan and Voshell 191. Wismans er a1 actually 
presented estimated ligament strains at zero degrees of knee flexion. For the purposes of 
Lh~s  thesis. the hame of the g a t  cycle which cornsponds 10 a knee flex~on angle closest to 
zero is usad to conven h e  estimated s m n  value to an esnmared ligament rest length. 
L~grtrnen~ lengths are calculatcr! usrng h e  scaled origins and insertions nressurcd on the 
&aver knee and a stnight-hne approxmdon. 
Using the rnechads &rnM above. the ligament forces may be calculated & r c d y  from 
h e  results of h e  hnemtics. without regard to dynamics. Cnfomnately. agplyng h e x  
methods to h e  sets of corrected hnematic data h m  the s w c e  phase of gait produced 
esnmated ligament saains for the posterior mcia tc  ligament of up to 0.25 (figwe 8.1 ), a 
saain value which exceeds failure limits reported by Trent cr al. The struns on the othcr 
k e  major knee ligaments ;ur: uithm physiologcd h t s  Although some of che excess1b.e 
strain may k attributable to errors in h e  s m n  offset value used to esnrnate Lu. Ihc endre 
procedure of estimating ligament forces based solely on hnematics must k qucsaoncd. 
FOP this reason. an alternative scheme was implemented for estimating ligament forces by 
includng each ligament as a "pseudemuscle" in the muscle force optimizanon analysis. 
The muscle force optimization mutine is supplied with dam which cornsponds to five 
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Figure 8.1: Ligament Strains 
add~tional musclcs (i.e, the five knee ligaments). The q u u a d  "muscle" length denvaaves 
have k e n  calculated for rhe ligaments, and maximum fares for each ligament are e s a m t d  
from masuremenu by Trent cr d.  
'* 
The calculaaon of large s m  values m the postcna cnrciau hgament may be ambuted 
to a combinanon of c m n  in the l~gament attachment points and cmrs  m the hncrraass of 
Phc knee model. Sincc the ligament origns and insertions have been accurately 
on a sadaver Lnec and thc calculated suain values art relatively hstr~sitive to the anachrnenz 
locations. then most of tRc crrors must be due to kinematic e m .  Specifically. errors in  
Ihc anterior-posterior chsplacemenrs of the knee will affect the calculated m c i a u  ligament 
s d n s .  As &scussd funher in chapter 9. these emrs  can only be subsrantially reduced ~f 
the knee hncmadcs are calculated by incluhng informaaon about joint forces. inclubng 
those conmbutcd by the ligarncnrs. 
8.3.2 Joint Forces 
In order to rhscuss how the joint contact forces arc calculated. 11 is useful to witc the 
equilibrium equatims in terns of the net force and moment vectors of the femur acting on 
rhe dbia (F' and &). 
hFT 
I n  these cqu~tions, Fc, and Fa arc h e  magnitudes of the joint contact forces, ua and uC2 
are h e  associated unit vectors pointing down into the tibia, and rcl and rcz an the vectors 
from the origin of the femur coordinate system to the contact points. FMk represenrs the 
force on muscle k, uw represents the unit vector from the insertion to the origin, and r,,, 
is the vector from the origin of the femur coordinate system to the muscle origin. FLk, uU;, 
and rLLr an ~Lrmlarly defrnedi for the ligaments. 
If the muscle and ligament forces arc estimated using muscle force oprirmzarion 
methods. then equations (8.13) and (8.14) can bc used to calculate the jornt contact fotces. 
When used to solve for the join1 contact fopccs. the eqhtions can bc untten i n  b e  
following form. 
Soce that equation (8.15) actually represents sin r a l u  quations for thc two unkncrsn pint 
contact forces. As long as quilibrium is satisfied for all four dcgrres of f r d o m  of the 
knee joint, then the six equations can k satisfied exactly (neglecting computer roundoff 
enon). However, if eqililibriurn is not satisfied for all four dirrcnons of the knee &el. 
then equation (8.15) will have no solutions. 
Later in this chapter reasons will be given for not k ing  able to satisfy equilihum for 
all four d c p e s  of M o m  of the h c e  model for some sets of luncmdcs and net jolnt 
loads. The degrees of freedom which cause the most problems in this regard arc the 
anatomical K- and t-translation directions, which comespond to antenor-posterior forces 
and mdal-lateral forces, respectively. Several choices exist for how the joint contact 
forces should be estimarai when quilibnum is n a  satisfied for a l l  four degrees of h d o m  
of the knee. The first and most obvious choice is to only calculate contact forces when 
quilibnum is completely satisfied. Anorher choice might be to solve equation (8.15) by a 
least-squares approach to get the "best possible" solucion to all six cquations. However. 
because large errors may occur in the anatomical JC- and z-dmctions and the unit vector 
components of h e  joint contact forces are small in  these drrections, then very large contact 
forces may k estimated by this method. The approach used in h i s  rhesis is to choose the 
two equilibrium directions in which the contact forccs contribute significantly toward 
satisfying equilibrium. In the anatomical coordinate system of the tibia. the joint contact 
forces would be expected the conmbute significantly to forces in the y-axis direction (LC. 
long axis of the tibia) and moments about the x-axis (i.e. atduction moment). Therefore, 
the knee joint contact forces are selected to satisfy equilibrium in these two directions. 
Regardless of the mcrhod xlectcd to csc~rmte the jolnl contact forces. cquanon ( 8  15 \ 
should be e u a l u a ~ d  to determine the equilibrium emn in all six dmctions. Sore that the 
specification of equations for the joint contact forces must also be supplied lo rhe muscle 
force optirmzalion analys~s w, that it does not allow negative jo~nt  contact forces to k 
cdc  ulatcd. 
8.4 Stability Analysis 
The requirement of dynamic equilibrium has k e n  shown to be a linear equality 
consmnt  on muscle and ligament forces. This consmint is supplied to rhe muscle force 
opdmiuDon mutine for limiting b e  set of muscle faces  which it can rclcrt a the opamurn 
mlutilm. Achtional consnaincs on the muscle f aces  & also requvcd for requirements of 
join1 subility. The consmint of a positive definite joint sdffness rnamx K is, however. 
nonlinear in the muscle forces and expressed as an inqual ip  rather than equahty cquaaon. 
Combining equations (3.26) and (3.31) prod~ces  the following cquation for element K,, of 
the joint stiffness rnamx. 
AU of rhc terms in cquation (8.16) have k e n  evaluated except for the derivatives of rhe 
net force and moment with respect to changes in the generalized coordinates q and the 
unknown muscle forces and stiffnesses. Using the quasi-static assumption for the stabilip 
analysis. the stiffness mamx K is required to be positive definite. A mamx K is positive 
definite if and only if the following condition holds for any arbiaary non-zero vector Ag. 
For a syrnmctnc red mamr. the requirement of positive definiteness can be expressed in 
tcms of dGtcrnwrants of the suhamces  [59]. 
K > 0 iff 
Consoaints for a positive definite joint stiffness matrix are therefore established by fust 
evaluating quadon (8.16) for each K, value. and then using equations (8.17) and (8.18) 
to generate h e  nonlinear incqualiry constraints on the r,uscle forces and stiffnesxs. Note 
that the muscle s t i f fnes~s can be expressed in  terms of muscle forces using equation 
(3.42) for the assumed ~clationshig ktwecn total incremental stiffness and muscle force 
which was approximately scaled from results by Hsffer and Andreassen [26]. 
8.4.1 Changes of Net Joint Loads with Kinematics 
As rncntiond above. the t~prcssion for for the elements of the joint stiffness msmx Kij 
cannot k evaluated without estimating derivatives of the net join1 loads with respect to the 
generalized coordinates q. During the double-suppon pan of the stance phase of gait. the 
"opposite" leg (i.c. h e  one which does not Rave its kinematics measured and is not on the 
force plate) is also in contact with the floor. During this penod of time. exactly ho* the 
Ia&ng a m s s  the jolnlr would vary sith the b c p s  of freedom cannot k analyzed unless 
J louer cxmmlty &el includes b t h  legs. Furiicrmore. i f  two dynarmc systems are 
coupled together to fom a single system. Lhc subilil); of the r o d  system IS not dcpcndcnr 
on [he stab~lity of the mchvidual component systems. ln the c a x  of dwblc-suppon ior h e  
lower exuemity, even if stabil~ty analyses detcnnine thar each half is unstable the enrue 
twekg  model may actually cornspond lo a ruble sy stern. One m a y  choose. therefo~. ro 
either apply the stabiliv analysis only to the ringle-suppon pan sf the smcc phase or to 
apply i t  to the entire supgon phase and interpret the result; with these concepts In mnd. 
The laner approach 1s used in this thesis. Dunng some pans of double suppon. one might 
conjecture chat the conaol systcm for the lower cxuemity is designed to m i n t a n  subillty 
for each side individually. In a;ly event. the muscle force oporni~ation routines will bc 
applied both with and without slability consuain~s, so one may as well exminc effects on 
the complete mace p h a ~  and then carefully interpret Ihe results. Since for each side the 
stance phase is appmximre 65 percent of h e  gaii cycle, then only b e  mddle half  of stance 
phase cornsponds ro single-suppn. During the heel-smkc and toc-off ponions of the 
smce phase, the opposite leg is also in contact 
During he single-suppon ponion of the stance phase of gait, how would one cxpcct the 
net joint loads to vary with changes in the generalized coordinates ? For a quasl-stanc 
stability analysis, the only conmbuuorls !o net joint loads are segment masses. In  a truly 
s~aric case, the net force vector across a joint would act verticaliy downward vlilh s 
magrurudc qua1 to the entire bcdy we~gh~  cxcludmg the porrjon klou, the joint. This force 
vector would be sornplctcl y independent of the kine matic configuration. T h e  moment 
vector would be depend on the mars above the joint (rnABovE ) and the vector to the 
correrpondmg center of mass (rco,MovE). Thenfore, during the double suppon ponion 
of the stance phase of the gait cycle, th: fallowiqg appro~imations will be assumed for dre 
dependence of the net joint loads on the generalized coordinates q. 
When applying quation (8.20) to the double-support pan of the stance phase. ~f both 
legs arc assumed to be stable ken i t  docs not seem reasonable that each leg would be 
canmUed to stabilize the entire M y  mass. A more msonablc assumption might k that 
each leg s t a h l i t c s  that portion sf the mass which it instantaneously supports. For example 
rwncdiatdy after heel strike. when the foot sugpms only small vertical I d ,  the joints 
may no: h e x p t c d  to stabilize deviations of the totd ccnm of mass. For the purposes of 
this analysis, equation (8.20) will be applied to h e  double-suppon pareion of stance uslng 
dw net frxce vectcr a m s  the pint rather than the weight a h v e  the joint Exaclly how the 
body weight is u a n s f e d  from one leg to h e  other via stabilhuon mechanisms during the 
double-suppn pan of the stance phase can only be addressed with a two-leg lower 
extremity model which is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is interesting to note. 
however, that pressure measurements from an insmmentcd hip prosthesis have shown 
considerable joint loads occuning before heel strike [ 121, and thus increased joint 
stabilization is probably not rclartd to joint loads directly. 
In order to estimate the total W y  weight and the location of the total body center of 
mass for use in quation (8.20), an additional set of static kinematic data is collected with 
the subject standing on h e  force plate. The total mass can be estimated using the measured 
force vector. T3e location of the: total M y  center of mass relative to the pelvis can be 
estimated using the measured force and moment vectors plus an estimate for the vemcal 
component of the center of mass location. The indvidual segment masses and center of 
mass locations arc calculated as described in section 5.4.3. 
8.4.2 Assumptions and Approximations in the Stability Analysis 
The stability analysis described here and in Chapter 3 includes several approximations 
and limiotions. These will be summarized here for reference later ill  this chapter and in 
Chapter 9 when the results are discussed. Approximarions related to quasi-sta~ic 
assumptions include bth Ihe q u u e m e n t  for stability of quasi-static equilibrium (quadon 
(3 .23))  and the method s f  estimating the dependence of joint loads on the hncmaa~c 
configuration (equations (8.19) and !8.20)). Modcling total incremental sriffness as a 
quadratic function of muscle force is an additional approximation (quat lon  ( .1 .42)1 .  For 
h e  purposes of analyzing the srance phase of gait, Lhe limitation of these methods IS  that 
they an strictly applirnable only to the single-suppon portion of h e  stance p h a x  These 
resaicaons wdl obviously have an impact on how the results of adding stability constraints 
to a muscle f m e  optimization analysis are evaluated. 
8.5 Muscle Force Optimization 
The purpose of the muscle force optimization procedures is to sclcct the "best" set of 
muscle forces which satisfy all of the required consuainu equations. In order to a v o ~ d  
unnecessary wordiness, "optimization" will always refer to muscle force optimization 
thughou t  this secnon. The general form of the optimization problem and ihc,constrain~ 
equations are listed below. Several aspects of the optimization procedures and output 
results arc then explained in sections 8.5.1 2nd 8.5.2. 
The purpose of the optimization procedures is to minimire 
P 
F M ~  
n n c i n  = f [F ) k= 1 M.MAxk 
where FMk is the force on muscle k. FMSMhYt is the maximum force which muscle k can 
produx, and p is an integral power, either two or three. Since the maximuin muscle force 
is assumed to be proportional to physiological cross section area, the penalty function to be 
minimized is the sum of the muscle stresses squared or cubed. This form of cost function 
is selected because it  has k e n  used by most previous muscle force optimization models 
based on muscle endurance and other criteria. 
The constraints which the muscle forc2s must satisfy are summarized usir~g the 
following equations. 
F = bEpt a~ 3.4 k = 1.2.  ... nEQ (8 221 
O ' F ~ l r  <' F ~ . h : A ~ k -  k =  1 .2 ,  ... $%I r 8 . 2 3 )  
T ack F, > b,,. k = 1 . 2  t8.2-81 
fndk( FY ) 2 0, k = 1, 2, ... nSTAB (8.251 
In quat ion  (8.22) FM is the vector of muscle forces, and rEPt a d  %pi define the 
equilihium consmints for the muscle foxes. If equiiibiium is icquired to be satisfied for 
ail of the degrees of fr#bom of ohe Iowa ex&ty, ahen ?he numkr  of equality constraints 
nEQ is nine. In equation (8.24) an and bck define the non-negativity constraints for h e  
knee contact forces. Equation (8.25) represents the nSTAB nonlinear stability cansmints 
for a positive definite stiffness mauix. For an optimization analysis m which the ligament 
material pmpcmes are estimated and equilibrium and stability consmints are required for 
each d e m e  of M o m ,  then nEQ and nSYAB w o ~ l d  both q u a 1  nine while NM would 
equal 36, the number of muscles in the lower extremity model. The actual values of nEQ, 
NM, and nSTAB which arc used in the optimizaeion analysis may bc altered to model 
ligaments as pseud~~muscles  or to require eqriilibrium or stability satisfied for only a 
limited numba of degrees of freedom. 
8.9.1 Optinrization Procedures 
Befcre a nonlinear search procedure is applied to the penalty function, the constraint 
equations are transfomKd into a morc convenient form. Using the equilibrium equation 
(8.221, nEQ of tht muscle forces are expressed as linear combinations of the remaining 
muscle forces using Gaussian elimination. The best muscle forces to eliminatt m selected 
on the basis of the pivot elements during the Gaussian elimination procedure. Thc 
remaining muscle forces are non-dimensionalized using the maximum muscle forccs as 
scaling factors. 
Equation (8.23) is then used to derive two sets of ~ncquality consualnts. one for the 
eliminated muscles .nd one for the remaining murles. Note that mon-&mns~ond~z~ng 
simplifies the cmsuaints on h e  mrnairung muscles. 
The tams in equation (8.27) are the eliminated &rnensionless mllscle forces expressed In 
terms of h e  remaining cLrnensionless muscle forces. Knee joint contact force and stability 
requnmcnts can then also k wntten m terms of h e  dimrnsionless muscle forces fM. 
Finally, the pcnalry functicn is expressed in terms of the dimensionless muscle forces. 
hM-nEQ ,P ,p I penalty function = 1 !ML, + ?(C:QL 'M + ( I E Q ~ ;  (8 .31 )  
r= I k= I 
The reduced rniliimization problem described by equations (8.27) rhrough 18.3 1 )  
includes only (NM-nEQ) degrees of freedom compared to NM degrees of frctdom for the 
original problem. The bcst solution to chc reduced optimization problem is oblaind using a 
nonlinear gradient search minimization routine (351. Reasonable initial estimates for the 
final muscle dimensionless force values substantially improve convergence race. For chis 
reason, a linear programming solution to the problem is csrirnared using the Simplex 
algorithm [52]. A linear programming solution may be obtained very quickly, but the 
dgonthm is not designed to handle nonlinear c o n s m n t s  or penalty functions. For  IS 
reason. the nonlinear stability consuaittts are excluded from h e  linear programming 
problem. and the penalty function is approx~matcd uslng the q u u o n  k l o u .  
FM .nEQ IGQ 
linern~sd prul ty  funcdon = fMk + 1 'M + d ~ Q ~  t8 3 2 1  
k = l  k = l  ' 
Lf a wlui.r~n to h e  Linear p r o g m n g  problem exists. then it is used as the initial esrima~e 
for the &mensionlcss forces for ihe nonlinear oprimizanon. If no fas ib le  soiunon exists 
fcr h e  lrnear pmblern then no solution can exist for b e  nonlinear problem, Bccausc both 
problems include equations (8.27) through (8.29) as linear inequality constaunts. The 
output results for the case of an infeasible wlunon arc labelled invahd. 
In the nonlinear minimization procedure. addiuonal terms are included in  he penalty 
function when the inequality constraints of equdtlons (8.27) through (8.301 are violated. 
The impossibility of satisfying equilibrium for all degrees of freedom of the lower 
exmmity for some d a u  sets has been briefly mentioned and will be cbscusscd funher In 
sections 8.6 and 8.7. For now it should bt mentioned that terms are also a d d 4  to the 
penalty function in case of ersors in the equilibrium quar ions  which have not been 
consmined to be satisfied exactly. The user is rcqulrcd to specify a weighting factor which 
determines how much these errors will affect the penalty function. 
8.5.2 Output of the Optimization .Methods 
When a feasible solution exists to the optimization problem and convergence is 
obtained, the final values of the dimensionless muscle forces are used to calculate the 
eliminated dimensionless muscle forces using h e  expression in equation (8.27). All of the 
muscle forces are then scaled using the maximum force values. The knee joint contact 
loads are then calculated using the expressions derived from equation (8.15). Errors in the 
equilibrium quat ions  for the four degrees of freedom of the knee arc also calculated and 
stored, as well as the final estimated joint stiffness matrix. The prccesslng infomation, 
including all user-selected weighting facton, file names, frame nur,lbers, etc. are recorded 
in the header w o n  of the outpur file. 
A n  addrtional data compression program was developed which combines the surpur 
from the raw and conectcd lunematics. dynamics, and muscle force opt~mirarron analyses 
into a single file. This file is srorcd in a f o m r  which allows plotnng any number of 
vanables with r~spect  10 am or uih rcspcct to any of the other vanables. The fonnat IS 
also compatible with a graphics p r o p m  for &splaying h e  miculu  surface geometp. 
anatomical landmarks. and ligament lines of acdon cmsporrding to the in vivo hnernanc 
data. Two or more compressed files can then k merged for comparing the results of 
b e m a t i c  and dynamic analyses of chffe~nt  data sets (with timc raid by percent of stance 
phase) or for the same data set processed ~ 7 t h  different paramten. The kinematic and 
dlnamic data which can be &splayed are s u m z e d  k low.  
h e m t i c  Data: 
- corned knee kinematics 
- b e e  contact point lmaaons 
- ha contact p i n t  uni t  normal directions 
- corrections in tibia hemat ics  (soft tissue motion cstimus) 
- corrections in femur kinematics (sofr tissue motion escimatcs) 
- ligament strains 
Dynamic Data: 
- muscle forces 
- force plau forces and moments 
- hetjoiPltnetforceandmomcntvector~ 
- knetpintconlactforces 
- emrs in knee dynamic equilibrium 
- knee joint stiffness maaix 
- ligament forces 
$.6 Results 
The rrsulrs of the dynamic a n d ~ s i s  of the knee jolnt include esornatd of dl 36 muscle 
forces. five ligament forces. and two jo~nt contact forces for the knee joint ...A dd~dondly. 
the results include estimates of hip and ankle j o ~ n ~  forces. As the major emphas~s of th~s  
thesis is on the knee joint, only rho= results which arc b t l y  to uw knee will k mcluM. 
Thus. the ankle and hip joint loads will not k presented. a d  only the thirteen muscles 
which cross rh- knee will k included in h e  bscussisn. The results shoum in this chapter 
correspond to the sets of lonemdc data presented in Chapter 7, and &us correspond to the 
rmce  phase 6f gait fa one subjczt for h e  drfferrnt dal:. 
8.6.1 Net Joint Forces and rCloments 
A typical set of rhc measured net forces and moments which act across the kntc 
Lhsoughout the s m c e  phase of gait are shown in figures 8.2 and 8.3. By convention. the 
net force and moment represent the total loads due to the fedmoral condyles. muscles. and 
ligaments acting on the proximal portion of the tibia. The results are calculated in the 
coordnate system of t;,e tibia to make them ifidepcndent of the drection of wallung. 
Thereforr, LRc large anterior force late in the stance phase (figure 8.2) is due to the vemcd 
load across the joint while the tibia is leaning fonvard prior to toe-off. The forces are 
dominated by the venical component of the force plate ground reaction force. 
An important note concerning the knee moment components should be made here. 
?, 
G. Andriacchi and Strickland [ 5 ]  measured the net moments across the lower exnermty joints 
for over 300 subjects and classified them according to percentages of subjects who 
exhibited Qffercnt moment patterns. For the knee joint, many subjects were measured to 
prauce a large positive flexion moment and then a smaller negative component in ohis 
direction duriig the stance phase of gait. Other subjects were observed to have almost no 
positive flexion moments throughout the stance phase but a large negative component ii.e. 
an extension moment) aear toe-off. Figure 8.3 demonstrates that the subject of these 
expehiments exhibited the latter type of moment pamms. This point will be repented later 
when the results of the analyses in this thesis an compared to results of other researchers. 
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Figure 8.2: Knes Joint Net Forces 
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Figvre 8.3: Knee Joint Net Moments 
8.6.2 3lurcle and Joint Forces 
Figure 8.4 shows the estimated forces for the thirteen h e c  muscles dunng the stance 
phase of gait. Lncludd in the muscle plots an honmntal lines located at a force of one 
My-weight which represent the temporal patterns of myoclecmc (ENIG) activ~ty for Lhc 
leg muscles during gait as rcponcd by the University sf California at Berkeley 1621. The 
agreement tnrwetn the esaimatcd muscle forces and the rclponad ternpod EMG patterns is 
reasonable for m y  of the mdrlcs. but the Vasm Lateralis, an extensor muscle, has large 
forces later m s w c e  which are rmssing in the comspon&ng EMG pattern. This n a y  be 
due 10 the knee flexion moment pancrn described in the p ~ v i o u s  ection. Qbv~ously, the 
flexion moment wii1 dominate the acnvity of h e  flexor and extensor muscles of a j a r i t .  
Since there is such a large variation in moment patterns. then one should not e x p t i t  all 
mur le  force patterns to be similar. 
Figures 8.5 and 8.6 show the estimated forces on the m d a l  anb lateral condyles for 
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Figure 8.4: Knee Muscle Forces 
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Figure 8.5: Knee Medial Conhca Force 
Figure 8.6: Knee Lateral Contact Force 
[ k c  separate uts of hnemanc and dynarmc TRACK dau. Figure 8.7 includes the force.; 
on the medal and lateral condyles as ucll  as Lhe vemcal fmce cm the force plate for one set 
of data. Thc M y  weight of the sub~cct of hcsc  cxgcnments is approx~ma:riy 7 15 5 .  w 
the pcS load on h e  md~sl condyle cornsponds to a b u t  2.5  time M y  se~ght !BW, and 
the !a~eral condyle has an esnmated peak load of almost 2.0 BW. &ear ta-off .  this subject 
is estimated to have a total jo~nt contact load of almost 4.5 BW. Recall tiom Chapter I that 
pnvlous knet rrrodels have estimared b e e  p i n t  loads between 3.0 BW d 9 . 0  BW for Ae 
slance phase of gait (141, [?dl,  [Jt], 1431. Cheng (141 used a knee model somewhat 
sirmlar to the me dcvclopcd in this thesis with 13 murlcs rc estimate h e  rod joint load at 
one point in Ihe srance phasc of g u t  to bc 4.3 BW. with 3.0 RW on tRc m d a l  condyle. 
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Figure 8.7: Knee and Foot-Floor Forces 
8.6.3 Ligament Forces 
The collalrral ligaments m esurnated tc have very s r d  loads d u m g  the s m c c  phase. 
Estimated forces on the anter ?r and pos~crior mciate ligaments arc shosn in figure 8 8 
Yhcse forces are calculated by inclUa&ng thc ligaments in  the muscle € m e  opnnuraoon such 
that their forces are esarnated along with hose of the muscles. Relative to the smngths of 
the knec muscles. the maximum forces on the ligaments ut small. As h e  cruciate 
L g ~ n t s  ue close to the cmrr of th; knee joint, their facer do not conlribute signhicandy 
to die p i n t  mawno. In the muscle force O ~ ~ ~ ~ Q O I I  analysis thC d a t e  ligaments save  
the p\rrpox of helping to satisfy equilihum, particularly in the antcfiar-posterior dimnon. 
If one compares h e  results of the l~gamcn: forces in figunt 8.8 with the ligament strains 
shown i n  figure 8.1. i t  is apparenl that the mciate  ligaments are cst~mated to have the 
largest forces when lhcir lenphs are the smallest. One could plot the ligament foxes 
Venus strains to estimtc the stiffness. L:nfomnatcly in this case the cruciate ligaments 
would k pmbcted to have negative sdffness values. The knec m d e l  is thertforr not 
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Figure 8.8: Crueiats Ligament Farces 
accurate in  esarnaang forces in  the anterior-posterior d~~ccnon. Hoxever. ccmsidenng t h a  
the total jotnu: load is estimated 10 exceed 3000  S ,  then the 3 0 0  S maximum force on the 
antenor mc13re ligarnenr could be accounted for hy a change of a b u t  5 degrees In the 
drrcction of this force. More discussion of cqu~libnum errcrs u~ l l  t'ollou lster In t h i s  
chapra and in Chaprcr 9. 
8.6.4 E f k l  of Hip and Ankle Constraints on Knee Forces 
The muscle force optimizaricm proccdms q u i r e  cqu~lrhurn to b~ satisfied for all nine 
degrees of freedom of ithe lower exacmiry. Is it  absolutely esxntial to ir~clude the hlp and 
ankle joints in this analysis ? Figure 8.9 compares two results of estimated knee joint 
forces for h e  same set of kinematic and forcc plate data.. One set of data was p ~ o c e s s d  
requiring equilibrium to be satisfied for all nine lower cxmmiry Qgrces of freedom. while 
the ocher ~t was processed only rquiring cquilibeum for the four degrees of frcdorn of 
the knee. The lower two curves in the figure are the forces on (Lht IateraI condyle and show 
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Figure 8.9: Effects of Hip and Ankle Constraints 
a substanaal increase in joint load at 20 percent of the stance phase when ankle and hip 
consmints are included. The upper two curves show similar results for the medial 
condyle. Elirinating the requirements of equilibrium at the ankle and hip reduces rhe 
esnmated joint contact loads by about 30 percent. Therrfofe, an analysis which dcts  not 
include the hip and ankle constraints may have large errors. The knee mcdel used by Cherg 
[14] included only equilibrium at the knee yet still prduced joint loads of very similar 
magnitude to those estimated by h e  knee joint model of this thesis. Apparently, signficanr 
differences must exist bcnveen the muscle moment arms or net joint loads assumed by 
Cheng and measured in  this thesis. 
8.6.5 Effects of Stability Constraint 
During the central pm of the stance phase of gait (which corresponds to single limb 
support) the joint stiffness in the flexion dmction of Ihe knee is cstimared to be negative, 
especially during the peak loads. Figure 8.10 displays the results of includmg a canstra.int 
no stability constraint I 
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Figure 8.10: Knee Joint Flexion Stiffness 
to r c q u k  the flexion stiffness to bc non-negative. Two dfferent c w e s  are shown in  this 
figure. The b t t o m  curve represents the estimated joint stiffness qxith no stability 
consmints in the muscle iorce optimization. The other curve represent the flexion stiffness 
when a stability constraint is included. Unfortunately, no set of muscle forces was found 
which could satisfy equilibrium and also produce a non-negative flexion suffness value. 
Recall h m  Chapter 3 that the assumed niatianship between total incremental sriffness and 
force of muscles is not monotonic but rather falls off after reaching a peak. For chis 
reason, increasing the c ~ o n m c a o n  level above the already inmased level would nor be 
predicted to inmase the joint snffness. 
Figure 8.1 1 shows the corresponding predicted join[ loads for these same threr: data 
sets. These curves are presented to demonstrate that the addtion of the stability cousuant 
does require additional muscular co-connacrion and thus increases the joint loads. Given 
the results of figure 8.10, the stability analysis clearly does not work complctely . The 
assumed relationship between muscle stiffness and force is unsatisfactory. This is nor 
completely surpnsing since the function was e~uapoiated from the results of a single 
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Figure 8.11: Effects of Stability Constraint 
muscle from the ankle of a cat and scaled for all different muscles lrsing maximum force 
and res: length. Numerically. this procedure does not perform well. However, the author 
is convinced that this approach is conceptually sound a d  that i t  could provide interesting 
results if if appropriate values for muscle stiffnesxs are obtained. 
8.6.6 Equilibrium Errors 
The muscle force optimization procedures art designed to satisfy equilibrium at dl 
degrees of freedom of the lower extremity joints. Unfomnately, a feasible solution does 
not always exist. In this case, the closest solution is selected by penalizing equilibrium 
errors. The two degrees of h c d o m  of the lower extremity which typically present 
~ c u l t i e s  in satisfymg aquili'mum arc the medial-lateral and anterior-posterior translations 
of the knee joint. Figure 8.12 shows the equilibrium errors associated with a typical data 
set. The large force equilibrium error in the medial direction can be explained by 
considering the joint contact force directions. Figure 8.13 shows the estimated knee 
kinematics for the largest medial force error. Note that the unit n o d  associated with t l ~ e  
meha1 force (i.e. the one on the right in the figure) has a significant component in the 
medial direction. Since the joint contact force on this condyle is insmntaneously a b u t  
200U N, then for each 1 degree of change in the unit normal direction the medial force will 
change by about 35 N. Note also that the medial condyle and medial tibia1 plateau are 
relatively congruent in that only a small displacement of the femur would correspond to a 
fairly large change in the contact normal direction. Unfortunately, thus far the knee 
kinematics have been estimated completely ignoring the dynamics and joint loads. 
Therefore, the estimated location of the joint contact point h a s  been obtained without regard 
to dynamics. Chapter 9 descriks methods for improving the estimated kinematics by 
considering the efFtcts on equilibrium errors. 
Figure 8.12: Force Equilibrium Errors 
Figure 8.13: Kinematics with Medial Force Errors 
8.6.7 Sensitivity to Quradriceps Insertions 
The quadriceps musslcs. including the rectus femoris and the three vasti muscles, insen 
into the tibia through the patella and patellar Ligament For the subject of thc exwments in 
this thesis. these musslcs arc estimated to have the largest loads. In order to determine h e  
sensitivity of the results to the estimated inserrion location (i.e. the tibia1 mbtrosity), the 
muscle force optimitation procedures were repeated with the assumed quadriceps muscle 
inscrtiocs uanslated by 4 aam in either the anterior or l a t d  direction. Figure 8.14 shows 
results of the joint contact forces estimates for changing h e  anterior component of the 
insemon by 4 mm. Figure 8.15 shows similar results except for a 4 rnm lateral shift of the 
insemon. For the anterior shift, the flexion moment arms sf  the extensor muscles is 
increased and the required maximum joint loads decreases slightly. For thc lateral shift of 
the inscmon location. the total joint load nmains about the m e ,  but the percentage of the 
load carried by the medial condyle is significantly reduced and is uansferred 10 h e  lateral 
condyle. Sincc the medial-lateral location of the insertion of the patellar ligament is 
relatively difficult to estimate, the pcrcentdges of the knee joint load s u p p o d  by each of 
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Figure 8.14: Sensitivity to Anterior Displacement of Quadriceps 
Figure 8.15: Sensitivity to Lateral Displacement of Quadriceps 
the two contact forces may be significantly affected by estimated insemons. However, the 
t o t .  joint load is insensitive to rhcsc changes and thus can be estimated accurately. 
Chapter 9 
SIMULTANEOUS ESTIMATION OF 
KNEE MODEL KINEMATICS 
AND MUSCLE AND JOINT FORCES 
9.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 8, the difficulties encountered in satisfying quil ibnum for aLl degrees of 
frecdom of the lower extremity model were atmbuted to small cmrs in the kinematic 
estimates which may produce large erron in the d r ~ t i o n s  of the knee joint contact forces. 
A method is presented in this chapter for estimating knee lunemadcs which include 
corresponding joint contact force directions that minimize errors in dynamic equilibrium. 
An iterative procedure is then presented for alternately estimating kinematics and muscle 
and joint forccs until convergence i s  obtained. 'The conclusion associated with this analysis 
is that in vivo knee kinematics should be estimated including not only geomemcal 
constrainrs but constraints of dynamic quilibrium as well. 
9.2 Equilibrium Equations for Net Force and Moment Vectors 
The force and moment equilibrium equations for the foot arc given below. 
In ~kese quations, FFp and MFp arc the force and moment vector which act on the Coot at 
2 location x ~ p ,  Fm and & are the net force and moment vectors acring on the fool at the 
origin of the coordinate system of segment 2, and a 1, and a 1 are the translational and 
angular accelerations of the foot (segment 1). 
These equations may be written in a slightly different form to express the dependence 
2 
of Fm and & on the other terms. 
Equations similar to (9.3) and (9.4) can bc written for F& and & the net force and 
moment vector of segment 3 acting on segment 2. By convention, these net loads anoss 
the knee joint arc assumed to act at the origin of segment 3. 
By combining equations (9.3) and (9.5). an expression for the net force across the knee 
joint as s funstion of segment accelerations and the force plate force can be obtained. 
Before writiqg a similar equation for the net moment vector across the b e e  joint, two 
preliminary expressions should be reviewed from previous chapters. The GCS coordinates 
of the centers of mass for segments 1 and 2 can be obtained h m  their anatomical 
cooniinates (I& and &) plus the segment mslations (xl and x2) and rotations (R' and 
It2). Note that by convention in this thesis. the origin of the coordinate system of segment 
1 is located at the ankle joint. 
Equations (9.4) and (9.6) can be combined and substiruted into equations i9.8) and (9.9) to 
p d u c e  the follou-ing equations for rhr net moment a r ~ g  across the hec  joint. 
9.3 Equilibrium Equations for Muscle, Ligament, and Joint Forces 
In the knee model of chis thesis, the net force and moment vecton acting across the 
knee joint an produced by three conuibutions: muscle, ligament and joint contact forces. 
By defining ~ r ~ k  as the unit  vector from the insertion to the origin of muscle k, u ~ k  as the 
unit vector from the insertion to the origin of ligament k and uck as the unit vector of knee 
contact force k pointing down into the tibia, the followmg exprcssion can bt winerr for the 
net knee joint farcc. 
Defining x i k  and x:k as the GCS coordinates of the origin of muscle k and ligament k. 
respectively, plus X C ~  as the GCS coordinates of knee joint contact force k allows the 
expression of the net moment across the knee joint in a similar form. 
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Several terms in equations (9.14) and (9.15) depend on h e  position vectors (I- and 
x3)  and rotation matrices ( R ~  and R ~ )  of wgmenls 2 and 3 (i.e. the tibia and femur). The 
unit vectors of h e  muscles obviously depend on the muscle o r i ~ n s  and insertions. 
0 I 
By defining ?Mk as the inswtznmus femur coordinates of the origin of rnuvlc k and PHk 
as the tibia cmdnates of h e  corresponding insemon. the GCS coordrnates of the muscle 
origns and insemons can be expressed as shown below. 
0 3 O  3 XMk = R Fm + x 
I 2 1 x, = R fM + x 2 
Equations comparable to (9.16) through (9.20) could similarly be obtained for rhe 
ligaments. The GCS coordinates of rhe unit vector U C ~  and 1oca:ion x ~ k  of the joint 
contact force can be written in terms of the femur coordinates nfk and rfi of these two 
same quantities. 
Substitution of quations (9.17) through (9.22) into equation (9.15) produces an cqaation 
which shows more of the dependence of the knee joint net moment vector on the rotation 
matrix of segment 3. Note, however. that for simplicity the following equation docs not 
explicitly show the dependence of the muscle and ligament unit vcctors on the rotation 
matrices and position vcctors. 
NM : l ' 3 0 )  - M. 3 r  xn !+t& = F ~ ~ I R  fULPuUd + Fd[R3$y:&uLd + F, R , n r* 19.23) 
k= 1 k =  I k =  I 
9.4 Equilibrium Errors for the Knee Joint 
. 
Equations (9.7) and (9.14) arc both expressions of the same quantity, the GCS 
c w d n a t e s  of the net force vector acting across h e  knee joint Sirnilahly, equations (9.10) 
and (9.15) arc both expressions for the GCS coordinates of the net knee joint moment 
calculated about the origin of the ccmrdinate system of the femur. 'Kese expressions must 
rherefm k exactly qua1 if equilibrium is satisfied fcr each d e p e  of freedom of the knee. 
Although in rediry equilibrium is always satisfied, for specified values of muscle, Ligament 
and joint contact forces and assumed joint lunemarics the calculated equilibrium equations 
may not be exactly satisfied for all of the degrees of freedom. The equations k l o w  show 
the quilibrium errors in the net force and moment vector aciing across the knee joint as a 
function of previously defined terms. 
Consider h e  case in which the ankle and hip joints art fixed and the kinematics sf the 
tibia and femur are allowed to change by small amounts. The force plate force and moment 
vectors and center of pressure are assumed to remain fixed at their measured values. 
Assum ha t  changes in the segment uanslatimal and rorational accelerations are negligible. 
0 0 
In this case, the following terms would remain constant: Ma. r'h, e. F&, PMk, and 
I i  additional values we= specified for muscle and ligament forces. then the error terms of 
equations (9.24) and (9.25) would depend on the tibia and femur kinema~ics.  the 
p,uametric coordinates of the articulating surfaces. and the cendyle contact force 
magnitudes FC. Recalling b e  definitions of q (generalized coordinates for the loacr  
exntnuty) and s (eight parametric c o o ~ a t e s  plus two dependent kinematic coordi~iates of 
h e  knee) from Chapter 7, equadons (9.23) and (9.25) can be expressed in the following 
equations as functions of q, s. and FC. 
9.5 Iterative Estimation of Kinematics and Muscle and Joint Forces 
Assume that the procedures for estimating kinematics for the lower exrremity model 
have been performed as described in Chapter 7. Addirionally, assume that muscle and joint 
contact forces have been estimated using the methods of Chapter 8 without requiring 
equilibrium to be exactly satisfied for all four degrees of freedom of the knee joint. This 
would typically be the case if no feasible solutions exist which satisfy all of the equality and 
inequality constraints in the optimization procedures. Note that rhc dynamic calculation 
routines determine the net force and moment vectors across the ankle and knee joints as 
required intermediate values in the calculations. Using this infwmation, the values of lh. 
0 P, F&, P:~, and ?U could be evaluated for the estirnared lower extrerriiy kinematics. 
Mo could then be evaluated by sr;bstituting the values of these terms inro cqdi ion  (9.10). 
All of the information would therefore be available to evaluate the equilibrium errors as 
defined in equations (9.26) and (9.27). 
If the estimated muscle and ligament forces arc held consmt, then the errors associaled 
with equations (9.26) and (9.27) would represent incompatibility of the knee hnematics 
a d  dynamic equilibnum equauons. For different sets of knee kinematics specified by q 
and s, the equilibrium errors would in general be different. It is therefore possible to 
calculate a value for an equilibrium cmor penalty function associated with each set of 
tsrimatcd hernacics. Using this approach. additional u r n s  nray be included i n  the penalty 
function of Chapter 7 for selecting the best set of geomcmsally compatible kinematics, as 
symbolically shown below. 
Notice in equation (9.28) that the augmented penalty function depends on two 
aridirional variables, the magnitudes of b e  knee joinr contact forces. Although it would 
definitely be possible to hold these two joinr forces constant and just optimize for the 
kinemadcs, inclusion of the joint forces only minimally increases the complexity of the 
opamiration procedws. Funhermore? if the joint contact force rnagnirudes art maintained 
constant. then changes in the contact force directions may cause large quilibrium errors. 
As one of the major reasons for adding these terns is to force the kinematic correction 
method to impmve its estimates of joint contact force chections, the joint contact forces 
must be al low4 to v q .  Therefore, a kinematic correcaon procedure was implemented 
which includes additional penalty function terms associated with equilibrium errors as 
defined by equations (9.26) and (9.27). The number of degrees of freedom of the 
nonlinear optirnizgtion problem is increased from 20 (q and s) to 22 (q, s, and FC) The 
output of this procedure is an estimate of lower extremity kinematics which is both 
compatible with the amcular geomeiq and as close as possible to satisfying the force and 
moment equilibnum equations for the knee. 
Once the updated kinematics are available, then [hey are used in the dynamics and 
muscle force optimization analyses to estimate the muscle and joint contact forces for the 
slightly changed kinematics. The updated muscle force estimates can then be used in 
another iteration of the kinematic c o m t i o n  pmcdure which penalizes quilibsium emrs .  
These two m t h d s  can k used iteranvely until the joint contact forces estimated by both 
methds are simiiar. ,$.s these procedures are itera!ively applied, it may eventually be 
possible to include co~straints in rhe muscle force optimization rcutine to require 
equilibrium to be saeisficd f ~ i  additional d e p s  of Freedom of the h e e .  Specific rcsulrs of 
applying the described iterative methods to lunemadc and dynamic data corresponding ro 
the stance phase of gait are present4 in section 9.6. 
9.6 Results of Iterative Estimation of Kinematics and Forces 
Figas 9.1 and 9.2 show the in.p~~ovemcnts made by including the iteration proccdurr 
for estimaaring kinernaccs to minimize quilibrium errors. Although this procedure has been 
described as iterztive, the results actu.llly converge dmost completely in one iteration. 
J.  'ging from these two figures, equilibrium emn are much easier to comct in the muha! 
-lateral direction by this nerhcd than are errors in rhc anterior-posterior h c t i o n .  Figure 
9.3 shows the improved knee kinematics for the Frame in figure 9.2 which corresponds to 
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Figure 9.1: Reduction of Anterior Force Equilibrium Errors 
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Figure 9.2: Reduction of Medial Force Equilibrium Errors 
Figure 93: Kinematics for Reduced Equilibrium Errors 
the largest m h a l  force emr. This is also the same kame of data as in figure 8.13, Note 
that the medial component of the unit normal has  been substantially reduced. 
Lf this procedure works so well for medial cquilibnum erron, then why can i t  not work 
completely for anterior force errors ? Two major factors m m c t  the abihty of this rrrethd 
to eliminate errors in anterior force equilibnum. First, the muscle forces which arc 
estimated in the muscle forcc optimization have k e n  calculated to guarantee flexion 
4 
moment equilibnum for the iniriai joinr contact locations. Therefore, if h e  muscle forces 
arr held constant and the estimated contact location is moved in the anterior dimtion. errors 
will occur in the flexion nlomnt qcilibriurn. Since m r s  in the moments are penalized as 
well as emn in the forces, very little anterior translation will be allowed to occur. Another 
reason for the inability of the methods to converge in the anterior drection is that the 
curvature of the tibia1 surface is much smaller in the anterior-posterior dinclllon than i t  is i n  
the medial-lateral direction. Thus a relatively large translation is required to significantly 
affect the anterior compnent of h e  joint contact load 
9.7 Simultaneous Estimation of Kinematics and Forces 
h b l e r n s  with estimating knee joint kinematics without regard to dynamics have been 
described in Chapter 8, and a method to remedy his problem has been presented in this 
chapter. Why not just simultaneously estimate h e  joint lunernacics and joint and tnuscle 
forces which somehow minimize required changes in the kinematics and also satisfy 
equilibrium for all of the degrees of freedom of the lower exuemioy ? In this way, the 
problem of equilibrium mors could k completely avoided. In order to at least analyze the 
feasibility of this type of approach, procedures were implemented to simtilwneously 
estimate the lanematics and joint forces of the knee without regwd to equilibrium at h c  
ankle ar hip joints. As mentioned in Chapter 8, excluding the equilibrium constraints at the 
ankle and hip may produce joint contact forces underestimated by ahur 30 percent. 
Therefore, this procedure was implemented only as a proof of concept with the results 
compared to the standard kinematics and muscle force optimization analyses without the 
ankle or hip constraints. 
Figures 9.4 and 9.5 demonstrate that this mehod is able to substantially reduce the 
equilibrium e m  not only In the m d a l  dimdon but also m the anterior dimxion. Due to 
time constraints only a preliminary version of this this algofithm was irnplcmentd, and it  
was not implemented to be robust. Hence, in figures 9.4 and 9.5 one may notice thar the 
esbaacd opamal quilibnum errors actually increase at the very end of the data set Ttus is 
due b t h  to not carefully selecting convergence parameters and to allowing the roctinc t~ 
search in the invalid region of the geometry data. If care is taken to avoid these problems, 
then an implementation could be developed to simultaneously escimare the knee joint 
h m a d c s  and dyriamics and account for all equilibrium errors. 
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Figure 9.4: Further Reduction of Anterior Force Errors 
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Figure 9.5: Further Reduction of Medial Force Errors 
Chapter 10 
CONCLUSION 
10.1 Conclusions 
Tke objective of th is  thesis was to develop o rnathematicd model of the human knec 
joint which allows an examination of relationships between geaneay, kinematics. and 
dynamics of the joint in vivo and also to examine sensitivity of the results to changer in 
selected modeling and processing parameters. This goal has been accomplished by the 
devclopmcnt of a set of computer programs f a  combining measurements of lower 
cxPcmity kinematics and foot-floor inunctions to estimate kinematics and muscle and joint 
forces for a nine degree of freedom lower txtrcrnify model, includng a four d c p  of 
freedom knee joint &el. 
The major accomplishments of this thesis include the following: 
the development of a simple, accurate, and automatic method fur using a ldnernatic 
measurement system to generate a geometric model of the axticular surfaces of a 
cadaver tibia a femur, includrng scaling from in v i u o  measurements to a model of 
h e  in vivo geomctty 
@ the dcvelopmnz of a novel method to concurrently estimate and nmovc soft tissue 
motion e m  of in  vivo knec kinematics by including g w m m c  constraints 
the development of a three-&mensional, four degree of freedom m d e l  of the 
human knee joint which includes musclcs, ligaments, and articular surface 
geomcuy and which can be applied directly to i n  vivo kinematic and dynamic 
measurements 
r the demonstration of borh the necessity and the feasibility of simultaneously 
estimating hnematics and dynamics for a mly three-dmensional m d e l  of the 
human h e  joint 
the dtrivation of a joint stiffness matrix and a stability analysis for human joints. 
including sptcnfically how muxies must be included 
the application of this stability analysis to the human elbow joint to demsnsmtc 
reiationships between required cclactivation and joint stiffness md  stability 
The major emphasis of this thesis was obviously the development of the knee joint 
model and its application to sets of in vivo gait data. In contrast to all previous m d e l s  of 
the knee joint which have been applied to in vivo data, the joint kinematics in h i s  thesis 
are not estimated from cadaver motions but rather from h t  measurements of a walling 
subject and a single reasonable assumption (i.e that borh condyles of the femur are in 
contact with the tibia during the stance phase of gait). This novel approach noz onPy allows 
application of the knee joint model to a wide range of activities but also provides eseimates 
of the qualiey of the kinematic data. Funhermore, the inclusion of the articular surface 
geometry in the knee m d e l  is not simply an equivalent alternative to estimating jolrat 
contact force locations as in previous knee models. The dependence of the joint contact 
locations and directions on the knee kinematics cannot k acc~lrately estimated from any 
m d e l  which excludes joint geometry. IYherefo~, a joint stiffness or stability analysis 
should not bc applied to any knee joint model without geomemcal consoraints. 
One of the requirements for the knee joint model developed in this thesis is a d c l  of 
the articular surface geometry of the tibia and fcmrrr. The mthods developd in this thesis 
to obtain estimares of [he gcomeoy for the knee joint, including both the coordinate 
measuremcat p ~ x c d u r c  and the bicubic surface approximation, are nearly as accurate as 
much more complex methods which have been descr ik i  in the literature. These methods 
could easily be irnplemntbd by anyone w i h  a kinematic measurement system. The bicubic 
models of the surfaces arc reasonably accurate and very compact representations of the 
surfaces compared to storing the coordinates of a complete mesh on h e  surface. As has 
k e n  explained in Chapter 6, for the purposes of a stability analysis the bicubic 
approximation is preferable for joint conmco and stabihry calculations. 
When applied ta kinematic and foot-floor reaction measurements dunng the stance 
phase of gait. the knee model estimates peak loads of approximately 3.0 r ims  M y  weight 
CBW on the medial condyle and 1 .S BW on the l a t d  condyle. Thtse estimates of the two 
joint contact faces arr mrc ~ n s i d v e  tochanges in &id-lateral lmations of the assumed 
extensor muscle insenions rhan they arc to equal changes in the anterior durccaon (i.e. the 
extension motncnt arms). However. the e s t i m t d  toral joint l d  is relatively insensitive to 
mascle attachments. Extremely izge errors (30 percent) in the contact forces were 
estimated when h e  consmints of the hip and ankle joints were i g n d .  
The joint l d s  produced by this model arr similar to estimates of previous knee joint 
models except the maximum joint force is estimated here to occur much later in the stance 
phase (i.e. near the second peak of the vertical foot-floor force rather than the fint peak). 
A major factor in lower extremity muscle force optimization analyses is the assumed or 
measured knee flexion moment. Healthy normal human subjects walk with a large variety 
of diffmni knee flexion mamcnr patterns which are not even qualitauvely sinlilar (i.e. same 
numkr  of peaks and valleys in the curves. ets) [ 5 ] .  Hence it is not surprising that a knee 
model which is applied to the kinematic and dynamic gait data of an individual sub!cct 
would produce results different from those which assume a stereotypical knee rlexion 
moment panem. For this mason, the dynamics and kinematics presented in this thesis are 
not intended to represent knet joint force or displacements for all human subjects but rather 
only for one subjcct. If the m e t h d  were employed For another subject, slight variations 
may bc expected both in the kinematics and dynamics. 
The accmcy  of the knee kinematic estimation procedure is between 2.0 and 6.0 mrn, 
where the lower limit refers to the repeatability of the kinematic measurements and the 
upper limit corresponds to the maximum required changes in the kinematic measurements 
to obtain geompric compatibility. Since absolute measurements of the skeletal kinematics 
are not avaliable for comparison, the upper limit is only an estimate which would be 
affc~cred by the assumed joint geometry. Judgmg from rhe large g o s h o r  m i a t e  Ligament 
strain values, mfs in the anterior-posterior &splacements my be significant. but they 
c m o t  bt estimated using these methods. Researchen studying loser extremity lanematics 
have rcponed the ability of niotion measurement systems to mcL the coordinates ot' 
markers in space, but they have not reponcd accuracy of measurement of skeletal motion 
because soft tissue motion is so &fficult to estimate. The mhoa employed in this thesis 
for estimating soft tissue &on is not a direct measurcmcnt and q u i r e s  an assumption of 
pint  contact, but it is a h  non-invasive and requires only minimal additional imasuremnts 
compared to standard gait analysis methods. Estimation of soft tissue motion by including 
joint goomtry has never been accomplished previously. The knee h e m a t i c  data obtained 
in t!is t!!esis is Wrely the most accurate in vivo measurement of in vivo knee hnemancs to 
date. Considering that nearly all other gait analysis systems measure knee motion by 
placing markers at presumed joint center locations and that in  vivo knee motion includes 
translations in excess of 1 cm (e.g. see figure 7.7). even neglecring soft tissue motion these 
systems canna match the accuracy of the knee kinematics estimated herein. 
One of the most important conclusions of this thesis is that a three-dimensional model 
of the human knee joint should allow dynamics to influence the lunematic estimates if  
accurate equilibrium rciations are desired for all of the dcgrces of freedom of the joint. 
Only two previous knee joint models have been applied to in vivo data which attempted to 
satisfy quilibriunl in all k r i o n s .  Cheng (141 estimated joint conract f m e  locations and 
a s s u d  stereotypical joint loads for one instant during the stance phase of gait. His model 
was unable to satisfy equilibnum for all of the degrees of freedom, so he selected the two 
most important directions to satisfy using the joint contact loads (i.e. the vertical force and 
the abduction moment). Garg [21] was able to satisfy equilibnum for all dvections but did 
not present the calculatc3d ligament forces during gait. In her analysis, the locations and 
dvections of the contact forces wen  fixed in the equations to solve for "It muscle and joint 
forces. Throughout much of the gait cycle only a single quivdent  muscle was assumed to 
be active. Judging from the results of this thesis, the calculated ligament forces would very 
llkely have bcen above physiologically maximum levels in order to satisfy equilibrium for 
dl six dmctions. Mcthds wen developed in this thesis to minimize quilibrium crsors in 
the medial and anterior force directions and then tn adjust the kinematics to funher reduce 
the erron. Adchtionally. a method for a simpl~fied model of the knee (which neglected hip 
and ankle consmints) was implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of estimating knce 
joint kinematics and dynamics simultaneously. Only when these prucdures for optimally 
satisfying equilibrium arc included in the knee joint d e l  can all net joint loads be 
accounted for by muscle, ligament, and joint forces. 
If one considers a possible conerol strategy for the knee pint, the prospect of allowing 
the joint loads to influence small changes in the knee kinematics makes sense. The 
methods employed in this thesis to e s h a t e  knec kinematics and muscle and joint forces an 
slflular to solving an optimal control problem. Given a nine &gee of M o r n  model for 
the lower cxuemity and specified locations of h e  ankle and hip joints throughout the stance 
phase of the gait cycle. then what kinematics and muscle forces should be prescribed for 
the knee to minimize energy (or muscle forces) ? This problem is fundamentally different 
from the standard muscle force optimization procedures which assume that the lunematic 
trajectory is fixed and that only the muscle forces can be selected. By altering the 
kinematics very slighely, not only the required muscle forces but also the resulting joint 
contact loads can be reduced. It does not seem reasonable that a conml system would 
select a set of knce kinematics which requires larger muscle forces and joint loads than 
anoehcr set which accomplishes the same task (i.e mtion of the pelvis relative to the foot). 
The allowance of slight variations in knec kinematics is not the only ~ f c r c n c e  beween 
the muscle force optimization in this thesis and previous methods. A solution to an optimal 
control problcm would presumably correspond to a set of control commands which would 
make the lower extremity stable. A stability constraint has not previously bcen included in 
any lower extremity model. Murray 1461 applied a stability analysis to to exanline co- 
contraction in the human elbow joint, but his model was unable to account for the 
experimental measurements. Although h e  stability analysis developed in this thesis was 
incapable of satisfying positive knee flexion stiffness throughout the stance phase of gaif i t  
was able to dernonsaatc that a requirement of non-negative stiffness could require muscular 
co-contraction (i.e. knee joint forces increased with stability constraint in figure 8.1 1) .  
F u r t h e m ,  when applied to the human elbow joint, the stability analysis results appear to 
be promising. Even more fundanxntally. the equations and analysis developed in Chapter 
3 of exactly how joint stiffnesscs should be defined and how muscles conmbute co his 
stiff~ess have not k n  completely described previously. 
In summary, the knot joint model and the complete lower exmrruty model dcveloptd m 
this thesis are the most comprehensive to date. Only Wismans er d [66] have previously 
attempted to include joint georncw in a knec d e l ,  but this was an in virro study. All 
knee joint models which have k e n  applied to in vivo data have only r e q u i d  aquilibriurn 
co be satisfied for a limird number of degrees of frcedom and/or have excluded quntibnum 
constraints of the hip and the ankle joints. The results of the model are limited slightly by 
equilibrium mrs, but methods have k e n  presented for reducing or possibly eliminating 
these e m s .  The many developments of this thesis represent a substantial advance toward 
producing a model which is capable of accurate estimation of knee joint kinemtics and 
Ligament. muscle and joint contact forces during a variety of weight-bearing amvities. 
10.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
The major limitations of the knee model appear to be inaccurate estimates of ligament 
material pmpreies and rest lengths and the inability of h e  model to satisfy equilibrium in 
the anterior direction (these two limitations arc not independent). If methods become 
available for more accmtely modeling ligament forces, b e  model should be updated to 
include the improved ligament models. Besides the cruciate ligaments, another major 
conhblltor to force equilibrium in the anterior direction of the knec is the quadrnccps 
muscles. In h e  cumnt m d e l ,  the patellar ligament (through which all four quadnceps 
muscles art attached to the tibia) is assumed to insert into the tibia at an angle which is 
linearly related to the knee joint flexion angle. Shce the basis of this angle infonnaeon is 
cadaver measurements, and since the knee model dots nat assume that in vivo and 
cadaver knees have the same hcmtics,  then the model may be improved if the attachment 
angle is allowed to be defined directly by the kinematics. This improvement would require 
adding the patella to the model. pssibly via additional micular geometry rneaswments of 
the patella and the anterior portion of the distal femur. Note that in the current model the 
patellar ligament is assume to insm into the tibia at a 20 degree angle at zero flexion angle. 
Small changes in this angle could have significant changes in the anterior knec forms. 
The suggested mthods for sirnulpaneously estimating knee joint kinematics and muscle 
and joint forces should be implemented. The resulting model would then be able to 
completely suisfy force and moment equilibrium for the joint usmg only muscle. 
pint. and ligament farces. No c m n t  knee model (except the one in this thesis) attempts to 
account for qmilibriurn for all degrees of freedom of the h. 
Cmainly, the knee model should bt applied to more sets of   ma tic and dynamic dam 
for a variety of weight bearing activities. A very accurate kinematic measurement system 
should bc used to get the best accuracy possible. Depending on the accuracy of the dam 
the results of experiments could answer some impnnant questions a b u t  the knee: (1) is the 
knee really a complex single degree of freedom joint (as assumed in much of ihe titerawe) 
? (2) how repearable are the knec kinematics and dynamics from subject to subject ? (3) 
which array mounting procedures prcducc the smallest estimated soft tissue motion emrs ? 
Improved methods for using measured cadaver data to estimate geometric data f a  a gait 
analysis subject should be developed. Scaling methods may possibly be improved by 
measuring h e  geometry and anatomical 1mdmprl;s of a number of cadaver knees. There 
are at least two special cases in which the actual subject's gwmetry data can be ascertained 
with some degree of accuracy. When a total knec prosthesis is implanted, the joint surfaces 
should be known exactly, or at least could be measured with p i s i o n  before implantation. 
Also. CT or MRI scanning methods could possibly be used to estimate the geometrical 
surfaces. Although these would have a difficult rim establishing the surface geometry of 
the tibia with any degree of accuracy, they would at least be helpful in establishing 
appropriate scaling factors for the joint. Finally. when the data from the ultrasonic 
gwmtry measurement system is available, then it  can bt used in glace of the c a n t  data. 
This will rquire estimation of the uansforrnations between the position of the knee joint 
being measured and some externally identifiable landmarks, but methods could be 
developed to obtain the estimate. 
The stability analysis developed in this thesis as applied to human joints should be 
examined in more detail. Because of the many assumptions required for applying the 
analysis to the knee (i.e. quasi-static, both sides are maintained srable at a l l  times, etc.). Lhc 
lack of a complete solution is not surprising. However h e  results of applying the analysis 
to the elbow joint are promising. Even for this joint, however, the analysis as it is 
currently implemented requires the estimation of the c o d  incremental stiffness values for 
each musc!e. Rather than ssaling results from an ankle muscle of a cat, it would be 
recommended to attempt to make some physical rncasurcments so that the saffnesscs of 
elbow muscles could be more directly estimated. If a device is consnucted to 
independently conuol the applied load and stiffncss acting on the elbow, and EMG is 
measured for both the biceps and mcep.6 muscles, then relationships between muscle 
stiffness and force and length may be examined. For example. the amount of co- 
coneraction of biceps and mceps muscles may possibly be incrrascd at a constant applied 
net joint moment if varying levels of negative joint stiffness are added to the joint If these 
experiments arc canicd out, then some of the following issues may be addressed: (1)  what 
- - - - - - - - -- - - -  - - 
is the relationship k twccn joint moment. stiffness, and muscle activation levels 
negative stiffness is added, will the muscles automatically co-contracr ? (3) can these 
experiments be used to infer the dependence of muscle stiffnesses on length and force ? (4) 
if  so, do the stiffnesses actually decrease after a certain load is exceeded ? (5) how do the 
stiffness versus f m e  relationships vary from subject to subject ? 
These questions arc fundamental to the analysis of muscle forces applied to all human 
joints. The development of the stability analysis was not the fundamental objective of this 
thesis, an1 it certainly Bid not produce the most successful nsults when applied to the knee 
,joint. The succcss of applying the stability analysis to rhc elbow joint, however, will 
provide motivation for researchers to work in this area. At the very least, the author 
personally plans to pursue research in this area in order to answer some of thc questions 
raised above. 
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